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1. Theoverwhelmingliteratureongreenhousegasmitigationmeasurescannotclosethe
gapbetweenrecognizingthepotentialofbioticcarbonmitigationandacceptingthat
individualprojects intheforestry sectorcancontributetothismodification,canbe
monitoredandbeverified aspartofacarbonemissionscontrolsystem(Trexler, 1993;
thisdissertation).
2. Land-usesystemsthatprovidecommercialproductscombinedwithecologicalservices,
suchascarbonmitigation,cangeneratecapitalinputforlong-terminvestmentinfarmforestry projects, (thisdissertation)
3. FarmersintheruralcommunitiesoftheHighlandsofChiapasprefer individualland-use
projects abovecommunity-type activities,evenifthelatteroptionismore beneficial.
4. Thechoiceofabaselinerateofbiomasslossundera"business-as-usual" scenarioisa
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6. VanderWalisrightwhenclaimingthat traditionalmanagementpracticesincommunal
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1. INTRODUCTION
General
During the last two centuries the concentration of atmospheric CO2 has risen from 280 to
about 345 parts per million (Neftel et al., 1985). On the one hand, this is a major factor of
recent climate changes, particularly of the global energy budget. On the other hand, it is the
consequence of impaired balances in the organization of life, as decomposition, respiration,
and other oxidation processes increases CO2 production, whereas deforestation and land
degradation diminishes the CO2 absorption capacity through photosynthesis by reducing the
leaf surface area. Both processes are also linked to the sun's energy supply (Rossignol et al.,
1998).
Identified sources of carbon emissions include burning of fossil fuels, cement production and
land-use conversion (Cook et al., 1990). Forests play an important role in the global carbon
(C) cycle. High- and mid-latitude forests are currently estimated to be a net C sink of about
0.7 ±0.2 PgC yr"1 (Pg = 1015gram).In contrast, low-latitude forests areestimated to be anet
C sourceof 1.6 ±0.4 PgC yr"1,caused mostlybyclearing anddegradation of forests (Dixonet
al., 1994).
The third Conference of theParties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UN-FCCC), held inDecember 1997in Kyoto,Japan describe twomarket-based mechanismsthat will allowcountries totradein greenhouse gasemission (GHG)reductions:
1. Between two Annex 1countries (countries with binding emission limits), known as Joint
Implementation (JI),and
2. Between an Annex 1 country and anon-Annex 1 country (countries withnobindingemission limits, mainly developing countries), known as Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM).
Under apossible future carbon offset trading program, countries would be most likely to pay
for greenhouse gas emission reductions in another country where the cost for reducing
emissions is lower. With such a program international carbon emission offsets could become
acurrency for investinginemission reducing activities (TipperandDeJong, 1998).The value
of these offsets have the potential to create a system of incentives to develop C-saving projects worldwide, because it stimulates CO2 emitters to seek the least expensive emission
reduction measures (Swisher and Masters, 1992). Although forestry measures are not yet

specifically included within the current articles relating to the CDM, provisions for forestry
almost certainly will be included at some stage, given the significance of developing country
forests within theglobalcarbon cycle (Tipper andDeJong, 1998).
The potential land area available at the global scale for carbon conservation and sequestration
is estimated to be 700 x 106ha. The total potential amount of carbon to be sequestered and
conserved through improved land use on this land by 2050 is assessed as some 60to 87PgC
(Winjum et al., 1992; Dixon et al., 1993, 1996; Brown et al., 1995). The tropics have the
potential to conserve and sequester by far the largest quantity (80%), followed by the
temperate zone (17%) and the boreal zone (3%). Forestry and land-use mitigation measures
can serve other environmental, economic, and social interest simultaneously, and may offer
some of the most cost-effective ways to combine climate change mitigation and biosphere
restoration. GHG offset projects in the land-use and forestry sector can particularly be
attractiveif theycan betiedtolocal social,ecological andeconomic goals (Trexler, 1993).
Swisher (1991) defines carbon sequestration by arelevant unit of measurement for C storage
in forestry projects, which is "the increment in CO2flux, expressed as Megagram of carbon
equivalent (Megagram (Mg) = 106 gram = 1ton of C), out of the atmosphere, compared to
existing conditions (in the case of C removal) or to a reference condition (in the case of C
emission prevention). The score keeping should explicitly account for the C storage of the
landusewithoutthe project".
Evidence from anumber of specific forestry projects that have been financed on the basis of
the expected sequestration potential effect point to relatively low implementation costs of
forestry and agroforestry C-mitigation projects (De Jong et al., 1995).The uptake of 1x 109
MgC would require about 400,000 ha to be taken into mitigation management each year for
20years atacost of 20US$/MgC (Tipper etal.,1998).
Crediting the sequestration effect of forestry activities has hitherto been implemented on a
project-by-project basis, estimating the difference in the long-term C-flux to the atmosphere
between "baseline" and project scenarios. The lessons learned from these projects will serve
as important precursors for future mitigation projects. However, for significant reduction of
global carbon emissions, national governments will need to institute measures that both
provide local andnational benefits, andmitigateexcesses of carbon.
The present study is intended to answer some of the important questions that arise from
translating projects that have an ecological potential to mitigate carbon excesses, into the

actual implementation of theseprojects in afarmer-dominated landscape.Initial studiesbyDe
Jong et al (1995) indicated that in regions such as Chiapas, the most appropriate methods to
enhance carbon storageon land managed by small farmers arethe introduction of trees within
agricultural systems as crop-tree combinations or the restoration of degraded pastureland.
Together, such activities are referred to as "farm forestry" (Foley and Barnard, 1984). On
communally held areas of natural forest or secondary vegetation the main sequestration
strategy is the restoration of degraded forest ecosystems, and the conservation and
management of the existing tree stock in initiatives referred to as "community forestry"
(Foley and Barnard, 1984). Farm and community forestry projects for GHG mitigation in
such environments would be characterized by: - numerous participants, organized in various
ways, generally a high variety of small-scaled systems, spread over large areas, with sitespecific management, which farmers adapt individually due to personal interest, local
conditions,andpreviousexperiences.Thisisinbrief thecontext of the ScolelTe international
pilot project for carbon sequestration by forestry and agroforestry, being developed in
Chiapas, southern Mexico (Scolel Te, 1998). The objective of this project is to develop a
model for carbon sequestration that will be economically viable and can be technically
transplanted insimilarregionsof Mexico andLatin America.
Aspartofthescientific backstoppingoftheScolelTeproject, thisstudyintendstodiscussthe
following keyquestions: (i)what isthe effect of land-use land-cover change on carbon fluxes
in highly fragmented landscapes?; (ii) which land-use systems do resource-poor farmers
prefer that couldcontributetothegreenhouse gasproblem?;(iii)what isthecarbon mitigation
potential of fanners' selected forestry and agroforestry systems, and what would bethecost?;
(iv) what are the sources and levels of uncertainties in calculating carbon fluxes in forestry
systems?; and (v) can acost-efficient monitoring system be set up for carbon mitigation in a
farm forestry project?

Institutional context
The research program was carried out within the context of the research project "Sistemas
Silvicolas y Agroforestales" at "El Colegio de la Frontera Sur", unit San Cristobal de las
Casas. In this project, researchers, students and technicians work together with local
inhabitants, to develop methodologies, procedures, and data bases, which are required to
develop silvicultural options to manage the diversified forests of Southern Mexico and
agroforestry techniques to improve current agricultural land-use systems. In Chiapas, the
project focuses on the Highlands of Chiapas (Highlands), Northern Mountains of Chiapas,
and the Selva Lacandona. The present study was restricted to the Highlands region, which
comprises anelevated limestonemassof about 11,000km2 (between 1000and2,500ma.s.l.),
with steepvolcanicrocks,rising upto2900ma.s.l. (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1. Topographic profile (in m above sea level) of the Highlands of Chiapas.The
profile isalittleover 70kmlong, takeninSSWdirection.Theprofile isbasedon
adigitalelevationgridwith60m resolution.
In this area, farmers combine shifting cultivation and extensive grazing of cattle and sheep
with uncontrolled extraction of timber, fuel, and other products from the forests. The research
wascarried outinclosecooperation withthe local farmers' organization Pajal Ya Cak'tik.

Ecological and social context
The Highlands isoneof themost densely populated rural areas in Mexico,habited byTzotzil,
Tojolabal, and Tzeltal Maya indigenous groups.From the 1970s onward, the Highlands were
increasingly integrated in the economic activities of Chiapas, due to road construction,
introduction of electricity and drinking water, and other government-induced rural development projects. From 1950 to 1990, the population tripled in size, mainly due to a rapid
increase in the number of small settlements of between 100 and 2,500 inhabitants. Both this
factor, and an individualization of communal lands, are considered asthe main driving forces
behind the process of fragmentation of the landscape,tothe extreme of what can be observed
today (Ochoa-Gaona andGonzalez-Espinosa, 2000).
The Highlands encompass all or parts of 30 municipios(local governmental units). The area
contains various forest formations in a complex landscape with high biodiversity resulting
from biotope diversification due to interactions among ecological, geological, edaphic,
climatological, and anthropogenic factors (Breedlove 1981).The most important ecosystems
include pine,pine-oak, oak, and evergreen cloud forests (Breedlove 1981;Gonzalez-Espinosa
et al., 1995b).These forests are broadly representative of the highlands of southern Mexico,
Guatemala,Honduras,andnorthern Nicaragua.
Only a few decades ago large areas of the Highlands were still covered by old-growth forest,
whereas the current land cover represents a highly disturbed landscape with plots of 0.5 to 2
ha of cultivated land, tree and shrub fallow, temporary and permanent grazing lands, and
highly disturbed forests (Parra-Vazquez et al., 1989;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1991;De Jong
et al., 1999; Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa, 2000). The structure and composition of
the remaining forests have been altered due to (i) selective harvesting of pine trees for local
timber production, and oak trees for fuelwood and charcoal (De Jong and Montoya-Gomez
1994;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995a, b), and (ii) extensive grazing (DeJong and MontoyaGomez 1994).Currently,only afew small patchesofold-growth forest remain.
The land-use changeshavenumerous implications for thecarbon cycle because each land use
has a particular carbon density and functions at a particular speed of carbon accumulation,
export, and oxidation (Lugo and Brown, 1992). Biomass decreases as a result of land-use
change are expected to occur fast due to rapid removal through fire or other mechanisms,
while biomass increase occurs more slowly (rate of increase depends primarily upon the type
of previous disturbance) from cultivated land and/or grazing land to tree or shrub fallow,
secondary forest andold-growth forest, duetorelatively slow growth.

The indigenous population depends highly on the integrated use of the available natural
resources to satisfy their domestic and economic needs. Traditional land-use systems are
dynamic, in which land is cultivated for one to three years for corn and bean production,
followed by a short fallow period. During the fallow, grazing by animals frequently occurs,
whereby the manure is used as soil fertilizer. Subsequent shrub and/or tree fallow restores to
some degree the depleted soil fertility through a rapid re-establishment of agricultural soil
organic matter content (Van der Wal, 1999). Forest product extraction to satisfy domestic
needs is widely practiced and includes collection of fuelwood, food crops, building material,
litter for crop fertilization, fodder, medicines, and flowers and leaves for ritual purposes
(Soto-Pinto, 1990;DeJong&Ruiz-Diaz, 1997).
Farmer families with extremely small properties practicing semi-subsistence agriculture
dominate the rural economy and organization. Each family manages simultaneously various
strategies, which are articulated by means of various ecological, technical and social
relationships and production systems,such as: (i) the production of corn and beans to sustain
the family; (ii) temporal or seasonal off-farm paid labor; and (iii) trading of surplus
agricultural or forest products. Any shortage in the outcome of one of these components
obliges the family to search for compensation by trying to increase one of the other
components. For example, changing coffee plantations into com-beans fields was one of the
farmers' responses to the low coffee price in the early 1990s, whereas a reversed process
could be observed when the prices raised again and more government subsidies became
available at the end of the 1990s. However, subsistence com-and-bean production is always
present inthesmall-farmer enterprise.
The carbon sequestration of a terrestrial system can be expressed as a function of plant
productivity, subdivided in leaf material, branches,trunks, and roots, i.e. the processes dueto
photosynthesis, and decomposition of extracted products, litter, wood, roots and soil organic
matter, i.e. the processes due to respiration or other forms of burning. Plant productivity can
befurther subdivided into turnover rates of leaf material, branches, trunks, and roots, and the
increase in each of these pools and the increase in extracted products, necromass, litter, and
soil organic matter.
The land useswith the largest potential for biomass accumulation andcarbon sequestering are
young secondary vegetation and forest plantations with fast growing species (Lugo and
Brown, 1992).Forest exploitation could therefore be directed to these successional stages (if
necessary using enrichment procedures) and to mixed-species plantation forests. Harvesting

of the wood products will maintain the carbon sequestered for at least some 10 tol5 years,
whereas the growth of remaining secondary forest will rapidly replace theextracted biomass.
Such forests therefore are efficient CCVpumps, as long as the harvested and processed wood
doesnotbum orrotaway quickly.
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2. CONCEPTS
Introduction
Forests are not only impacted upon by climate change, they also influence it. Forests can be
serious sources of greenhouse gases due to their destruction or can be important sinks of the
same gases by means of their sustainable management. They act as important buffers against
the impact of the ongoing climate change. There are three broad categories of forestry
interventions thatwillhelptomitigate greenhouse gasemissions:(i)improving existing forest
management, (ii) Increasing total tree cover and biomass density, and (iii) using wood as a
substitute for energy-intensive products (cement, fossil fuel). Not all interventions are
currently considered within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC, 1997).
However, they could make major environmental and socioeconomic contributions to the
countrieswherethey areundertaken. Forestryprojects that mitigate carbon emissions intothe
atmosphere have methodological, biophysical, institutional and socio-economic features that
need to be defined. The following concepts are adapted from official and unofficial
documents oftheInternational PanelonClimateChange,complemented bycited references.

Forest
Forests are usually comprised of many individual stands of trees with differences in
architecture and species composition (cf.Oldeman's "silvatic mosaics", 1990).Thus within a
forest, there usually is arangeofdifferent forested ecosystems composed bydifferent species
with different ages and having different carbon stock densities (MgC ha"1). The distinction
between the whole forest as a landscape unit and the stand as a unit within a forest is
frequently left unstated andtheterm 'forest' isused forboth.
Many definitions of forest are in use throughout the world. Lund (1999, 2000) in a recent
review listed over 130 definitions of a forest. Countries have developed very specific
definitions suitable for their own environmental and administrative purposes. A
comprehensive definition should include the following elements: "An ecosystem covering a
minimum areawith aminimum width,dominated bytreeswith aminimum potential height at
maturity of5mand with aprojected crown cover exceeding 10%".Minimum area and width
definitions are important for monitoring purposes. If the minimum area is small than the
assessment task isgreater. Ifcrown cover is averaged over large areas then deforestation may
notbedetected.
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Most monitoring agencies will adopt a minimum area for inclusion that is based on the
resolution of their imagery or sampling technique and the resources available. A commonly
used attribute in the definition of a forest is the Canopy (or Crown) Projected Cover (CPC),
which is the proportion of the area covered by tree crowns. It is estimated by vertically
projecting outlines of tree crowns onto the horizontal plane that represents the forest area.
Minimum CPC is the most common of the quantitative elements included in a definition of
forests. In definitions collected by Lund (1999) the minimum CPC tobe included as a forest
varied from 10% to 70%. Forest may consist either of closedforest formations where tree
crowns of various heights and undergrowth together cover a high proportion of the ground
(often defined as more than 40%); or openforest formations with a continuous vegetation
cover in which tree crown cover exceeds 10% (in our case less than 40%). Young natural
stands and all plantations established for forestry purposes which have yet to reach a crown
density of 10percent ortree height of 5mareincluded inthedefinition of forest, as are areas
temporarily without trees as a result of human intervention or natural causes, but which are
expected torevert to forest soon. In other words, all development phases of a forest area are
included.
Landuse,landcover,andland-usechange
Land-usechangeinthecontext of greenhouse gasfluxes implieshuman activitieswhich:
1)changethewaylandisused,and/or
2)affect theamountof biomass inexisting stocks
There seems to be some confusion in the use of the term "land use and land-use change" as
many of the changes in forest stocks are not or barely associated with a change in land use.
For example, commercial harvest of industrial roundwood (logs) and fuelwood is a land use
butnot aland-usechange.
The terms land cover and land use are often used indiscriminately. According to the FAO
(1997) land cover is "the observed physical and biological cover of the earth's land, as
vegetation or man-made features", whereas land use is "the total of arrangements, activities
and inputs that people undertake in a certain land cover type".The term land utilization type
is also used by FAO and refers to synthetic, simplified and representative land-use types for
the purposes of land suitability evaluation, rather than examples of real land uses. Lund
(1999) rightly states that from a carbon storage perspective, it would be appropriate to focus
on land cover, land-cover change and the land-management activities that affect the type,
amount,extent andcondition of all woody vegetation. Changesintheamount,typeandextent
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of land cover are directly correlated with changes in biomass, whereas the same cannot be
said of changes in land use. When land use changes, the biomass may remain the same. In
addition, saying that an area has been deforested or reforested just because the land use has
changedcanbeverymisleading.
Deforestation
Themajority of thedefinitions collected byLund (1999) define deforestation asthelong-term
or permanent removal of forest cover and a conversion to a non-forested land use or to
wasteland. For example, deforestation is the "permanent removal of forest cover and
withdrawal of land from forest use, whether deliberately or circumstantially". Similarly the
IPCC Guidelines emphasize the conversion of forests: "Conversion of forests is also referred
to as "deforestation" and it is frequently accompanied by burning" (IPCC, 1996). "Clear
cutting (even with stump removal), if shortly followed by reforestation, is not deforesting"
(FAO, 1997, cited in Lund 1999). Many definitions of deforestation include natural events
such as landslides, hurricanes, etc. Even if the cause of forest fire can be unambiguously
attributed to prescribed burning or escape from deliberate fires, the event may or may not be
deforestation. In many instances the forest cover loss is not complete and furthermore is
followed by rapid regrowth. In some forest types (e.g. eucalypt and some pine forests), even
themost intense fires donot cause significant mortality of mature trees.Significant quantities
ofcarbon may bereleased but most trunks and largebranches survive and reestablish aclosed
forest within a few years. When the regrowth is complete, the net release of carbon to the
atmosphere iszeroornearzero.However,therapidreleasetotheatmosphere isfollowed bya
slow recapture and can thus be considered as a temporal release of CO2 to the atmosphere
(Kurz et al., 1993).In the long-term and over large areas, there is a balance between carbon
loss due to fires and carbon sequestered in regrowth providing there is no change in the fire
regime. This is the basis of the IPCC (1996) recommendation to treat wildfires as neutral.
While this is a pragmatic approach, there is some evidence that fire regimes are changing in
many parts of the world (Kurz & Apps 1999). In some cases these changes are due to solar
impacts on the climate system, like El Nino with its droughts (Rossignol et al., 1998) or to
deliberate human manipulation. In still others it isthe indirect consequence of human actions,
alsoincluding possibly climate change.Furthermore,in many parts of the world, major forest
fires arefollowed by land-usechange from forest toagricultural orpastoral uses.
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Forestdegradation an restoration
The term forest degradation is sometimes used in forestry but its definition is often not well
suited in the context of carbon dynamics as it often only refers to changes in the productive
capacity of the forest. For example, "Changes within the forest class which negatively affect
the stand or site and lower theproduction capacity" (FAO, 1990).Thebest-known international scheme and provisional geographic database to classify degradation is the Global Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD, 1998) prepared for UNEP with the participation of
manynational institutions.Distinguished are: water and wind erosion, and chemical andphysical deterioration The World Overview of Soil Conservation Approaches and Technologies
(WOCAT, 2000) gives spatial information on human-engendered soil and land improvements
for more sustainable agricultural land use, and the technologies applied. Restoration of soils
depleted in organic-matter to their original level looks like arealistic option of carbon sequestration (Lai et al., 1998, Paustian et al., 1998). Improvement of soils beyond the original
level of soil organic matter, as a form of land and soil aggradation, would appear possible as
well (Sombroeketal.,1993).
Land-Use Changeand Management
Most oftheworld's landareaisbeingmanaged for human habitat andinfrastructure, food and
woodproducts,recreation, andecosystem preservation.Management ofcroplands,forests and
pastures does affect sources and sinks of CO2, CH4 and N2O. Changes in land use and
management can cause significant changes in carbon storage and flows. These are, however,
not easy to assess.Deforestation and wood harvesting produce carbon dioxide rapidly due to
decay of leaf litter, or much more slowly due to decay of wood, wood products and soil
organic matter (Sundquist, 1993). After clearance, logging or abandonment of agricultural
land or pasture, on the other hand, forest regrowth fixes carbon. A carbon budget is thus
required to account for shifting spatial patterns of land use and also the temporal fate of
vegetation, soils, debris and wood products. When tropical forests are cleared for conversion
to agriculture or pasture, a large portion of the aboveground biomass is generally burnt, thus
releasing itscarbon rapidly into the atmosphere. Someof thewood may be reserved for other
end usesand sometimes thereby preserved for alongertime,though eventually it still decays..
Deforestation also speeds upthe decay of other aboveground material such as dead wood and
litter, as it does in below ground organic carbon. Local climate determines the rates of decay;
in tropical moist regions most of the remaining biomass decomposes in some 10 years
(Vooren, 1999). Deforestation for shifting cultivation releases less carbon than permanent
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deforestation becausethefallow croprotations maintain thetotal ecosystem carbon atahigher
level (Van der Wal, 1999). Carbon fluxes depend on forest type, length of fallow, and frequencyof fallowing, which varyacrossregions.
Logging releases carbon to the atmosphere due to decay of harvest waste and damaged or
killed trees.The harvested wood decays at rates dependent on their end use:e.g. fuelwood in
1 year,paper inlessthan 10years andconstruction material indecades.Thelogged forest will
gradually compensate for the decay created during harvest, as it regrows. Forest harvesting
also leads to changes in soil carbon dynamics, depending on what happens during and after
harvesting. These changes are more difficult to estimate. Soil may loose carbon after wood
harvesting, due to soil destructuration caused by tree uprootings (Koop, 1989). Uprooting
increases aeration and soil temperatures (Tisdall and Oades, 1982,Elliott, 1986),making soil
aggregates more susceptible to breakdown and physically protected organic material more
susceptible to decomposition (Elliott, 1986, Beare et al., 1994). Losses due to leaching of
soluble organiccarbon occurin many soils;although this is seldom adominant carbon flux in
soils,itcontributestothelateraltransport of carbon from theterrestrial tomarine environment
by runoff (Sarmiento and Sundquist, 1992, Meybeck, 1982). In the tropics the recovery to
original soilcarbon levels after reforestation isquiterapid (Oldeman, 1983).
Tree plantations on recent deforested land may begin with net carbon emissions due to
decomposition of the remnant biomass and soil. The plantation begins to fix carbon after
some years at rates dependent on site conditions and species grown. The trees and belowground root biomass, humus and soil accumulate carbon during later stages of the plantation
development.
For about two centuries prior to 1950, the high and mid latitudes may have released substantial amounts of carbon because of wood harvesting, deforestation and conversion of
forests to agricultural use, but this has since reversed as deforestation has stopped and many
forests at present seem to be in a stage of regeneration and regrowth (Kauppi et al., 1992).
The low latitudes comprising the tropical belts, on the other hand, have been experiencing
high rates of deforestation in the last decades (IPCC, 1996). The considerable variation in
vegetation C density of the vegetation in the low latitudes, however, introduces much
uncertainty intheestimates ofCfluxes asaresult of human land-use changes.Theestimateof
global net tropical emissions of 1.6 * 106GgC yr' during the 1980s (Houghton 1994,Dixon
et al., 1994) may have been on the high side judging from new data from the Brazilian
Amazon andtherest oftheworld (Schimel, 1995;Phillipset al.,1998).
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Land-use change requires human decisions and action, but in some cases the decisions and
action may be largely driven by acts of nature. For example, landslips or flood damage may
destroy a patch of forest permanently as far as planning terms go. If a decision is made to
convert the area to cropping or grazing, it could be argued that humans did not cause this
completely and/or directly.
CarbonPools
For a full accounting of carbon at a site, one needs to examine the aboveground and belowground carbon pools as parts of a dynamic multi-component system, in which variable bidirectional fluxes between thepoolsoccur(Figures 2.1and2.2).The aboveground poolscomprise all woody stems, branches and leaves of the living trees, creepers, climbers and epiphytes,the herbaceous undergrowth, as well as the fallen trees and the litter layer, all expressedin oven-dried mass unit per area unit (e.g.Mg ha"1).The belowground biomass comprises
the living and dead roots, the soil fauna, the microbial community, and the soil humus in its
various forms.

Aboveground plantbiomass:
Organisms Organs
Trees

Leaves

Shrubs

Branches

Herbs

Stems

Lianas
Epiphytes
COMPARTMENTS
Litter

VOrganic

Ohorizon J layer
Soil {

YHumus

Ahhorizon
Mineral

inthesoil:

'soil

Roots
Soilorganiccarbon
Dissolved organic carbon

Figure2.1. Schematicdiagram of the vegetativecarbon compartmentsof a terrestrialecosystem.
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Carbon Flows
Fromtheperspective of carbon sequestration by stands of vegetation alone,we are concerned
with the overall Net Ecosystem Productivity (Table 2.2). However, to understand the magnitude of the Net Ecosystem Productivity over a specified period of time in a particular forest
development phase or successional sere, and to determine its potential degree of dynamics,
the principal processes within the ecosystem need to be understood, as well as those due to
impactsfrom outsidethe ecosystem.
Amass balanceoftheaboveground component fluxes enables theestimation of theamountof
carbon accumulated aboveground and transported internally to belowground pools. A mass
balance of the compartment fluxes belowground enables the estimation of the net changes in
the persistent pool of soil carbon and carbon emitted to the atmosphere (Figure 2.2). On the
one hand,photosynthesis, which drives the carbon accumulation process, depends on various
factors, such as solar radiation and atmospheric CO2 concentration. On the other hand, all
respiratory processes are very sensitive to heat, particularly the fine roots, the mycorrhizal
fungi, andtheheterotrophs inthesoil (Smits 1994,Rayment andJarvis 1999).

Figure2.2. Highly simplified diagram of carbon flows between aboveground and belowgroundvegetativebiomass,andthe atmosphere.
DynamicsoftheCarbon Balance overDifferent TimeScales
In assessing the carbon flow of terrestrial ecosystems now and in the future, it is essential to
considerthetime scaleoverwhich thecarbon flux ismeasured orestimated (Table2.1):
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Table2.1. Ecosystem productivity measures and loss processes, quantity of loss, and the
time scales of the different measures andprocesses (after Schulze andHeiman,
1998).
Productivity

Carbon lossprocess

Gross primary productivity

Quantity
100%

Time scale
Very shortterm
(days)

50%

Plant respiration

50%

Netprimary productivity

Shortterm
(daysto years)

45%

Microbialrespiration, disturbancebydirectionalforcing
(CO2 ortemperature rise)

Mediumterm

5%

Netecosystem productivity

(decades)
Reductionbystrong, rare

4-5%

impacts(fire, harvest)
Netbiomeproductivity

(asymptote iszero)

<0.5%

Long-term
(centuries)

Daily Fluxes: Carbon fluxes in an ecosystem are closely correlated with solar radiation
patterns over the course of a day, with net carbon accumulation in the system during the
daytime when solar insulation triggers photosynthesis, and carbon emissions at very low light
levels or obscurity, duetoplant respiration and biomass decomposition. Depending onthenet
balance between inward andoutward fluxes, for any vegetation theremaybeanetgain orloss
over any one day during a year (Jarvis et al., 1997).In tropical rain forests, the daily drought
approximately between 10.00 h and 16.00 h causes the stomata to close and trees to make a
"metabolic siesta" (Salageretal., 1990).
Seasonal Fluxes: Over a year, the length of the growing season, or in the case of evergreen
vegetation, the photosynthetic season has amajor influence on carbon flux. In tropical forests
carbon gain is nearly continuous throughout the year, being reduced by occasional periodsof
stress,e.g.relativecold orpersistent cloudcover(Malhi etal., 1999).
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Annual Fluxes: The issue of annual dynamics is particularly relevant to forest systems
because of the long-term variation in carbon flows. The carbon flux of a forest stand after a
natural or human-induced perturbation is dependent on the development stage of the forest at
the time of the perturbation and the degree of perturbation. A measurement of carbon flux
made for ashort period somewhere within the whole succession cycle,may give amisleading
picture of boththeongoingfluxes andthelong-term carbon accumulation of thesystem.
Lateral flows ofcarbon
There are anumber of lateral flows of carbon that can occur at the land surface or in the soil.
A flow of material that is going away from one place can be deposited elsewhere: (i) wind
erosion carries dust elsewhere, sometimes several hundreds of kilometers away; (ii) water
erosion in upper catchments deposits material downstream; (iii) continuous percolation and
subsequent lateral conduction conveysmaterial duetogroundwater flows.
Soils
Fully developed soils are natural bodies with a vertical sequence of horizons: litter, one or
more layers of largely decomposed organic materials, amineral surface horizon, a subsurface
mineral horizon, a subsurface mineral horizon with features of accumulation, a mineral
horizon consisting of sediment or unconsolidated bedrock, and locally hard bedrock. Some
horizons maybelacking,ormodified byfor example gleying duetoground orstagnant water.
Agricultural soils may have some mixed horizons up to about 30cm, resulting from plowing
or other agricultural activities. Some deeper horizons may have been broken up,too, by onetime deep plowing. The thick organic layer in wetlands can be considered as a special
horizon, which may have accumulated organic material of some 30 cm up to several meters.
They are an important store of organic carbon, which may be released as CO2and/or CH4if
the land isdrained andcultivated, or may be subject towildfires indry years.Both the topsoil
and the subsoil are relevant in the context of carbon sequestration. The topsoil is the layer
with accumulation of more labile carbon in some form of soil organic matter. The subsoil is
the one with more inert carbon in some form of stable humus. Soil fauna plays an important
role inthedynamicinteraction between thesetwolayers.
Soil Organic Matter
Soil OrganicMatter (SOM)isageneric term for all organic compounds inthesoil that arenot
living roots. SOM has been defined in various ways: on origin, on transformation stage,
function, solubility, chemical constituents, elemental carbon to nitrogen ratio (C/N), cation
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exchange capacity (CEC), or on dynamics and stability. When we look at the stability of the
SOM,its dynamics andresidence orturnover time,onecan distinguish inert, stable and labile
pools (Anderson and Ingram, 1993).Labile SOM largely consists of soil microorganisms and
their immediate products, while stable SOM are the formations of polymeric substances.
None of the current definitions and subdivisions of SOM provide fully quantifiable and universally accepted parameters to define SOM quality and quantity, as needed to measure
carbon sequestration in soils.For accounting and modelling purposes, asimplification toinert
and labile carbon and possibly carbon to nitrogen ratios today is the only way to estimate
changes in time and according to vegetation dynamics and soil clay content (Korschens,
1998).
Measurement Methods
The amount of carbon held in terrestrial ecosystems varies both spatially and temporally asa
result of natural variations and processes, and of human-induced activities. Methods exist for
measuringthe amount of carbon and for measuring changes of this amount. However, thekey
issue is whether or not the methods of measuring losses and accumulations of carbon are
consistent and comparable, as they vary incomplexity, precision, accuracy, and cost. Distinct
methods are used for individual pools and components of terrestrial carbon and for temporal
and spatial scales.The most direct methods are those that measure all carbon or all change in
carbon content. Such methods are limited to small areas. The carbon in aboveground plant
biomass may be measured directly on plots up to about one hectare. In soils, such measurements are limitedtoplots aslarge asaboutone squaremeter(Chapter 3). Different methods
are used to extrapolate these measurements to larger areas. The use of satellite data to
measure changes inthe areaof forests maybecalibrated with ground measurements (cf. Supit
2000). The use of ecosystem models or the use of atmospheric data and models, to infer
changesinterrestrial carbon aremoreindirect andoften lessrobust methods.
StocksorFluxes
Flows of carbon on land can be measured by means of assessing temporal differences in
stocks of carbon and direct flux measurements. Measurement of stocks at the beginning and
the end of a project will estimate the change in stocks that has occurred during this period,
without considering intermediate variation. Measuring the flux of carbon into or out the
system over the same period will also estimate the net change, but gives also insight in
temporal variations (Jarvis et al., 1997). Changes in aboveground biomass may be measured
directly with the stock-change method, whereas changes inbelowground carbon maybe more
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readily obtained by measuring CO2fluxes.If CO2fluxesare measured, these should be converted to C value, as one kilogram of CO2only contains approximately 0.27 kilograms of C.
The changes in terrestrial carbon storage as a result of mayor land-use or land-cover change
have been measured directly by assigning stock densities to each unit of land cover and
calculating the net change in land cover statistics (Chapter 3; Chapter 5).The difficulty is in
attributing changes in land cover toparticular causes,as measured changes in land use donot
reveal thecauseofthechange.
Measurement ofAreas
Stocks ofcarbon,changesin stocks,andfluxesofcarbon, oncethey havebeen determined for
small plots, must be apt for extrapolation to regions and countries. Remote sensing is useful
for determining areas for land-cover types with different attributes (for example, different
stocks of carbon or rates of CO2 exchange). Satellite data are successful in distinguishing
forest cover, deforested areas,and areasof secondary,orregrowing forests. When the satellite
images areused on atemporal scale,dynamic patterns of land transformation can be detected
(Chapter 8;Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa, 2000).
Accounting Systems
Carbon accounting systems record, summarize, and report the quantity of carbon emitted or
sequestered by the application of land-cover change and forestry activities over a specific
lapse of time. The accounting system quantitatively demonstrates to what extent a certain
activity contributes toward greenhouse gas mitigation. An accounting system should
incorporateprinciples of consistency, transparency, verifiability, and efficiency.
Consistency
Consistency refers tothe system's adherence tothe concepts of carbon sequestration in space
(all relevant sources and sinks should be included) and in time (e.g., a steady state forest
shouldcorrespond toazeronet change in stock).Theobjective of the accounting system isto
demonstrate compliance byland-use practiceswiththegoalsof greenhouse gas mitigation.
Transparency
The logic of the accounting system should be clear and deductive, that is the reported
information can betraced back tothe underlying data bymeans of alogical setof procedures.
For example, reported carbon fluxes may be estimated by a measurement method that
accounts for all relevant pools; in turn, the measurement method is applied to data that
represent carbonchanges poolbypool (Chapter 3;Chapter5).
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Verifiability
The accounting system should be built on proper data collection, measurement, processing
andreportingprocedures.Claims of agiven quantity ofcarbon mitigated over acertain period
of time should be based on conceptually sound data, models, and methods being both
available and feasible.
Efficiency
An efficient accounting system is one that operates at the point where the marginal costs of
increased accuracy and precision just equals the marginal benefits of achieving the improvements.The most effective accounting system shouldbe used with the limited resources that
areavailable (Chapter4).
Baselines
Baselines are needed to quantify the emissions and their reductions or offsets achieved by a
greenhouse gas mitigation project. Baselines are also referred to as 'reference cases' (Tipper
and De Jong, 1998). The basic concept is that the quantity of a greenhouse gas mitigation
offset is the difference between the greenhouse gas fluxes that would occur in the cases that
the project would either be implemented or not. Broadly defined, a project's baseline is the
collectivesetofeconomic,financial,regulatory andpolitical conditions, withinwhichtheproject
will operate during its lifetime. The calculation of any reference scenario should take into
accountlikelychangesinrelevantregulationsandlaws,marketdevelopments,andeconomicand
political trends in order to define either a single baseline of medium probability or a range of
baselinescenarios.
There arethree fundamental approaches to setting baselines. In thefirst,historical data sets are
used toproject trends forward into the future based on the best available information regarding
government policies andchanging economic,social,andphysical conditions (Chapter 5;Tipper
andDeJong, 1998;Chapter 6).Within this set of datathechanges,which theproject will bring
about,willbedefined andtheimpactongreenhousegasesestimated.
An alternative approach is to develop performance standards or benchmarks for project types,
adjusting the standards to local conditions and updating them regularly as methodological
improvements are made or additional data become available.The potential benefits of adopting
objective international standards arethattheywould makeiteasierfor local authoritiesto define
project additionality, andthustoestimateemission reductionsoverthelife oftheproject. Certain
activities could beconsidered standard good management practice, andbaselines might beset
to reflect the level of carbon sequestration that would occur if these practices were applied.
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1984). Estimated deforestation rates in the Chiapas highlands ranged from 3.23% (19741984) to 3.58% (1984-1990), for only closed forests, and from 1.58% (1974 -1984) to2.13%
(1984-1990) for open and closed forests combined (Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa
1998).The main causes of forest conversions are agropastoral land creation, tree harvesting,
and wildfires (Masera et al., 1992; De Jong and Montoya-Gomez 1994). Driving forces
behind the process have been governmental incentives for agricultural development, population growth, shifts from subsistence to commercial production systems, infrastructure
development, and insecurelandandtreetenure systems (DeJongandMontoya-Gomez 1994).
Lack of accurate data on deforestation and forest degradation, and the associated biomass
reduction, hinders the development of C models for region-specific land-use patterns.
Research on C emissions from land-use change and forestry in Mexico has thus been
identified as a high priority in order to better understand the role of biomass and land-cover
typesintheoverall national Cbalance (Maseraet al.,1992).
Inthispaperwepresentresultsof acase studyin anintensively impacted and highly fragmented landscape in which we apply field-measured C-density values to land use/land cover
(LU/LC) statistics. Our approach for estimating the flux of Cbetween terrestrial ecosystems
and the atmosphere was to assign C densities to LU/LC classes and to thus calculate net C
flux due to changes in LU/LC areas derived from land-use and forest inventories conducted
byMexican governmental organizations.
Methods
Studyarea
Thehighlands of Chiapas (Figure 3.1), located at 1500-2900 melevation in southeast Mexico
encompass all or parts of 30municipios(local governmental units akin toU.S.counties).The
area contains various forest formations in a complex landscape with high biodiversity
resulting from interactions among geological, edaphic, climatological, and anthropogenic
factors (Breedlove 1981). The most important ecosystems include pine, pine-oak, oak, and
evergreen cloud forests (Breedlove 1981; Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995b).These forests are
broadly representative of the highlands of southern Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, and
northern Nicaragua.Theregional climate is subtropical totemperate sub-humid, with summer
rains and winter droughts. Mean annual rainfall varies between 1100-2000mm. Life zonesin
the study area include tropical lower montane and premontane moist and subtropical lower
montane andmontanewet zones (Holdridge 1967).
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Photo 1. Ageneral overviewofahighly fragmented landscape withsharplydefined bordersbetween patchesofagricultural land,grassland,andshrubandtree fallow.

Photo2. Anoverviewof fragments with fuzzy bordersbetween closedforest atthe left,
openforest ontheright,andopengrasslandin front.
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Photo3. Anoverviewofanareaundertraditional slash-and-burnmanagement, with
plotsoffallow invariousstagesofsuccession,mixedwith cropland.

Photo4. Anoverviewofahighly fragmented landscape withthetreeelement almost
removed completely. Notethevarious degreesoferosion attheupperpartofthe
hillside,wherereforestation iscurrently attempted.
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Photo5.Cattlegrazinginclosedpine-oak forest. Notethescarce understory vegetation.

Photo6.Fuelwood production resultingfrom theconversion ofatreefallow tocropland.
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Figure3.1. Chiapashighlandsstudyarea.
The soils are predominantly dark brown, clayey loam, derived from calcareous rocks (ParraVazquez etal., 1989).SoilpHvaries between 4.6 and7.3.
Recent changes in land-use patterns have been both extensive and intensive. Only a few
decades ago large areas were still covered by old-growth forest, while the current land cover
represents a highly disturbed landscape which includes plots of 0.5-2 ha of cultivated land,
secondary forests (or tree and shrub fallow), temporary and permanent grazing lands, and
disturbed forests (Parra-Vazquez et al., 1989;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1991).The structure
andcomposition of theremaining forests have been altered dueto (i) selective harvest of pine
trees for local timber production, and of oak trees for fuelwood and charcoal (De Jong and
Montoya-Gomez 1994; Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995a, b), and (ii) extensive sheep grazing
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(De Jong and Montoya-Gomez 1994). Currently, only a few small patches of old-growth
forest remain.
Mapdata
The data used in this study were derived from two 1:250000 scale map series bounding the
period between the mid- 1970s and the early 1990s, a time of dynamic land use change.The
first series is designated Carta de Uso del Suelo y Vegetation (Land Use and Vegetation
Maps). For the Chiapas highlands coverage we used three individual LU/LC maps generated
from aerial photography covering the years 1972-1982 at scales ranging from 1:50,000 to
1:80,000. Classifications were verified in the field between 1980 and 1985.Individual maps
were published by the Mexican federal government agency InstitutoNational deEstadistica,
Geografiae Informatica (INEGI 1984, 1987, 1988). The maps were digitized into Arc/Info
format from paper sources using standard digitizing techniques, maintaining an RMS errorof
lessthan 0.004 in the mapregistration. The individual maps werejoined into a single layerin
a Transverse Mercator projection following edge-matching procedures. We assigned anominal date of 1975,corresponding to the mean of the air photo dates, to represent the former
LU/LCintheChiapashighlands.
The second map series was published by the SecretariadeAgriculturay RecursosHidraulicos (SARH 1994) as the InventarioNational ForestalPeriodico(Periodic National Forest
Inventory, Sorani et al., 1993),andis described as a "hybrid map"for forest inventory assessment (Sorani and Alvarez 1996).It was derived by updating existing INEGI land use classifications with 30-mresolution Landsat TMimagery and improved geographic control.Forested
areaswerevisually classified from 1:250,000mosaic colorcomposites georeferenced with a3
arc-second DEM (digital elevation model) by a team of photo interpreters experienced with
former forest inventories (Sorani and Alvarez 1996). Classifications in non-forested areas
were of lesserimportance inthis inventory. Becausethis mapwasbased oncartographic units
of the previous map (Carta de Uso de Suelo y Vegetation), it had the same accuracy and
precision for cartographic purposes and variedonlyinitsarealcoverage of the variousLU/LC
classes (Sorani and Alvarez 1996). A digital copy of this map series was obtained from the
InstitutoofGeografia,UniversidadNational AutonomadeMexico. The individual mapswere
placed into a common projection (Lambert), edge-matched, and joined into a single layer.
Basedon anaverageofthedatesof theTM imagery employed, weassigned anominal dateof
1991 to represent the current LU/LC in the Chiapas highlands. Our temporal scale was
therefore the 16-yearperiodbetween 1975and1991.
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In both map layers, discontinuity of polygons was evident at map edges. This was observed
on paper Uso del Suelo y Vegetation maps and was also present in the digital Inventario
National ForestalPeriodico maps.Thesewere examined intheindividual maptiles andwere
not altered in the final joined map layers. The map layers were minimally adjusted after
reprojection toacommon projection (UTMzone 15)andpriortoclipping tothe study areaof
the highlands region.
The perimeter of the Chiapas highlands region was demarcated by a 30-m DEM file (EPA
1993), generated by digitizing 1:250,000 scale INEGI topographic maps (UTM zone 15
projection). The 1500-m elevation level was defined as the lower limit of the study area.
Overlays of the two digital maps clipped to the highlands region were made and areal
summations oftheLU/LCclassesrepresented onthetwomapserieswere calculated.
In order to quantify LU/LC changes between 1975 and 1991, we devised a composite
classification system for purposes of comparison. The INEGI maps used more than 60
classes, some of which were equivalent to one of the 39UNAM classes (Sorani et al., 1993).
However some differences had to be reconciled. For example, the first map reported
secondary forests and shrub lands within each forest type,four tropical medium stature forest
classes, 14scrub vegetation classes, seven pasture classes, and six agriculture classes,but did
not differentiate between open and closed forests nor report fragmented forests. By contrast,
the second map reported fewer forest, scrub, and agricultural types, grouped all high and
medium-stature tropical forests, and did not show secondary forest or scrub,but did separate
open and closed forest and reported fragmented forests and perturbed areas {areas
perturbadas, defined as forested in the INEGI maps,but no longer so in 1991;SARH 1994).
Rates of LU/LC change were calculated by comparing the areal coverage of the various
equivalent classesbetween thetwomaps.
Based on a 16.3:83.7ratioderived from the relative distribution of pasture andcultivated land
in the INEGI (1984, 1987, 1988) maps of the Chiapas highlands, land use in the areas
perturbadas class of the second map was assigned to either pasture or cultivated land based
on adjacent polygons until 16.3%of the area was assigned as pasture. In cases where there
were no adjacent pasture or cultivated land polygons, perturbed sites in lands that had
previously been forested were assigned to pasture.The remaining area of perturbed polygons
(83.7%)wasthen assignedtothecultivated landclass.
After carefully reviewing the coding systems and definitions of terms in documentation for
both maps,thefollowing composite classeswere adopted asacommon basisfor comparison:
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Oak and evergreen cloud forests. Forests in which oak trees constitute >80% of the basal
area, andremaining small patches of mixedevergreen cloud forests.
Pine-oak forests. Forests in which oak and pine trees together constitute >80% of the basal
area.
Pineforests.Forests inwhich pinetreesconstitute >80%of thebasal area.
Totalcanopycover ofthefirst threeclasses is>40%.
Degraded and fragmented forests. Includes open forests (10 - 40% canopy cover),
shrubland, and fragmented forest from SARH (1994), and secondary forest, secondary
shrubland, treeplantations,andnomadic agriculturefrom INEGI(1984, 1987,1988).
Cultivated land. Includes seasonal andpermanent agricultural systems.
Pasture.Includes induced and introduced pasture andgrasslands.
Water bodies. Includes lakes and streams. Assumed to contain minimal biomass and
excluded from Cflux analyses.
Carbon densities
Carbon density data for the major LU/LC classes and the main pools in each class were
collected in 39field plots of 60 *90m (0.54 ha)each.The number of plots of each class and
their locations were selected to be generally representative of a combination of (1)the distribution of LU/LC classes in the study area and (2) the variability in C densities (based on
Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995a), ranging from three plots for the low C-density land uses
(pasture and cultivated land) to 10-11 for the pine-oak and degraded and fragmented forest
classes (themost common land-use classes and those expected toexhibit high variability inC
density).Eachplotwasdividedinto six30*30msubplotstoaccountfor intrasite variability.
The average C storage was calculated per unit area (MgC ha' 1 ) for the various pools of each
major LU/LC class, with a transformation of data to account for slope . Diameter at breast
height (dbh, 1.3 m)andtotal height weremeasured andspecies determined for all trees >5cm
dbh. Locally developed allometric equations of biomass in relation to dbh and height were
used to calculate C densities of the tree component in each plot. All saplings, herbaceous
plants,andlitterweresampled infour 1-m2plots,dried and weighed in the laboratory, andthe
Ccontent wasdetermined on asubsample for eachplot.Soil samples werecollected in four 1m deep pits and separated into 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-50, and 51-100 cm deep strata. Soil
organic matter (SOM) C content was determined for each sample in the laboratory on three
replicates (Walkley and Black 1934). The volume of fallen dead twigs, branches, and trees
was measured using a line intersect method with corrections for vertical angles (Brown and
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Roussopoulos 1974). Samples of branches and twigs were taken to the laboratory to
determine wood density and Ccontent. Small roots (<0.5cm) were collected in four 0.25 m2,
1 m deep pits. The samples were oven dried and weighed (Saldarriaga et al., 1988). Carbon
content was determined on sub-samples of the roots from each pit. Carbon densities of large
roots (>0.5 cm) were estimated from published allometric relationships between root and
aboveground biomass (Pinard andPutz 1997;Cairnsetal.,1997).
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to test for differences among the
LU/LCclassesfor overall, aboveground, root,andSOMCdensities (SAS InstituteInc.1988).
Where significant differences weredetected bytheANOVA,the Scheffe multiple comparison
procedure was used to identify specific pairwise differences among the various classes. The
level of significance wasa =0.05.
The Cdensity of the oak and evergreen cloud forest class was calculated as an area-weighted
average of the C densities of the sampled oak (n=5) and evergreen cloud forest (n=2) plots.
TheCdensityof thedegraded and fragmented forest class wascalculated as an area-weighted
average of the C densities of the sampled tree (n=6) and shrub (n=4) fallows. In both cases,
weighting wasdoneaccordingtotherelative 1975areasoftheselandcovers.
To calculate the C pools and flux resulting from land-use changes between the 1970s and
1990s, we separated vegetation pools,including livebiomass,necromass, and roots, from the
SOM pool. For each LU/LC class we then multiplied the total area present in both 1975 and
1991 by the average C densities of the vegetation and SOM pools. For demonstration purposes, but not for analytical use, wepresented C flux in the study area for the period of time
represented byourstudy.
To examine possible errors in estimates associated with field-derived C densities, we calculated 95% confidence intervals (CI) for vegetation and SOM C pools (SAS Institute Inc.
1988)andreported theresulting rangesinC flux.
Results
Changes in landuseandlandcover
During the 16-year period between the two inventories, the area of oak and evergreen cloud
forests decreased by50%,while both pine-oak andpineforests decreased by 51% (Table3.1).
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Table3.1. Chiapas highlands land use/land cover (LU/LC) change from the 1970s and
1990s.
LU/LCClass

Area(ha)

Oak andevergreen cloud forests
Pine-oak forests
Pine forests
Total ofclosed forests:
Degraded andfragmented forests'
Cultivated land
Pasture

Change

b

1975"

1991

65,312

32,699

-50%

119,139

58,249

-51%

72,109

35,001

-51%

256,560

125,949

-51%

203,236

316,414

56%

136,182

d

146,563

8%

23,603

30,685"

30%

581

551

-5%

620,162

620,162

Waterbodies
Totals

Area (ha)

a Nominal year oflNEGI (1984, 1987, 1988)land useand vegetation inventory.
b Nominal year ofSARH (1994) nationalforest inventory.
c Includes open forests and fragmented forests from SARH (1994) and secondary forest, secondary shrub, tree
plantations, and nomadic agriculturefrom INEGI(1984, 1987, 1988).
d Includes areas perturbadas of SARH (1994) (61,507 ha) parceled to cultivated lands (83.7%) and pasture
(16.3%).

Thus the total area of closed forests was reduced by about half, from 256,560 to 125,949 ha.
Meanwhile, the degraded and fragmented forests increased by 113,178 ha, cultivated lands
grew by 10,381 ha, and pastures increased by 7,082 ha. The net LU/LC change during this
time interval was thus atrend away from closed forest ecosystems toward open, fragmented,
and secondary forests and, to a lesser extent, toward various agricultural uses of the land
(Figures 3.2 and3.3).
While the net trend was from closed forests toward disturbed forests and agricultural land
uses, there is also evidence of abandonment and forest regeneration for some of the land in
agropastoral uses between 1975 and 1991. The 1991 LU/LC areas include 61,507 ha
classified as areas perturbadas in the SARH (1994) forest inventory parceled 83.7% to
cultivated land (51,481 ha) and 16.3% to pasture (10,026 ha). When these areas are
subtracted, theresult isthat the agropastoral land usedecreased between 1975and 1991.Thus
abandonment of 41,100 ha (30%) of the cultivated land and 2,944 ha (12%) of the pasture,
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and regrowth as forest, may be deduced. The distribution of forest classes to which these
landsregenerated is unknown.
Carbon densitiesandflux
Mean total Cdensities intheLU/LCclasses varied morethan three-fold, from 147to 504Mg
ha"1 in pastures and oak and evergreen cloud forest, respectively (Table 3.2). Only cultivated
land and pasture had statistically lower total mean C densities than did the forest classes.
These modified LU/LC types had lower C densities due largely to smaller aboveground and
rootbiomasspools.Thebelowground Cdensities showed adecrease from approximately 279
Mg ha"1 in oak and evergreen cloud forests to 129and 154Mg ha"1in pasture and cultivated
land,respectively.TheaverageCVfor totalCdensity was29%,with higher values associated
with pasture aboveground (94%) and root biomass (114%), pine forest aboveground biomass
(58%), and pine-oak forest SOM (53%) (Table 3.2). Lower coefficients of variation were
observed inoak andevergreen cloud forests (14%)andcultivated land(14%).
Acloseexamination (Table 3.2) revealsthatthelowerbelowground Cdensities arearesultof
lowerroot biomass Cdensities, which range from <1to 36Mg ha" ,while SOMC densities
were not significantly different, ranging from 125 to 243Mg ha"1.The proportion of roots in
thetotal belowground Cpoolsdecreased from arangeof 13-15%inthe intact forest types toa
range of 0.4-5% in the modified LU/LC types (Table 3.2). When only the forest LU/LC
classes were compared (agropastoral land uses excluded), only the degraded and fragmented
forests hadsignificantly loweraboveground androot Cdensities.
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Table3.2. Estimatedcarbon(C) densities(MgC ha-1)for Chiapashighlandsland use/land
cover (LU/LC) classes. Aboveground includes tree and herbaceousphytomass,
coarsewoodydebris,andlitter. Belowgroundincludesrootsandsoilorganic carbon. Means with the same superscript are not statistically different (a = 0.05)
from othermeansinthesame column.
Aboveground
CDensity

LU/LC Class
n
Oak andevergreen cloud forests

Total
CDensity

7

Mean

189.0A

36.0A

Range

108.4-302.0

20.7-55.1

CV(%)

14

16

16

14

Mean

135.4A

30.9A

174.4A

340.7A

Range

77.6-168.6

19.8-40.5

CV (%)

21

24

53

32

Mean

120.0AB

25.7AB

172.6A

318.3A

Range

79.7-244.0

16.7-46.1

CV (%)

58

46

34

44

Mean

29.1B

8.9BC

184.2A

222.2A

Range

9.6-106.2

1.3-26.8

CV (%)

32

36

46

44

Mean

6.0B

0.6C

153.3A

159.9B

Range

4.0-8.1

0.2-0.8

CV (%)

34

53

14

14

Mean

18.1B

3.8BC

124.8A

146.7B

Range

4.1-37.1

0.8-8.7

CV(%)

94

114

Pine-oakforests

Pineforests

242.8A

503.7A

101.5-460.8 232.3-818.0

11
85.4-412.0 229.2-595.6

5

Degradedandfragmentedforests

Cultivatedland

Pasture
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Belowground
CDensity
Roots
Soil

129.7-275.9 243.1-566.0

10
144.5-315.5 168.2-401.7

3
135.2-177.8 143.6-184.4

3
88.2-183.5 117.7-188.4
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From differences in C storage between 1975 and 1991,we estimate that a net total of 19.99
TgC were released to the atmosphere during the study (Table 3.3). This is equal to approximately 12%of thetotal 1975biospheric Cpool.Approximately 34%of the 1975vegetation C
pool waslost, while the SOM Cpool remained nearly stable.Total Cflux in the study areais
shown for demonstration purposes only (Figure 3.4). The primary flux of terrestrial C to the
atmosphere may be attributed to the loss of above and belowground biomass from the three
closed forest ecosystems inthestudy area.
A large degree of uncertainty exists in our flux estimates, even regarding the sign, i.e.,
whether the region is anet source or sink (Table 3.3). If extreme estimates were correct, e.g.,
maximum 1975 pools compared to minimum 1991 pools, or vice versa, then based only on
field-derived C-densities estimates, the highlands study area could have been either a highly
aggrading ordegradinglandscape.
Discussion
Although the study area has been intensively managed by indigenous Mayan populations for
centuries with slash-and-burn (milpa)management systems, these systems have substantially
changed in recent decades to more permanent agriculture and extensive cattle and sheep
ranching. Lands under milpahave been intensified from long fallow and short crop rotations
to systems with short fallow and longcroprotations, moreresembling permanent agriculture.
Furthermore, the fallow land is often intensively grazed by sheep or cattle, thus limiting
regeneration of shrubortreebiomass (Parra-Vazquez etal., 1989).
Changes in forest cover can be largely attributed to opening of closed forests. Pine trees in
both pine and pine-oak forests are cut for timber production, while oak trees are used for
fuelwood and making charcoal. Logged pine forests are later used for extensive grazing of
cattle andsheep,while pine-oak andoak forests arecontinuously loggedfor timber, fuelwood
and charcoal production, or are cultivated or converted to pasture. Resulting landscapes include small patches of lightly perturbed old-growth forests surrounded by large areas of
youngsecondary shrubandwoody vegetation,heavily degraded forests, induced pastures,and
cultivated lands (Gonzalez-Espinosa etal., 1991;DeJong andMontoya-Gomez, 1994).SoilC
densities measured in oak and evergreen cloud forests, pine-oak forests, andpine forests were
somewhat higherthan therangeof valuesreported from similar forest types(Table3.4).
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Table3.4. Reportedabove-andbelowgroundbiomassandsoilorganiccarbon(C)densities
to100cmdepth(Mgha' )comparedtothethreeclosedforest landuse/landcover
classes,oakandevergreencloud, pine-oak,andpine, representedintheChiapas
highlands.
Forest type

BiomassC

Source

SoilC

Comments

Tropical montane

145 130

Temperate coniferous

56

109

Maseraetel., 1992

Temperate broadleaf

39

30

Maseraetal., 1992

Nomenclature

Temperate coniferous

50

102

Cairnsetal., 1995

usedinMexico

Temperate broadleaf

60

102

Cairnsetal.,1995

Montane

60

Olson etal., 1983

Tropical premontane wet

142

Golleyetal., 1975

Tropical montanewet

214

Brun, 1976

Tropical premontane moist

90

Bandhuet al., 1973

Tropical premontane moist

181

Tropical premontane moist

228

Huttel, 1975

Subtropical lowermontanewet

172

Tanner, 1980

Adams, 1997

Pre-anthropogenic

Low values

44 Greenland andKowal, 1960
Cited inBrown
andLugo, 1982

Tropical lowermontane wet

193

Holdridge etal., 1971

Tropical lowermontanemoist

170

Holdridge etal., 1971

Subtropical/tropical wet/rain

175

Detwiler, 1986

Adapted from

Subtropical/tropical moist

98

Detwiler, 1986

Brown andLugo,
1982

Tropical montanemoist

120

Detwiler, 1986

Tropical montanewet

160

Detwiler, 1986

from Postetal.,
1982

Tropical closed

123

Detwiler, 1986

alltropical life
zones

Reported averages
Reported ranges

120 120
39-228

30-193

Thisstudy averages

179 197

Thisstudy rangeof

146-225 174-243

averages
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Oak and evergreen cloud forests had a particularly high soil C density, 243 Mg ha"1. Soil C
densities were generally high across all forest classes because the soils arecalcareous and the
active calcium carbonate and, to a lesser degree, the exchangeable calcium in saturated
environments are effective stabilizers, protecting organic matter against microbial
biodegradation (Duchaufour 1982).Otherfactors affecting soil C storage include rainfall and
soil fertility (Lugo and Brown 1993).Detwiler (1986)notesnoreduction in soil Cdensity due
toharvesting.This observation isinagreement with ourresults.Thus the soil Cdensityof the
degraded and fragmented forests (184 Mg ha"1) was not lower than the three closed forest
classes (Table 3.2). In contrast, Houghton et al. (1983) report a 35%decrease in soil C following selective logging in tropical forests.In this study soil C were reduced 22% in cultivated land and 36%in pasture,relative tothe average values for theintact forests. These results
may be compared with those reported byDetwiler (1986) that the cultivation of tropical soils
reducestheirCcontent by40%five years after clearing andthatuseof these lands for pasture
reduces their soil Ccontent by about 20%within one year. Similarly, Houghton et al. (1983)
report that a conversion of tropical forests to permanent agriculture decreases soil Cby 50%
and conversion to pasture decreases soil Cby 25%. A possible explanation for the difference
isthat thecultivated plots in our studymay have been created from forests more recently and
the pastures were more intensively impacted and/or were older than those observed by
Detwiler (1986)andHoughton et al.(1983).
Because these land use changes not only cause changes in land cover, but may also result in
changes in Cdensity within each LU/LC,we suspect that the average Cdensity for each land
Cover class may have been higher in 1975 than in 1991, the latter being close to when C
densities were measured in our study. For example, activities such as grazing, or pole and
firewood harvest, can reduce forest biomass without affecting crown cover when observed by
remote sensing. Thus the C flux that occurred between 1975 and 1991 might be higher than
we have estimated. This could not be verified because of the lack of previous studies of soil
and biomass C in Chiapas highlands forests. However, such biomass degradation has been
reported for othertropical forests. (Flint andRichards 1991;Brown andLugo 1992).
Potential sources of error in our analysis associated with cartographic data included the wide
range of dates encompassed in the Usodel Sueloy Vegetation maps, the multiple organizations participating in the generation of both map layers, and the different classification systems employed by the original mapcreators. Because the aerial photography covered a decade, it is impossible to define precisely the time frame over which the modeled LU/LC
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occurred, thus we used a nominal date.While the SARH (1994) map is estimated to have an
accuracy rate of >85% (Sorani et al., 1993),exact accuracy of the INEGI (1984, 1987, 1988)
maps is unknown although the aerial photography was field-verified at a minimum of 50
points per map, indicating a relatively high degree of accuracy at the time of compilation of
the maps. A complete independent assessment of the accuracy of the registration of the two
map layers was not possible due to a shortage of relocatable points within the layers;
however,bestefforts weremadetofind andalign identifiable locations.
In aproject in Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula employing acomparison ofthe same cartographic
data sources we used in our present work, Carranza-Sanchez et al. (1996) concluded that
because of thedifferences between the twosourcesinterms of theiruseof aerial photography
vs satellite imagery, relative degree of ground truthing, and the different terminology used to
label LU/LC classes, that these maps are unsuitable for estimating land use change and deforestation. While we agree that the ideal situation for comparing past and future LU/LC
inventories would use similar data sources, others have recently reported land use change
analysis based oncomparisons of different map layers andoverlay techniques (Schreier et al.,
1994;Kresset al., 1996;Thomlinsonet al., 1996).Becausethe 1990smap (SARH 1994)uses
as its basis the same cartographic data as the 1970s map (INEGI 1984, 1987, 1988), the
primary factor making acomparison difficult is the difference in labeling LU/LC classes.We
feel that for C-flux purposes, unlike for strictly land use change or deforestation purposes,
comparisons based on our assumptions regarding equivalent LU/LC classes is clearly warranted. Our analysis used two digital maps of the Chiapas highlands produced by Mexican
governmental agenciesforthesetimeperiodsthat arethebest availablesources.
Forest biomass C densities are commonly estimated in one of two ways. One method uses
inventory data, either volume estimates or stand tables, to calculate total aboveground
biomass (Brown 1997).Advantages of this approach are that inventory data are usually more
abundant and gathered from large sampling areas using aplanned sampling method designed
to represent the population of interest. Common problems with the inventory approach are
that such inventories are usually focused on commercial forests and species, only large trees
aremeasured, many of the inventories are very old,critical data and regions are omitted, only
the aboveground tree biomass is estimated, and the maximum diameter class is open-ended.
The second approach is based on ecological studies that have sampled the various biomass
pools in plots of various sizes and using different methods (Brown and Lugo, 1982;Olson et
al., 1983). The main advantages are that local conditions are accounted for and all the
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ecosystem components can bemeasured. Disadvantages arethat study sites arefrequently not
representative of the population of interest, results cannot be extrapolated to larger areas, and
sites are often selected in forests with many large diameter trees thus tending to overestimate
biomassdensity (Brown et al., 1989;Brown and Lugo,1992).
Our approach incorporates some strengths of both approaches. All LU/LC class biomass and
soil Cpools were accounted for, locallydeveloped allometric equations were usedtocalculate
tree biomass Cdensities, and all species and sizes of plants were measured. Even though our
plots werenot strictly randomly selected and the total area sampled was <0.01% of the study
area, the locations and numbers of plots were selected to be representative of both the
distribution andvariability oftheLU/LCtypespresent intheChiapashighlands.
A measure of statistical confidence in our mean C-density estimates provides a unique
opportunity to demonstrate the uncertainty of estimating either regional C flux, as in this
study, or national greenhouse gas inventories, as required by the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change (United Nations 1992). Because cartographic errors were not quantified,
the errors indicated for Cpool and flux estimates areonly those associated with experimental
plot sampling (Table 3.3). The resulting degree of uncertainty, as expressed as ranges, in our
flux estimatesislarge.While someoftheconfidence intervals arelargerthanthemean Cpool
values, we may rightfully assume these values are unrealistic, because this would infer
negativepools (i.e.,pasture vegetation).Wetherefore assumed them tobe equal to zerowhen
calculating Cflux. Because zeropools of known LU/LC ecosystems are unrealistic, ranges in
our reported C flux values may be considered to reflect worst-case errors. For instance,
because we know that the area of pine forests decreased in our study area between the 1970s
and 1990s,it is reasonable to assume that the vegetation and total net fluxes could not have
been from the atmosphere (= negative values in Table 3.3). Similarly the areas of both
cultivated land and pasture increased, thus net fluxes could not havebeen from the biosphere
(=positive values inTable 3.3).While thelarge range in SOMflux estimates indicates ahigh
degreeofheterogeneity insoil Cconcentrations,thenet result isassumed tobe approximately
no change in the SOM pool. These constraints on the error associated with our C-flux estimates due to field sampling make them more realistic and strengthen our confidence in the
values.
Means of reducing errors in C-flux estimates would include using larger sample sizes and
conducting sequential LU/LC inventories in an identical manner so that spatial matching of
cartographic areas and C densities would be possible. These means would also increase the
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costs of producing greenhouse gas emissions estimates. Standard guidelines for reporting
greenhouse gas emissions encourage the quantification of uncertainty (UNEP/OECD/IEA/IPCC 1995) but the default values that are commonly employed make such quantification
difficult.
The latest Mexican greenhouse gas inventory updatereports that land usechange and forestry
result in a national annual net emission of 37.1 TgC as C02, composed of a source of 59.4
TgC, partially offset by a sink in managed forests and abandoned lands of 22.3 TgC (Masera
et al., 1995).Therefore, based onourfindings, the Chiapas highlands,representing only0.3%
of Mexico's territory, contributed 3%of thenation's annual LU/LCCemissions [(17.5Tg/16
yr)/37.1 Tg, Table 3.3)]. This indicates that the Chiapas highlands have experienced a rapid
process of deforestation and land use change during these 16 years compared to the rest of
Mexico.
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4. FORESTRY ANDAGROFORESTRY LAND-USE SYSTEMSFOR CARBON
MITIGATION: ANANALYSIS INCHIAPAS,MEXICO2
Introduction
The potential role of forests in carbon sequestration has been evaluated by a number of
authors (Marland, 1988; Sedjo and Solomon, 199; Andrasko et al., 1991;Houghton et al.,
1991).They suggest that forest conservation, establishment and management, aswell asagroforestry, could contribute to global carbon mitigation. Forestry and agroforestry compensate
for greenhouse-gas emissions in twoways: (i)creating new sinks for carbon dioxide (CO2)by
increasingthemassof woody material within growingtrees andin harvested timber converted
todurable products;and (ii)protectingnatural forests andsoils ascarbon stores.
Strategies for carbon sequestration or conservation strategies in the forestry and the agroforestry sector include: the establishment of permanent agroforestry plots to substitute slashand-burn agriculture; and the conservation of standing old-growth forests as carbon sinks.In
addition, carbon sequestration can be enhanced through increased harvesting efficiency in
forests and utilizing a higher percentage of total biomass; improving forest productivity on
existing forest lands through management and genetic manipulation, establishing plantations
on surplus cropland and pastures; restoring degraded forest ecosystems through natural
regeneration and enrichment planting; establishing plantations and agroforestry projects with
fast-growing and high-biomass species on short rotations for biomass and timber; and
increasing soilcarbon by leavingdead wood,litter, andslash from harvests.
Estimates of the global biological and economic potential of forest-management practices for
controlling atmospheric CO2concentrations are highly speculative. Dixon et al. (1993)consider that economically viable forestry and agroforestry management practices could roughly
conserve and sequester 1PgC year"' globally (1 PgC = 1015 gC = lGtC). They estimate the
marginal cost of implementing these options at $10 for each MgC. Trexler (1991) identifies a
range of forestry policy options for US forests, which could make emission savings of 0.75 to
1.15 PgC yr"1 at a marginal cost of $US30 to 50 per MgC. A number of private projects,

Published as: De Jong, B., Soto, L., Montoya, G., Nelson, K., Taylor, J., and Tipper, R. 1997. Forestry and
agroforestry alternativesfor carbon mitigation: an analysisfrom Chiapas, Mexico. In: Adger W., Pettenella D.,
Whitby M.C., (eds.). Climate Change Mitigation and European Land Use Policies. CAB International,
Wallingford, UK. p. 263-284.
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sponsored by power generators have claimed sequestration costs of less than $US5 per MgC
(FACE, 1994),with somelessthan $US1perMgC(Swisher, 1991).
These carbon-storage technologies can potentially be achieved at relatively low costs in most
tropical countries,because the two principal inputs, land and labor, can, in some localities,be
relatively cheap.With a greater understanding of the local social context of an (agro)forestry
project, it appears possible to develop projects of CO2mitigation and simultaneously help finance promising sustainable development programs (Swisher and Masters, 1992). Accordingly, Gay et al. (1995) state that efforts should only be made to implement options that are
inexpensive or economically profitable; consistent with social and cultural factors; provide
tangible benefits at the local level; and provide environmental benefits in addition to greenhouse-gas mitigation. Typically, these requirements need identification of options that can be
implemented on different scales,for various orientations of output (commercial, subsistence),
andwith arangeofbeneficiaries (ruralcommunities,private sector, governments).
Mexico ranks among the top ten countries in carbon releases from forest clearing during
recent decades (Detwiler and Hall, 1988). Carbon-sequestration scenarios developed by
Masera and colleagues (1994) suggest that Mexico can reduce significantly the country's net
carbon emissions to the atmosphere, through forest management of native temperate and
tropical forests and reforestation of degraded areas.Masera et al. (1995) outline seven forestmitigation options for Mexico: four options related to increasing forested areas (restoration,
pulpwood and energy plantations and agroforestry systems) and three related to the conservation of existing forests and resources (conservation of natural protected areas, management
of native forests and dissemination of improved wood-burning cooking stoves). Apart from
the fact that planting trees to sequester carbon is a prominent strategy for mitigating greenhouse-gas emissions (Adams et al., 1993,De Jong et al., 1995), it can also create a low-cost
source of biomass and an alternative source of fuel and wood-based material for construction
and other uses.The previous mentioned study results suggest that amodest carbon-sequestration program can achieve reasonable goals,without major negative impactson agriculture and
commodity production.
Based on the 1992 land reform, Mexico has sought to implement a progressive forest policy,
particularly in tropical areas, which contain the most important forest extensions of the country. This policy has been underlined by a number of activities: the development of anational
Tropical Forestry Action Plan; the establishment of the headquarters of the Forest Stewardship Council in Oaxaca, southern Mexico; the elimination of subsidies and credit for exten66

sive cattle ranching in the tropical states; and government support to various communitycontrolled forest-management projects (examples are Plan Pilot Forestal Quintana Roo, Plan
PilotoForestal Marques deComillas andSelvaLacandona).
The 1992 change in the Mexican Land Tenure Law (Article 27) gives legal title to the rural
communities for the land they manage as an ejidoor community. Ejido is a term used for a
productive grouping of people with land, given in common ownership after the 1917 revolution. The 1992 changes in the Land Tenure Law allow rural farmers legal status to establish
join ventureswith investors,sothat capital can beinvested in alternative land-use systems.To
ensure mutually profitable andjust business partnerships, farmers'organizations will need to
play an important role in the negotiations between the farmers they represent and interested
investors.
Mexico has also played an important role in the development of joint initiatives for greenhouse-gas emission reductions, particularly in conjunction with the US Initiative on Joint
Implementation (USUI). Joint implementation (JI) refers to the idea that greenhouse-gas
emission reductions or offsets in one country may counterbalance emissions generated in
othercountries, inordertoachieve reductions agreed tounder the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change. Legal provisions to allow co-funding of emission-mitigation
projects in Mexico are in place. However, discussions relating to the distribution of the
"carbon credits"from JIprojects are still ongoing.
The Commission for Environmental Cooperation, formed by the environmental side-agreement to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), is supporting greenhouse-gas
mitigation projects in Mexico. Current free-trade negotiations between Mexico and theEuropean Union could possibly enhance the Mexican JI potential. Certain countries, such as
Germany, Austria and the Netherlands, which are having difficulties approaching their
emission targets,appeartobepotential partnersfor aJIprogram withMexico.
The Mexican government is very keen to identify potential projects that are acceptable for
rural communities andecologically andeconomically viable,inordertoincorporatethem into
a JI program. To this end, a case study has been carried out to identify farmer-preferred and
ecologically viable forestry and agroforestry systems and their ex ante carbon-sequestration
potential andtoassesstheeconomic potential of carbon offsets of such systems.
Using participatory methods, current agroforestry systems have been analyzed and potential
system improvements and new alternative systems proposed, discussed and evaluated, based
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on social, economic, technical and carbon-sequestration criteria. Selected systems were used
for carbon-offset calculations. In this chapter, total accumulated carbon for each system and
region ispresented. Thecosts of carbon sequestration for each system areestimated, basedon
the discounted direct costs of improving the current systems or establishing the new systems
andthediscounted opportunity costs during thefirst rotation for those systems where land use
is diverted from agriculture or animal husbandry to forestry. Costs are presented on a perhectare basis. In addition, we discuss the importance of community organization for an agroforestry project.
We point out the advantages and disadvantages of available carbon-sequestration models
tested in this study for the calculation of the potential carbon mitigation of the selected
systems. Combining systems that provide commercial products and ecological services, such
as carbon mitigation, could generate the necessary capital for the long-term investment in
farm-forestry projects,which hasalwaysformed aconstraint on such activities.
Descriptionofthestudy areas
Thestateof Chiapas islocated in southern Mexico.Tropical rain forests, pine-oak forests, and
montanerainforests areamongthe important vegetation types.Themajority of therural communities consist of subsistence or semisubsistence farmers, who rely heavily on forest resourcesfor fuel wood,construction materials, andfood supplements.
The study was carried out in two ecological zones, one inhabited by Maya-Tojolabal (Tojolabalregion)andtheotherbyMaya-Tzeltal (Tzeltal region)indigenous groups.These particular zones were selected by the farmers' organization Union de Credito Pajal Ya Kac'tic
(Pajal), based on the biological potential of the regions for agroforestry and the interest
demonstrated by their members in these zones. Five communities from each region were
invited to participate in the feasibility study. All the participating communities retain legal
land-tenancy titles as ejidos (for further details, see De Jong et al., 1995; Montoya et al.,
1995).
The climate of the Tojolabal region is subtropical subhumid (Garcia, 1973), with a mean
annual temperature of 18°C,and 1,030 mm of annual rainfall. The communities lie at an average altitude of 1600 m above sea-level. Within these communities are well-preserved extensions of pine-oak forest. The five Tojolabal communities - Jusnajab, Yaluma, Lomantan,
Bajucu and Palma Real - are situated in the municipalities of Comitan and Las Margaritas.
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Each community is an ejido. The total area of the five communities is 9,281 ha, with 5,336
habitants,ofwhich 439aremembersof Pajal.
The climate of the Tzeltal region is tropical subhumid (Garcia, 1973) with a mean annual
temperature of 24 °C, and 1,800 mm of annual rainfall. The communities lie at an average
altitude of 800 m above sea-level. There remains in the communities only fragments of
primary evergreen rain forest and large extensions of shaded coffee. The five Tzeltal communities - Chapullil, Segundo Cololteel, Alan Cantajal, Muquenal, and Jol-Cacualha - are
situated inthemunicipality of Chilon.Thetotal areaofthefive communities is2,387ha, with
907 habitants, of which 170 are members of Pajal. Participants have shown great interest in
improvingtheir land management with agroforestry systems.
Methods
The suitability of agroforestry for carbon sequestration requires insights into the institutions
involved at the implementation scale. The study therefore uses participatory methods to
identify constraints to sustainability in the case-study areas. To begin the project, a multidisciplinary team of scientists and farmers was established. The Pajal members of each community appointed twodelegatestorepresent them during the study.Thesetwo representatives
gathered information and designed the community agroforestry/forestry options together with
the members in the communities, while receiving technical assistance from the researchers of
El ColegiodelaFrontera Sur(ECOSUR)and Pajal.
The design andevaluation of the options were carried out during two workshops, inwhich all
of the representatives and scientific advisers participated. During the first workshop, the
agroforest-management alternatives were discussed. This was also the first time that the
concept of carbon sequestration waspresented as apotential component of aforestry project.
During the sessions, ECOSUR scientists and Pajal technicians explained the technical and
social implications of agroforestry alternatives, while the community representatives supplied
detailed descriptions of the land-use systems in their communities, the common tree species
of the regions and how they manage these species. They explained their major land-use
constraints and which of the farm-forestry and agroforestry alternatives they considered
attractive.
Between the first and second workshop, the Pajal representatives collected data on: (i) community members' interest in afarm-forestry and agroforestry project, (ii)how much land they
would have available for each activity, and (iii) the system(s) they would prefer, including
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species selection and tree distribution within the system. Data were also collected on the
current social organizations, the land andtree tenure,benefit distributions,current community
norms for forest useandpossible target groups.
During the second workshop the final community proposals were developed and evaluated,
incorporating the results of the first workshop, the visits and data collected by the representatives.
The following variables were included in the system analysis: (i) area available for farm
forestry; (ii) potential species or species combinations; (iii) current land-use system in which
theywouldplantthetrees;(iv)planting design; and (v)how toobtain theplantingmaterial.
The simulation model CO2FIX described by Mohren and Klein Goldewijk (1990) was used
for the calculations of the carbon fluxes for each system. The model describes the carbon
cycle from annual growth and loss rates of the main biomass compartments of the tree component of the systems, in combination with accumulation and turnover of soil organic matter.
In this simulation program, acarbon accounting procedure is used to drive carbon accumulation in the entire biomass through proportionality coefficients derived from biomass
measurements. Adjustments can be made for the rotation age, thinning procedures, product
use and other silvicultural factors, etc., according to the species and silvicultural system
(Nabuurs and Mohren, 1993). Existing local field data and published data on growth rates,
decomposition rates and amounts of biomass in the various land use types were used in the
model.Calculations of thegrowth rates are based onthe site-quality indices developed for the
regions. Mean annual increment (MAI) and total height of mature trees were used as the
parameters to define the quality index. The MAI in the Tojolabal region was calculated,
taking the averageof the yearly increase of Pinustrees under different growing conditions.In
the Tzeltal region, where trees in general do not present yearly growth rings, the MAI was
determined by using the average diameter at breast height of the ten largest trees in forest
fallows of known age and dividing this average by the age of the fallow. In table 4.1 we
present the parameters used for this simulation (for a detailed description and application of
the model, see Mohren and Klein-Goldewijk, 1990; Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995). The net
accumulated amount of carbon over the first six cycles for the Tzeltal region (25 years for
each cycle) andfive cycles for theTojolabal region (30 yearsfor eachcycle) wasestimated.
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Table4.1. Parameters for the CO2FIX simulation model to estimate carbon fluxes in
potentialagroforestrysystemsinChiapas, Mexico.
Tzelta 1

Tojolabal

6x25

5x30

75

75

Basic WoodDensity (kgm" )

500

450

Carbon content (%of dryweight)

50%

50%

Parameters
Rotations (years)
1

Initial humuscontent ofthesoil (MgCha' )
3

Dryweightincrement relativetostem
incrementduringonerotation:

vears after planting ' fearsafter planting
0-70 10-20 20-25

0-70 70-20 20-30

Foliage

0.7 0.4

0.4

0.8 0.6 0.2

Branches

0.6 0.4

0.4

0.8 0.5 0.2

Roots

0.7 0.4

0.4

0.9 0.6 0.3

Turnoverrates:
Foliage

0.5

0.3

Branches

0.05

0.05

Roots

0.07

0.07

0.1

0.05

1

3

100

200

Humification factor
Litterresidence time (years)
Stablehumus residence time (years)
Product allocationfor thinnings:
Firstthinning after 8years

60%fuel wood
40% dead wood

Secondthinning after 16years

40%fuel wood
40%fence poles
20%deadwood

Expected life timeofproducts (years)
Fuel wood

1

Fencepoles

5

Dead wood

10

Timber

35
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Total net carbon accumulation was thus calculated for a period of 150 years for each region
and system. To account for local variation in soil fertility and varying management practices
weincluded a20%variation in estimated annual increment (m3ha"1yr'1).To usethemodel,it
wasassumed that: (i)theincorporation of thetreecomponent inthe system doesnotaffect the
total carbon dynamics of the rest of the system; and (ii) the site quality remains unaltered
duringthecycles.
The costs of carbon sequestration (MgC ha"1 sequestered) for each system were calculated by
summingthecosts of: (i)the establishment and maintenance of thetree component within the
system; and (ii)opportunity costs of lost benefits from the alternative system.The cost factors
include labor, equipment, site preparation, site protection and planting stock for the first
rotation of the trees.Costs for additional rotations areexpected tobecovered from the saleof
the tree products of the first rotation. Labor costs are based on local minimum wages. The
costs arerepresented on aper-hectare basis,as arethecarbon sequestration potentials.Interest
rates used to calculate costs to present date were 5 and 10%.Dividing the total costs by the
net carbon-sequestration potential duringthe 150-yearcycledetermined the final cost of 1 Mg
carbon sequestered ineach selected system.
Results
Landavailablefor acarbon-sequestrationproject
As aresult of theworkshops and project presentations in the communities, atotal of 171.5ha
aremadeavailable for thefirst yearof acarbon-sequestration project: coffee plantations (46.5
ha),fallow (32ha),maize fields (8ha),forest (5ha),andpasture (2ha)for theTzeltal region,
and fallow (35.5 ha), forest (25 ha), maize fields (12.5 ha), and pasture (5 ha) for the Tojolabal region. The communities possess considerable amount of communal forest areas; however, management decisions for these areas have to betaken by the whole community, which
requires a general community assemblies. At this stage of the project, the members of the
Pajal are undecided concerning the possible management alternatives for the communal
forests andtherefore prefer to start aproject on an individual basis.Therefore, we have omitted the analysis of the carbon-sequestration potential of forest management. However, it is
expected that, once the project has started, the rest of the communities will gain interest and
will discussthepossibilities of sustainable management ofthecommunal forests.
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Selected agroforestry systems
As a result of the workshops and field data collection, in which alternatives of forestry and
agroforestry practices were discussed with the community members, a series of systems were
evaluated. A total of five systems were considered viable, with local adjustments to species
selection, planting arrangements and rotation. Table 4.2 shows the systems for each region
that were considered technically viable, socially acceptable and economically feasible, including the planting arrangement of the tree component, the species to be used in the systems,
the most important silvicultural treatments after planting and before harvesting, and the
expected wood production of each system, according to three production levels: Level I for
poor sites, Level II for medium fertile sites, and Level III for fertile sites. All systems require
regular weed control and replacement of dead seedlings in the first year.
Carbon sequestration potential of the selected systems
The selected systems were used for carbon-offset calculations. Figure 4.1 illustrates the current annual increments used for each region during one rotation.
M3/Yr

M3/Yr
20

TZELTALREGION

30

TAUNGYAANDENRICHED
FALLOW

TOJOLABAL REGION
PLANTATION,TAUNGYAAND
ENRICHEDFALLOW

20

10

COFFEEWITHSHADE

LIVEFENCE
0
13
YEAR

19

25

15
YEAR

Figure 4.1. Current annual increment of the selected systems during the first rotation.
The estimations are based on analysis of field data on MAI and maximum heights measured
in each region.
The carbon fluxes for each system and region are calculated for a 150-year period to overcome the tendency to overestimate carbon stocks in short-rotation forest systems (see also
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Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995). Table 4.3 presents the total accumulated carbon during the 150year cycle and the average of the net annual carbon flux within each system during the first
rotation, separated for the three production levels. The model outcome in terms of carbon
allocation within the major pools are presented in Figure 4.2. Carbon-sequestration potential
and allocation to the various pools varies highly between the systems and regions (26.7 to
338.9 MgC ha"1), with the lowest potential for live fences in the Tojolabal region and the
highest for the plantation system (taungya and enriched fallow) of the Tzeltal region.
Differences of the systems within a region are due to differences in added tree densities,
whereas the high potential of the systems in the Zteltal region, compared with the Tojolabal
region, is due to the differences in current annual increments of the species to be included in
the systems.
MgC.ha-1
300
200

RTIATF
RRANTH
50FM

Aboveeround
100

HMR
TITTFR
ROOT

100
Mowaround

150

7

6

•}

TZELTAL

7

TOJOLABAL

Figure 4.2. Carbon allocation at the end of the first rotation. See text for the systems
description. The left hand bar of each system represents the result of the simulation using production level I, the middle bar represents the results using production level II, and the right hand bar using production level III.
Economic costs of the carbon sequestration
The estimated costs of carbon sequestration for each system are based on the discounted
direct costs of implementing the systems, plus the discounted opportunity costs during the
first rotation for those systems where land-use is diverted from agriculture or animal
husbandry to forestry. It is expected that the farmer will be able to cover the costs of
subsequent rotations from the income from timber production.
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InTable 4.4 we present the costs of carbon sequestration for each system, using the expected
carbon sequestration for production Level II. Costs are calculated on a per-hectare basis and
include costs for establishment, maintenance, silvicultural treatments and harvesting for year
0to25for theTzeltal region and for year0to 30for theTojolabal region.Costs arepresented
separately for the discount rates of 5% and 10%,which are used to calculate the costs to the
present date. Total cost MgC"1 ha"1 varies between $US1.84 and $US3.98 for the systems
selected for the Tzeltal region and between $US1.47 and $US11.15 $US for the systems in
theTojolabal region.The differences incosts within the sameregion aredue to differences in
costsof establishment and opportunity costs,whereas the differences between thetwo regions
areduetodifferences incarbon-sequestration potential.
Summary and conclusions
In Mexican rural communities, the different models of social organization affect the outcome
of a farm forestry project definition, as illustrated in this study through the experiences of a
farmers' productive organization, with individual members from various communities. The
structure of decision-making, however, implies that members lack decisive power in relation
to community matters. The advantage of working with such a farmers' organization is that a
project can be extended rapidly to various communities, after a successful pilot stage. The
disadvantage is that the project can only work on individually based systems. Many farmers
are interested in starting small-scale forestry or agroforestry activities on their own land, but
consensus for managing communal areas of natural forest is much harder to achieve, since
these haveto pass community-level decision-making structures. Social and political divisions
often require some degree of resolution before control of ad hoc or legal exploitation of the
common resource can be achieved. In the agroforestry project outlined, individuals plant trees
in their coffee plots, fallow areas, pastures and maize fields, but the participants work
cooperatively to organize seed-beds, nurseries and the marketing of wood products. This use
of the reciprocal work-system ayuda-por-ayuda' takes advantage of economies of scale and
strengthens thenewproject byembedding itinthetradional labor-exchange system.
The current project will probably benefit the male members of Pajal and possibly their
immediate families. To promote a community-level forestry project, however, there would
need tobeagreater distribution of benefits. Women's agroforestry projects for home gardens
could increase the possibilities of benefits for children and female-headed households.
Community-administered work teams for tree planting; management and harvesting on communal lands could distribute salaries to families without land and a percentage of profits for
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all community members.In all cases,the useof traditional labor-exchange systems, decisionmaking for communal-land management and equitable distribution of benefits will be essential ingredients for asuccessful carbon-sequestration programthrough community forestry.
To estimate the effect of an agroforestry project on the regional balance of carbon fluxes, the
simulation models tested have certain shortcomings. The landscape-based models to estimate
carbon fluxes through different land-use scenarios lack a dynamic approach to calculate the
fluxes through existing systems (e.g. Makundi et al., 1995), while stand-based carbon-flux
models (e.g. CO2FIX) lack a quantitative landscape component. Caims et al. (1995) have
shown that significant differences in carbon-flux calculations can occur, if the carbon dynamics in, for example, secondary and primary forests are included. Models that calculate
carbon fluxes under different land-use scenarios and which consider the growth potential of
all components within the landscape are required to monitor carbon fluxes on a landscape
basisofcommunity-forestry projects.
The carbon-sequestration potential of different agroforestry systems depends highly on the
quantity of trees to be managed in the system. However, low-tree-density systems, such as
livefences and commercial trees,combined with (perennial) crops that require shade (such as
coffee and cacao) are relatively inexpensive alternatives that can contribute substantially to
the carbon budget on a regional basis, since the cost of establishment and maintenance are
lowandopportunity costs arenegligible.
Although excluded from our analysis, the improvement of seminatural communal-forest
management is likely to yield additional significant net economic benefits for the communities because of: (i)the relatively low initial costs of amanagement project, sincethe system
is already established; (ii) the fact that standing timber is a capital asset, which can help
finance development; (iii) the lower opportunity costs (not replacing agricultural systems);
and (iv)the higher conservation values (biodiversity, watershed protection, soil conservation).
However, since the forests already have relatively high levels of carbon stored in the system,
the forest-management options would represent a low carbon-sequestration potential but a
high potential for carbon sinks.However, discussions abouttheeconomic value of conserving
carbon sinksarestill unresolved.
The costs and benefits associated with bringing a particular forested area under sustainable
management would certainly depend upon particular circumstances at each location. Where
forests in good condition exist and are currently subject to low levels of exploitation, there
may be immediate short-term benefits, in terms of increased annual harvests and increased
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productivity, when improved forestry practices are to be implemented. However, where
forests are severely damaged, the costs of reparative actions may outweigh the benefits for
several years.
Asforestry and agroforestry projects concern long-term investments,with final products tobe
obtained after more than 20 years, mechanisms are required that guarantee the financial
aspects oftheseprojects. Combining systems that providecommercial products, such aswood
for timber, and long-term ecological services, such as carbon sequestration, can generate the
necessary capital for theinvestments inthesystems.
Thelong-term characteristics of thesetype of projects alsorequire stable organizational structures that can support decision-making, sound financial management and good planning,
including consulting local people and selecting appropriate species and management regimes
for particular sites and social conditions. Whether the proposed project involves sustainable
management of a large area of communal forest or establishment of small-farm woodlands,
the quantity, quality, timing, and distribution of both inputs and outputs must be carefully
considered (DeJonget al., 1995).As such, communities, groups,and individual farmers have
to take responsibility for the projects, not only in planning, but also for implementation,
management and monitoring of progress, which implies a structuring of the project around
existing social organization patterns.
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5. ANECONOMIC ANALYSIS OFTHEPOTENTIAL FOR CARBON
SEQUESTRATION BYFORESTS:EVIDENCEFROMSOUTHERN MEXICO3
Introduction
As concern has grown about the possible impacts of climate change due to anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions, there has been considerable interest in the potential for increasing
the storage of carbon (C) in terrestrial vegetation through forest conservation, afforestation
and other methods of land management. Several studies have indicated that the global potential for enhancing Cstorage in forest and agricultural ecosystems may be asmuch as60to90
Petagrams (=1015)of C.(Dixon etal., 1991;Brown et al., 1995).
International measures tocontrol greenhouse gasemissions arelikelytoinclude market-based
mechanisms that will allow countries to trade in emission reductions in order tocomply with
their commitments under the UN Climate Change Convention. The question of how forests
are to be included in these so-called flexible mechanisms is currently under consideration by
the parties to the Convention. The technical options for sequestering carbon through forestry
measures include:the conservation and management of existing closed forests; the restoration
of degraded or secondary forests; and the establishment of plantations, agroforestry systems
and new forests in open areas (Dixon et al., 1996; Masera et al., 1995; Sathaye and
Ravindranath, 1997).
Preliminary evidence from a number of specific forestry projects that have been financed on
thebasis of theexpected sequestration effect indicatethat the cost of sequestration by forestry
or other forms of land management is relatively low in comparison with many engineering
solutions to CO2 emission reductions (De Jong et al., 1995). However, since cost estimates
rely to a large extent upon data relating to specific projects, and since current information
about the land available for carbon sequestration takes little account of its suitability or of
competing uses, doubts remain about the likely costs of sequestering large quantities of
carbon. As soon ascredits from C sequestration become atradable commodity under a future
emissions control regime, as now being close to implementation in The Netherlands, the
supply response tochanges in prices for sequestration, as expressed in $US MgC"',would be
critical indetermining thetotal level of Cuptake achieved bythesystem asawhole.

Published as: De Jong, B.H.J.,Tipper, R., and Montoya-Gomez, G. 2000. An economic analysis of the potentialfor carbon sequestration byforests: evidencefrom Southern Mexico. Ecological Economics 33(2):313-327.
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Since much of the land area in the tropics is effectively managed or influenced by a wide
range of semi-subsistence farmers and shifting cultivators, their response to various measures
will beakeyfactor indetermining thefeasibility andcostof carbon sequesteringinitiatives.
In this paper we present the results of a study to estimate the response of small farmers and
communities in southern Mexico to switch from current land useto forestry and agroforestry.
Based on the estimation of the level of required incentives we calculate the potential supply
and cost of C sequestration of a forestry program to be implemented in a land area of about
0.6 * 106ha. We assume that farmers will switch to forestry and agroforestry from the point
where the incentives are higher than the net present cost (NPC) to implement the alternative
landusesystems.Experiences todatewiththe ScolelTePilotProject indicate thatfarmers are
generally eagertoenter aforestry program, even with lower incentives than estimated (Scolel
Te, 1997).
Keyquestions that aredealt with inthispaperare:
• What is the biological potential for carbon sequestration of forest management and
agroforestry systemspreferred byfarmers indeveloping countries?
• What arethecostsandbenefits of adopting such systemsfor the farmers?
• What arethesecosts interms ofthecarbon that can be sequestered?
Methods
Studyarea
The Central Highlands of Chiapas (Los Altos, 607,500 ha, 1500-2900 m a.s.l., Figure 5.1),
southern Mexico, contain various forest formations with a very high biodiversity resulting
from interactions among biological, geological, edaphological, climatological and anthropogenic factors. The most extensive forest formations are pine forest, pine-oak forest and oak
forest (Miranda and Hernandez, 1963;Breedlove, 1981;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995).The
regional climate is subtropical to temperate, subhumid (Holdridge, 1967). Mean annual rainfall varies between 1100-2000mm, of which more than 80%falls between April and November (Garcia, 1981). The soils are predominantly derived from calcareous rocks, and include
cambisols, leptosols, luvisols, ferrosols, nitisols, lixisols, acrisols, and feozems (De Jong et
al., 1999).
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Chiapas
Mexico

Figure 5.1. Locationofthestudyarea.
The historical process of land-usechange hasbeen complex,involving the expansion of cultivated land, extraction of selected high value forest products, and grazing of sheep and cattle
(Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995;De Jong and Ruiz-Diaz, 1997).About 80%of the territory is
under acommunal form of tenure known asthe ejido. Within the ejido, families -membersof
the ejido -hold agricultural land in private usufruct, whereas forestland, pastures and barren
areasaregenerally keptandmanaged ascommon resources.
Maize is by far the most important crop in the region, accounting for about half of the total
value of agricultural production (INEGI, 1993).The generic Mayan term for the maizefieldis
milpa.TodaythemilpasystemsofChiapas arechangingrapidlyduetoacombination ofmarket
forces, land tenure, and population pressure. In general, land has become increasingly scarce
whereascapital andagricultural inputshavebecomemorereadily available.
Baseline Land UseILand Cover(LV/LC) change dynamics
The C-flux impact of a given intervention must be compared with a baseline or non-intervention scenario to provide a correct estimate of the effect of the project. In the case of
existing forests, weare generally concerned with conserving or enhancing the current Cstock
through forest conservation and management. In thecase of forest restoration, afforestation or
agroforestry measures,weareconcerned with increasingthe stock of Conasite.
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To understand the historical trends in land-use change and associated carbon fluxes weuseda
series of land cover maps developed by Ochoa-Gaona, derived from various satellite images,
aerial photographs and surveys (Tipper et al., 1998; Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa,
2000). We compared a LU/LC map of the 1970s (INEGI 1984, 1987, 1988), MSS images
from around 1974, 1984 and 1990 andLandsat TMimagesfrom 1996.The following LU/LC
classes could be distinguished in the images: Closed oak and montane forest, pine-oak forest,
pine forest, open pine forest, tree fallow, shrub fallow (thicket), open grassland, agriculture
(in which we included bare soil and settlements). We assigned C densities, collected in the
field, to each LU/LC class and multiplied the surface area of each LU/LC class with their
respective average C density value for the years 1974, 1984, 1990, and 1996. In projecting
ratesof carbon fluxes intothefuture, it should benotedthat not allthecarbon inth? ry*?m is
vulnerable to loss.Whereas most of the aboveground portion of the carbon stores,plus some
of the root matter and leaf litter are susceptible torapid loss,alarge proportion of soil carbon
remains in situ alongtime when land-cover changes from forest to open land.The amountof
stable humus may vary dueto soil type,land use history,precipitation and vegetation, among
others.Comparing total Cpools for each interval weestimated the historical rate of C storage
depletion, assuming a stepwise process, in which C densities within each LU/LC class
remained constant during the period analyzed. Default baseline scenarios were established as
a fixed frame of reference by extrapolating the yearly rates of C loss into the future for a50yearperiod.
Thecostsoftransferringcurrentlandusetoforestry andagroforestry
We constructed income-expenditure profiles for 12 alternative interventions for forests, agricultural, pasture and fallow lands, based on the recent experiences of the Scolel Te Pilot
Project (Scolel Te, 1997;DeJonget al., 1998).Details of the inputs required for forest management were collected from various sources, including forestry organizations in the states of
Oaxaca andCampeche (Tipperetal., 1998).
Thepredisposition of farmers toswitch land usefrom thecurrent onetothecultivation of trees
for timberorotherpurposes isdetermined by amixtureof economic, social andcultural factors
(Tipper et al., 1998).These include costs of implementation, lost opportunities, socio-technical
implications, and expected benefits from product sales. The cost of carbon sequestration was
calculated asfollows for aperiod of 70years (expressed inMex.Pesos andconverted into$US
usinga7.70pesos$US''exchangerate):
Cc =C|+Cm+C0- Bp
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where:
Cc =costofcarbon sequestration, discountedtopresent value
C\ - implementation cost (initialestablishment oftheforestry system)
Cm =cost of management and services (including project promotion and training), discounted
topresent value
C0 =opportunity cost,(landrentvalue)discounted topresent value
Bp =revenuefrom timbersaleandlaborsavings,discounted topresentvalue
Project monitoring is considered as acontinuous assessment of the functioning of project activities, and as such the costs of monitoring is included in the implementation and management
costs (De Jong et al., 1997). In our analysis we excluded costs for verification of the projects'
performance (Swisher, 1992), as these will depend on measurement standards and allowable
limits of error, which have not yet been agreed upon internationally (MacDicken, 1997). We
alsoexcluded transaction costs,asthese will largely depend on how the KyotoProtocol will be
implemented internationally andinMexico.
To calculate implementation costs we estimated the inputs necessary to establish and maintain
the systems andthe operational costs of each management option,based on the experiences of
the inputs required in the Scolel Te Pilot Project, the only project implemented since 1997in
Mexico (Scolel Te, 1997),andassuch our solepossible reference.
An important economic determinant of farmers' predisposition to change land use is the rent
foregone by converting current land use to forestry (opportunity cost).To estimate the variation in net income per hectare from maize production, we interviewed 53 farmers from 12
communities to obtain arange of values of inputs and outputs (Tipper et al., 1998),which we
divided intofour quartiles,each with anequal numberof farmers.
Currently, the use of communal forests and secondary vegetation isnot restricted. To convert
communal land use,such asextensive grazing,timber andfuel wood extraction, to sustainable
levels implies aresourceopportunity cost tocommunities.Hellier (1996) andKonstant (1997)
tried to assess the utilities derived by farmers from secondary vegetation and forests management in several communities within the study area but encountered considerable problems in
precisely calculating the level of extraction of different non-timber forest products. Based on
their results we estimated this constraint for secondary vegetation on the assumption that the
benefits lost by controls on their current exploitation will be around 60% of the opportunity
costs associated with transferring land out of subsistence agricultural production to farm
forestry. We assumed that unmanaged oak, montane and pine-oak forests will face high
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opportunity costs due to the additional value of fuelwood, charcoal and bromeliads that are
currently extracted at significantly higher rates than the apparent level of "sustainable yield"
in these forest types (Golicher, pers. comm., 1997). The calculation of rent foregone from
cattle ranching is primarily based on the estimated annual weight gain per calf ha" for a
typical ranchingsystemwith around 1 headofcattleha"',and areproduction rateof0.6 calves
yr"1(INEGI, 1993).
The costs of building community management skills related to forest management are
difficult toassess ex-ante,therefore weresorted toestimates of thetime andeffort required to
develop the necessary level of organization in communities representing four quartiles within
a difficulty spectrum. Our estimated values are again based on the experiences of the Scolel
Te project (Scolel Te, 1997;Tipper et al., 1998). At the upper end of the difficulty spectrum
are communities where it is virtually impossible to establish a forest management program
given the apparently intractable nature of internal communal divisions and conflicts. At the
bottom endof thedifficulty spectrum arecommunities that already haveconsiderable positive
experience of community managed projects - such as communal stores and transport cooperatives.
Large-scale investment in forestry to sequester carbon will face rising cost functions, when
lands with higherproductivity and/oropportunity costs increasingly enter theprogram (Moulton and Richards, 1990), or when project promotion and forestry training are increasingly
required (Tipper et al., 1998). As such, we used four cost levels for both opportunity and
socio-technicalcosts.
Carbon sequestration estimation
We developed a dynamic model to estimate the C fluxes through the proposed land management systems via an accounting procedure, similar to the CO2FIX model (Nabuurs and
Mohren, 1993).The model can accommodate growth of uptothree species aggregates within
a specific site, such as fast growing secondary species, slow growing primary species and
understory species (DeJong et al., 1998).Expected growth curves (Cannell and Milne, 1995)
and standing biomass drive the growth expectation of the species aggregates (De Jong et al.,
1998).The values ofthe variables of themodel were based on field data of maximum volume
observed at any one site (dependent on site quality) and measured growth of the species
groups (dependent on site quality and species characteristics). Data on C densities of the
currentLU/LCtypes have been gathered inthe study area, with numerical data for themainC
pools:soil organic matter, roots,herbaceous plants,shrubs,trees, woody debris andlitter. The

average Ccontent of the variouspools ineach land-use class was used for theinitial C values
in the simulation model. For each current land management system, up to three alternative
land management options were designed, according to systems developed in the Scolel Te
Pilot Project (Scolel Te, 1997; De Jong et al., 1998). Soil C dynamics were simulated with
datafrom comparable areas,available intheliterature (Nabuurs andMohren, 1993,1995).
Farmers, participating in the Scolel Te project, are applying a variety of land management
techniques,which provided thebasis forthe alternative options.Forexample, according tothe
farmers the most viable method of increasing biomass in shrub fallow is the establishment of
plantations via enrichment planting. In the case of high tree fallow, they consider that the
existing vegetation can be managed through liberation thinning and weeding with relatively
little additional planting. The following management options were used for modeling (see
alsoDeJongetal., 1998;Tipperet al.,1998):
•

Oak and montane forest: Conservation areas and extraction of non-timber forest products.

•

Pine-oak and pine forests (closed and open): Integrated community management,
includingforest conservation andrestoration; selectiveharvesting incompartments.

•

Tree fallow and thickets: Sustainable oak coppicing for firewood and charcoal; restoration by natural regeneration or with interplanting, depending on seed bank and genetic
quality ofcurrent stand; selective harvesting.

•

Agriculture and pasture: Agroforestry systems, such as living fences, fruit orchards,
fodder banks, mixing with N-fixing trees (cf. Alnus sp., Leguminosae spp); plantations;
organic agriculture.

Carbon fluxes in each alternative management option were approximated over 100 years
(Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995). The 100-year average C-stock increase was calculated accordingtothefollowing formula:
Cacc= (2,oo(Q - Co))/ 1 0 0 (MgC ha"1)

where:
Cacc=Long-term average accumulation of Cofthealternative system
Cj =Cdensityof thealternative system inyeari(i= 1 to 100)
Co =Initial Cdensityof theLU/LCclass.
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The net sequestration potential of each management option was calculated, adding the
expected low,medium orhigh baseline carbon emission of the sameLU/LCclass tothelongterm average increaseinCof each LU/LCtype.
Modelofadoptionofforestry systems
Aspreadsheet model was designed tocompile theareasof each LU/LCclass in ha,averageC
storage in Mg ha"1, and economic inputs and outputs of the alternative management options
for each vegetation type (Figure 5.2).
Cost-benefit flows were discounted topresent value toprovide an estimate of the net present
cost ha"1 (NPC) of implementing the alternatives for each quartile of each vegetation type.
The discount rate used in this assessment is the farmer's own rate of time preference, which
maydiffer considerably from thecommercial rate.Weused adefault discount rateof 10%,but
explored the effect of varying this rate from 5% to 40% through a sensitivity analysis.
Varying the input values of other parameters, such as labor cost and product prices did not
influence the model output significantly and the results of this sensitivity analysis are not
reported here (Tipper et al., 1998).We assumed that if the sequestration purchase price were
higherthan theNPCfor aparticular quartile -management system -vegetation type combination then farmers wouldchoosetoenterthescheme andimplement thenew system.
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Figure 5.2. Outline of the information flow to calculate the sequestration potential of an incentive/service payment-based forestry program.
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Results
Baseline
Comparing the LU/LC statistics obtained from the satellite image interpretation of a sub-area
(308,000 ha=49%of the whole study area, Figure 5.1), we found that during the late 1970's
and early 1980's the total Cstocks were depleted at a rate of approximately 1.7% yr'1. This
rate decreased to around -0.1% yr"1 during the late 1980's, and then increased again to about
2.5% yr' in the 1990s (Figure 5.3). If we assume that LU/LC change in this sub-area will
proceed at therate observed during the period between 1984 and 1990,then the Cstocks will
rise slightly. However, if changes proceed at the rate experienced between 1990 and 1996,
then the future carbon stock will decline sharply. The overall average annual C depletion for
the 1974to 1996period wasestimated at 1.4%. Comparing the vegetation cover of 1996with
the Usode Sueloy Vegetation maps of 1975 (INEGI, 1984, 1987, 1988) of the whole area
(624,600 ha)resulted in virtually nochange in carbon content. Either the sub-area we used in
the satellite image comparison was not representative for the whole area, or the data of the
UsodeSueloy Vegetation maps were not consistent with those obtained from the interpretationof thesatelliteimagesfrom the 1970s.
Given this uncertainty, we used a conservative range of baseline emissions through LU/LC
change dynamics of 0.5 to 1.5% yr"1, from "Low (0.5%)" to "Medium (1%)" and "High
(1.5%)" future Cdepletion.The medium ratewe used inourbaseline estimations matches the
average decline observed during thefirst 16years,whereas the high rate corresponds moreor
lesstothe22-yearaverageCdecline(Figure 5.3).
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Figure5.3. Historicalcarbondepletion(in 10 MgCand %annualchange)ina sub-area of
308,000ha,basedupondatafrom LandsatMSS(1974,1984,1990)andLandsat
TM(1996) images.
Costs andbenefits
Themainelements inthecost of establishing community forestry systems arecosts for inventories, management planning and stock protection. Their sum was estimated to range from
$US186ha"1for oak andmontane forests to$US217.5 ha"1for open pineforests (Table 5.1).
It is thought that open forests reduce the capacity for natural regeneration, and therefore requires more intensive re-planting. The direct opportunity costs for forests were estimated to
belowerthan those for agriculture andpastoral land andranged from $US0yr"1for the lowest
quartile of open and closed pine forests to $US130 yr"1 for the highest quartile of oak and
pine-oak forests (Table 5.2).
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Table5.1. Costsandbenefitsofthemanagementoptions.
Land use/Land
CoverTypes

Establishme
ntincluding

Operational andmaintenancecosts

Timber harvest

including project monitoring

100yearcycle

labor
Costs
($US)

Labor

($US yr"1) input (d

Total

($US

ha'1vr"1)

(in m j )

ha 1 yr 1 )
186

38.3

10

64.3

300

208.5

37

10-15

63-76

282.5

192

48.7

15-20

87.7-100.7

280

OpenPineForest

217.5

48.7

20

100.7

227.5

TreeFallow

223.4

36.4

15-25

75.4-101.4

235

Thicket

285.7

37.7

15-25

76.7 -102.7

305

Pasture

282.5

13.1

10-20

39.1-65.1

267.5

Agriculture

212.2

10.1

10-15

36.1-49.1

221.5

Oak and Mountain
Forest
Pine-oak Forest
PineForest

The socio-technical costs associated with developing new community-based social structures
for forest management were expected toadd significantly to the real cost of establishment. In
some communities (the lowerquartile) these costs were thought tobe only $US52 ha"1,butin
the third quartile this cost was estimated at $US325 ha"1. The fourth quartile represents the
most difficult communities, where establishment of communal management systems was
considered unfeasible (Table 5.2). On individual land holdings, the main input required to
establish (agro)-forestry systems is labor for weeding, land preparation and planting. The
estimated cost of establishment of farm forestry systems on the individual land holdings
varied between $US212 on agricultural land to $US286 to convert thickets. The annual
maintenance in agriculture-based systems isexpected tobe low as labor inputs totrees can be
combined with thosetoannual crops,varyingfrom $US36to49yr"'.
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Table5.2. Annual opportunitycosts(in$USyr ) to convert currentland usepracticesinto
C-sequestration management alternatives and one-off socio-technicalcosts for
community capacitybuildinginforest management(in $US).
Opportunity Costs ($USyr"1)

Production System
1st Quartile

2ndQuartile

3rdQuartile
Quartile

Milpa Agriculture

0

140.2

250

358.5

CattleRanching

39

78

107

152

Thicket

0

85.5

150

215

TreeFallow

0

85.5

450

215

Oak andmontane forest

6.5

13

65

130

Pine-oak forest

6.5

13

65

130

Pine forest

0

6.5

26

65

Openpine forest

0

6.5

26

65

52

104

325

Not

Socio-technical costs for
community capacity building
inforest management ($US).

feasible

Maintenance of the management systems for the remaining individual land holdings varied
between $US39 yr'1toconvert pasture to$US103yr"1totransfer thickets toforest plantations
(Table 5.1).
To calculate the annual opportunity cost to replace agricultural production systems, farmers
provided estimates of average yields and costs of production, from which we derived the net
income perhectare.In the lowest quartile of the sample,the net income was less than zero;i.e.
maizewasproduced at aloss.Wetherefore assumedthattherent foregone for thisquartile was
zero. We also assumed that the new systems would vary in tree planting intensity - from low
andmedium intensity planting in "living fences" andwindbreaks, agroforestry systems such as
taungya, where agricultural crops are grown for part of the forestry rotation (before the trees
canopy closes), -tointensive plantations, where agricultural activity is completely replaced by
forestry oneach unit of land. The opportunity costs for successive quartiles are therefore lower
thaninthecasewhereall agricultural activitywouldbeentirelyreplaced, varyingfrom $US0to
358.50yr'1(Table5.2).
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To estimate opportunity costs for pasture conversion, we calculated that typical ranching
systems have around one head of cattle ha"1, and areproduction rate of about 0.6 calves yr"1.
The annual weight gain per calf is around 100kg, at avalue of approximately 8pesos kg"1on
thehoof.Therentforegone perhectarewastherefore estimated tovaryfrom $US39to 152yr"
' (Table 5.2). Despite the poor returns,cattle and sheep continue toplay an important role in
farming systems as they represent a form of savings that requires only a modest amount of
maintenance (Parra-Vazquez, 1989).
Theexpected benefits oftimberharvestingfor the 100-year simulation variedbetween 221m3
ha"1 for systems replacing agriculture to 305 m3 ha"1 for systems replacing thickets (Table
5.1). The expected timber benefits from the forest management options varied between 280
and 300 m3 for closed forests and between 227 and 235 m for open pine forest and tree
fallow respectively. The differences between these options were mainly due to differences in
the harvesting potential for the first 20 years.While harvestingcan start from the onset of the
project in existing closed forests, the forest options for open land or disturbed forests only
startproducingwood 15to25yearsafter treeplanting.
The overall average NPC of viable land management options for C sequestration was less
than $US15 MgC"1 (Figure 5.4). Forest management options represent the lowest costs, excludingthe4thquartile,where socio-political constraints areinsurmountable (Table 5.2).They
can beimplemented atlessthan $US15MgC"1for the first threequartiles (Figure 5.4).
Carbon sequestration by replacing current agricultural practices, thickets and pasture represents the highest costs.To replace agriculture, only marginally profitable systems from quartile 1and2areexpected toenter in aCsequestration forestry program (Figure 5.4).Theearly
product revenues from closed forest management offset much of the opportunity and implementation costs, giving a total cost of between $US2 and 13MgC"1, with lowest costs associatedwith oakforest management andhighest with open pine forest. Whileopen pine forests
have low opportunity costs,the implementation costs are high and revenue from product sale
islow (Table 5.1).
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Carbonsequestrationpotential ofthemanagementoptions
The expected long-term average increase in C stock for the range of management options
variedbetween 16and 104MgCha"1(Table 5.3).
If we take into account the future C decline over a 50 year period as calculated in the three
baseline scenarios, the expected net sequestration potential varied from between 60 and 122
MgCha"1for the lowbaseline scenariostobetween 60and 174MgCha"1for thehigh baseline
scenarios. The net sequestration potential of the forest management options at the medium
baseline scenario varied little, from 134 to 139 MgC ha"1. Pasture and agriculture have the
lowest net Csequestration potential of all scenarios, estimated at 60 MgC ha"1 (Table 5.3).A
sensitivity analysis totest theeffect of varying the input variables of the soil Cdynamics with
25% around the default values produced a maximum of only 5% variation in the average
long-term Cstorageestimation, when maintaining othervariables constant.
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Table5.3. Areas of Land Use/ Land Cover types within the study area, the averagetotal
initial C-density, the estimated long-term increase in C stock and the net
sequestrationpotentialfor each ha entering the C sequestrationprogram under
low,mediumandhighbaseline scenarios.
Land Use/Land

Area

Total initial Long-term Net sequestration under low,medium
,

Cover

fi996 >

C-density

j

average

andhighbaseline scenarios

increase in Low (0.5%) Medium
C stock

(MgCha 1 )

(MgCha 1 )

(1%)

High
(1.5%)

(MgCha 1 ) (MgC ha 1 )

(103ha) ( M g C h a "'>
Oak

and

14.9

503

16

83

134

174

Pine-oak Forest

190.7

341

61

103

135

159

PineForest

75.1

318

72

110

139

161

Open PineForest

36.2

236

104

122

135

146

TreeFallow

115.6

315

77

104

124

140

Thicket

57.8

212

69

80

89

95

Pasture

59.2

153

60

60

60

60

Agriculture

75.1

153

60

60

60

60

Mountain Forest

Modeloutputs and sensitivityanalysis
Under all baseline scenarios, the supply of sequestration was expected to be negligible with
incentives below or equal to $US5 MgC" , but rose sharply when increasing the incentives
from$US5to 15 MgC"1.
According to Fankhauser (1997), projects that pass a cost-benefit test within the range of
$US5 to 20 MgC-1 are worth undertaking. Within this cost range, forestry and agroforestry
measures in our study area could mitigate from 1to 42 * 106MgC, with a maximum economicsupply ofcarbon sequestration of around 55* 106MgC at$US40MgC-1.
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Carbon sequestration incentive in$USMgC"
Figure5.5. Predicted carbonsequestrationsupply curves(in lCrMgC)for total, forest, fallow and development (Agriculture + Pasture) management options, based on
low,mediumandhighbaseline assumptions.
The maximum supply through the management of communal forests was reached at $US15
MgC"1, the highest supply response from the improvement of fallow vegetation occurred
between $US15 and 30MgC"1.The response for agriculture and pasture was expected torise
slowly alongthewholeincentive gradient (Figure 5.5).
The effect of varying the discount rate was tested at 5, 10, 20 and 40%. A rate of 5% gave
high present value to the medium- and long-term opportunity costs, while increasing the rate
implied that future income and costs were less important. The supply response at 40% was
dominated by the rate of incentive versus the opportunity, implementation and maintenance
costs over the first five years. At low discount rates relatively low levels of sequestration
supply were predicted for fallow and development options, where opportunity costs are
relatively high (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2). At a 20 to 40% discount level, the maximum
supply of C sequestration for all systems could be obtained at an incentive level of below or
around$US20to25MgC"1(Figure 5.6).
Discussion
Themodel of the uptake of forestry incentives isbased upon the assumption that farmers will
react in an economically rational way to price signals, and there is evidence to suggest that
this would hold for southern Mexico.Tipper (1993) and Javier Anaya (pers.comm.Union de
Credito Pajal, 1994) both found that farmers in the northern highlands of Chiapas switched
labor andcapital inputs from coffee production tomaize and bean production in response toa
fall in coffee prices in the late 1980's. Experiences to date with the Scolel Te Pilot Project
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alsoindicatethat farmers aregenerally eager toentersuchprogram,even with lower incentive
levels than predicted.
The issues associated with discounting for projects with long time horizons have been
extensively discussed from the perspective of the public sector (e.g. Livingston and Tribe,
1995). One approach conventionally applied to calculate the social discount rate is the
marginal rate of return on capital investment, since this represents the "opportunity cost" of
capital. In the case of developing countries, where capital resources arejudged to be scarce,
this discount rate has frequently been set as high as 15%or more. However, in this study the
purpose isnot tomake anobjective decision about the value of aproject in public accounting
terms, but to estimate the probable reaction of a population of farmers to a package of
financial and technical inputs that are distributed in time. From a simple test, we obtained
generally high estimates of farmer's own rate of time preference, in the range of 20 to40%
after adjusting for inflation. As it is difficult to assess whether such rates would apply to
decision making about long-term investments,wetestedthemodel's sensitivity toarangeof5
to40%discountrates.
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Figure5.6. Predictedcarbonsequestrationsupplycurves(in 10 MgC)for total, forest, fallow and development (Agriculture + Pasture) management options using 5%,
10%(default),20%,and40%discount rates.
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Wehave not taken into account the inevitable time lags that would be involved in thepromotion and start-up pathways. In the first years of such a scheme, the start-up is likely to be
tentative, with farmers assessing the benefits and costs by entering small areas of land on a
"pilot" basis.The full scaleof aprogram aspredicted for agiven rate of incentives might take
10 or more years to achieve (see also De Jong et al., 1998). Even if individual farmers are
convinced that the scheme is worthwhile, there will be time lags associated with the mobilization of resources, the building of consensus for the management of communal areas, and
capacity building. Farmers prefer to try out farm forestry on their own plots of land before
committing themselves to organized activities at a communal level (De Jong et al., 1996).
Other time lags will be caused by the need tobuild the administrative capacity in the organizations responsible for managing the scheme, and in particular the requirement for foresters
trained inthe social skillsrequired todevelopcommunity forestry projects.
The choice of a baseline rate of biomass loss remains an important area of uncertainty when
calculating the net sequestration effect of forestry activities.Differences in the order of half a
percent in the assumed annual loss of carbon stock projected into the future can alter the
expected long-term sequestration of a given area by tens of percentage points (Table 5.3,
Figure 5.5).Futuredevelopment policies may differ from previous initiatives, leadingtoquite
different outcomes, in terms of land use. A key question is also whether high rates of forest
conversion should beconsidered acceptable as anull case scenario, or towhat extent governments are responsible for controlling deforestation through internal policies, without the use
of resources specifically allocated to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Setting a voluntary
emission ceiling over a specific region and/or sector could address this problem (Tipper and
De Jong, 1998).Other political concerns relate tothe additionality effect of proposed forestry
initiatives.Shouldprograms andpolicies that conserve other servicefunctions of forests (such
as biodiversity, watershed integrity and amenity values) be considered part of the baseline or
part oftheproject scenario?
In the current study, carbon dynamics from biomass changes over time were represented as
long-term average changes incarbon stocks.However, carbon dynamics in terrestrial systems
are a complex process with continuous, variable, and bi-directional fluxes. In addition, soil
carbon dynamics remain important areas of uncertainty (Malhi et al., 1999). Our simulations
estimated only a slight increase in average soil C stock from the alternative management
options.However,thereisevidence that differences incultivation practices can havea signifi-
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cant effect on the soil Cstorage in certain cases (Ewel et al., 1981;Buyanovsky and Wagner,
1998).
In the case of sequestration projects, regulatory authorities might establish procedures totake
into account the time differences between emissions and take-up by corresponding sinks.
Such procedures could bebased oneither -application of adiscount ratereflecting theestimated social cost of delaying emission reductions, or - calculations of the additional sequestration required tocompensate for the radiative forcing produced bythe delay.These procedures
affect the merits of different forestry projects. Schemes that provide CO2abatement early on,
for example maintaining existing forests, could be favored contrary to schemes that result in
abatement inthefuture, such asplantingnew forests.
Conclusions
Theexperiences todatewiththeScolelTeproject indicatethat sinceconventional agricultureis
only marginally profitable, modest incentive payments can produce substantial shifts in land
use, as was also observed in the UK (Crabtree, 1997). Given an appropriate mechanism for
distributing sequestration rents to landowners, the amount of carbon sequestered would rise
sharply from 1to 38 * 106 MgC when incentive levels increase from $US5 to 15 MgC"1,
mainly due tonatural forest management and fallow improvement. The management of natural forests and secondary vegetation will therefore be the most important element of any
large-scale carbon sequestration program in Chiapas.Successful management requires mechanisms for adapting management plans toincorporate new information about the growth of the
forest and changing social and economic circumstances. Since communities, rather than
individuals orthepublic sector legally hold over 80%of theforests in Chiapas, anychangein
the management regime needs approval and consensus at the local level. Policies must therefore takeinto accountthe variation thatexists bothbetween andwithin communities.
Pilot projects, based on administrative models that can be increased in scale, such as the
Scolel Te project (Scolel Te, 1997),could provide much of the information needed for more
detailed assessments of costs anddesign requirements of large-scale schemes.
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6.UNCERTAINTIES INESTIMATING THEPOTENTIAL FOR CARBON
MITIGATION OFFOREST MANAGEMENT4
Introduction
The Kyoto Protocol, signed by the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change in December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan, allows the use of a number of market
mechanisms toenable countries to achieve greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets
cost-effectively. These new mechanisms include international emission trading and joint
implementation among countries with binding emission ceilings, the so called annex-1
countries, andthe clean development mechanism, which aimstoenhance co-operation among
annex-1 and non-annex-1countries to achieve sustainable development and at the same time
reduce GHG emissions (UNFCCC, 1997).The clean development mechanism is intended to
be a vehicle to harness funding for clean development projects in tropical countries in
exchangefor certifiable emission reduction credits.
Since the Kyoto protocol has been established, there has been heightened interest in the
potential for using forests as a means of mitigating GHG emissions. The potential for
enhancing carbon (C) storage or avoiding emissions by forestry and agroforestry may be as
much as60to90 x 106Gigagrams of C(GgC = 109gC;Dixon et al., 1991,1993;Winjum et
al., 1992;Trexler and Haugen, 1994; Brown et al., 1995). Forestry and land-use mitigation
measures can serve other environmental, economic, and social interests simultaneously, and
may offer some of the most cost-effective ways to climate change mitigation. GHG-offset
projects in the land-use and forestry sector are particularly attractive if these can be tied to
local social andeconomic goals (Trexler, 1993).
Using forests as a means of mitigating climate change can be achieved by maintaining or
increasing existing stocks of Cin forests that arecurrently threatened, by creating new stocks
in growing trees, and by substitution of energy-demanding materials by renewable natural
resources(Schlamadinger andMarland, 1996).
In Mexico, the forestry sector is considered a key element in the national GHG-mitigation
plan (CICC, 1999).Currently, land use/land cover (LU/LC) change accounts for an estimated
35% of total national CO2 emissions. However, if effective policies to reduce deforestation
Re-submittedas: DeJong, B.H.J.2000. Uncertainties inestimating thepotentialfor carbon mitigation of forest
management. Forest Ecology and Management, May 2000.
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and increase afforestation are implemented, Mexican forests could become large carbon sinks.
This path also offers two other important advantages. First, carbon savings in the forest sector
will help buy time to develop mitigation alternatives in the energy sector, because growing
forests accumulate carbon fast and in large amounts. Second, following the path in the policy
scenario suggested by Masera et al (1997), could result in tangible additional benefits for the
rural population. They consider that no intrinsic obstacles hinder the sustainable management
of forest resources in the country. Population growth is not the leading factor in the
deforestation process and food demand can be largely accommodated within the existing
areas open to cultivation through either a combination of a better crop mix and technological
improvements (Masera et al., 1997) or smart ecological land use (Van der Wal, 1998).
A key question still to be resolved is how to measure the reduction of emissions from a given
project. There are serious complications in estimating C-dynamics in forest ecosystems
because fluxes among vegetation, soil, and atmosphere are complex, bi-directional and persistent. Hence, a number of methodological questions need to be addressed before forestry C-
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Figure 6.1. Hypothetical effect of a GHG-mitigation project, compared to a "business-asusual " scenario.
offset trading can reliably provide verifiable emission reductions (Tipper and De Jong, 1998).
The emission reduction of any given project rests upon the argument that the environmental
performance of the project, once implemented, exceeds the performance of the expected scenario without that project, i.e. in a "business as usual" or baseline situation (Figure 6.1).
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Thebaseline scenario describesthepast,present and expected future setof GHG fluxes inthe
case the project is not implemented (Trines, 1998). This means that not only the project
outcomehastobeestimated interms of greenhouse gasfluxes, but alsotheexpected fluxes of
the most probable future. The current convention for baseline setting is to assess the most
likelyoutcome atagiven site,basedonhistorical precedent or"business asusual"scenarios.
It is the primary purpose of this study to assess the sources and levels of uncertainties that
may occur in the quantification of the C02-mitigation potential of forestry projects. Data
collected inthefield areusedtoassessthe levels of uncertainties inclassification methods,Cstock quantification in LU/LC classes and major biomass pools, and baseline assumptions,
and howtotakethese uncertainties into account.Theproposed forest management project has
been developed aspart of the Scolel Teproject and includes aset of actions toincrease forest
productivity in existing forest, the use of selected genotypes to restore degraded forests, and
toincrease soilcarbon byleaving deadwood,litter, andslash from harvests.
Methodology
The data presented in this study were collected and analyzed at different scales and intensity.
Carbon densities were measured attwo levels and scales: all major C-poolswere measured in
asetofLU/LCclasses ataregional scale,whereasthe tree-C densitieswere measured in aset
ofLU/LCclassesin asinglecommunity forest. Land usedata were alsoanalyzed atthese two
geographic scales (Figure 6.2): (1) sub-regional (part of the Highlands of Chiapas) and (2)
community (Juznajab LaLaguna).
Studyarea
The Highlands of Chiapas (607,000 ha, Figure 6.2), located at 1500 to 2900 m elevation in
southeast Mexico, contain various forest formations, including pine, pine-oak, oak, and evergreen cloud forests (Breedlove 1981;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995b).Regionally, atropical
lower montane, sub-humid climate predominates, with summer rains and winter droughts.
Mean annual rainfall varies between 1100 and 2000 mm. The soils are dark brown, clayey
loam, derived from calcareous rocks (Parra-Vazquez et al., 1989), primarily rendzinas,
luvisols,acrisols,feozems, regosols ylithosols (INEGI, 1985).
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The community Juznajab La Laguna (Juznajab, 16°22'N, 92°13'W) is located near Comitan
deDominguez (Comitan). Its territory of 4,004 ha lies within the municipalities Comitan and
Las Margaritas. Mean annual rainfall reported for Comitan varies between 650 and 1550mm,
with along-term averageof 1030mm.
N

A

Mexico

^ H Juznajab LaLaguna
l-.-ll Highlands of Chiapas
0 2550
Kilometers

Figure 6.2. LocationoftheHighlandsofChiapasandJuznajabLaLaguna.
Juznajab was founded in 1880 and currently has around 700 inhabitants (Montoya et al.,
1995).Thefollowing LU/LC classes occur within the community: well-developed forests, secondary forests, tree fallow, shrubland and open areas.The latter include grassland, cropland,
bare soil,and settlements.Thecommunity territory alsocomprises fresh-water lagoons,which
provide drinking water to various surrounding communities. In 1996, 66 farmers started
reforesting part of their private pastureland within the context of the Scolel Teproject (Scolel
Te, 1998).In 1997 aforest inventory wascarried out in about 3000 ha, as part of the requirements toobtain aforest management permit.
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Until the late 1980s,thecommunity sold the standing wood to forest concessionaires, whoin
turn cut all harvestable trees.Farmers of thecommunity temporarily converted a large part of
the harvested area to slash-and-burn agriculture. Once the agricultural production dropped to
levels assumed to be below sustained, acceptable productivity, the area was left torecover to
secondary forest (Van derWal, 1998).Thecurrent secondary forests aretheresult ofthenatural regeneration of areas that were exploited and temporarily converted to slash-and-burn
agriculture during the 1970s. The well-developed, closed forests that occur have a similar
origin, except that these have been exploited earlier. Shrublands originate from (temporarily)
abandoned pasture- andcropland.
From thelate 1980s onward, the community decided not to permit any commercial wood exploitation. Only the collection of fuelwood and felling of construction wood for local consumptionwas allowed.
The community is set in alandscape where recent changes in land use have been both extensive and intensive (De Jong et al., 1999).Estimated deforestation rates in the Chiapas Highlands ranged from 3.2% (from 1974 to 1984) to 3.6% (1984 to 1990) for closed forests, and
from 1.6% (1974 to 1984) to 2.1% (1984-1990) for open and closed forests combined
(Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa, 2000). The structure and composition of the remaining forests have been altered due to (i) selective harvesting of pine trees for local timber
production, and of oak trees for fuelwood and charcoal, and (ii) extensive sheep and cattle
grazing (DeJong and Montoya-Gomez 1994;Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995a, b). Currently,
only afew small patches of old-growth forest remain. Driving forces behind the deforestation
process have been government incentives for agricultural development, shifts from subsistence to market-oriented production systems, infrastructure development, and insecure land
andtreetenure systems (DeJongandMontoya, 1994).
Calculationof Greenhouse Gas-mitigationbenefits
The mitigation benefits of an activity areequivalent to the difference between GHG fluxes as
a result of the activity and the amount of GHG fluxes that would occur without any project
(Figure 6.1). In this paper, the GHG-offset potential of the project is calculated with the
emission-equivalent C storage approach (MgC-eq, expressed in MgC,Chomitz, 1998;Tipper
and De Jong, 1998).This approach adopts a two-dimensional measurement unit that reflects
storage and time, i.e. MgC-year.The approach takes into account that an instantaneous emission of CO2 will be absorbed again slowly by the terrestrial or oceanic biosphere. In other
words, the total radiative forcing produced by an emission of 1MgC is temporal and can be
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calculated by summing the CO2concentrations remaining inthe atmosphere in the years after
the emission. Calculation of this sum provides an estimate of the cumulative carbon storage
that would be required tooffset an emission of 1 MgC at the present time.It is estimated that
at least 80%of a C0 2 emission will be taken up again within 50to 200 years (Cook, 1995).
This means that between 30 and 69 Mgyears Cneed tobe stored to mitigate 1MgC emitted,
if we take 100 years as the time horizon, i.e. the "normal" timespan proposed by the Kyoto
protocol (Houghton et al., 1990, 1997; Cook, 1995). This emission equivalent approach is
attractive as carbon storage can be credited according to the time frame over which storage
takes place, reducing the need for long-term guarantees. It avoids problems of how to compare projects with variable duration and how to account for temporal emissions during harvesting in for example plantation forestry. It also allows project crediting periodically determining the amount of carbon stored each period, multiplied by the equivalence factor Ef
(1/Conversion factor). In this paper, a conversion factor of 50 is used to estimate the cumulative C storage that would be required to offset an emission of 1 MgC, as proposed by
Chomitz (1998).The amount of MgC-equivalent emission offset (MgC-eqOobtained with the
proposedproject iscalculated on ayearlybasiswiththefollowing formula:
MgC-eqi

=(Si(C a , i -C b , i ))/50

(1)

where Ca,i is the C accumulated in the alternative system, Cb,i is the C accumulated in the
baseline,both in year i and both compared tothe C-stock in year zero, and 50is the assumed
conversion factor. Thus,each year that theproject either accumulates or releases Crelativeto
the baseline C-stock of that year, this difference is added up and the sum over the years is
divided by the conversion factor. With this approach temporary emissions through harvesting
or ageingof theforest donot affect negatively the total GHG-impact of theproject, aslongas
theremaining C-stock after theemission is higher than or equal tothe baseline C-stock of the
yearthatthetemporal emission occurs.
Establishmentofa baseline
The baseline must be set at a level that ensures that the emission mitigation activity is
additional to what would have occurred if the project had not been implemented. Baseline
definitions in the land-use sector minimally need to deal with delimitation of the project
domain and an estimation of LU/LCdynamics and associated GHG fluxes in case the project
would not be implemented. Information about historical and future land-use policies and an
estimation of the effect of these policies on LU/LC change dynamics is desirable (Puhl,
1998),butnot always available.Thefollowing baseline assumptions were applied:
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a) Land-use change dynamics in Juznajab La Laguna and surroundings will continue at a
similar rate as in the past.The C-stock is expected to diminish at the same annual rate (in
% of stock) as in the last 22 years due to the land-use change until 2010. After 2010 this
process is assumed to slow down until 2020,duetoimproved enforcement offorestry and
land-useregulations.After 2020theC-emissions caused byLU/LCchange areassumed to
be counterbalanced by C-sequestration of abandoned agricultural land, pasture, or
secondary vegetation.
b) Juznajab La Laguna will contract aconcessionaire who will harvest all timber trees in the
well-developed forests, as has been done in the past. Harvested areas will be temporarily
converted to slash-and-burn agriculture, leaving only some trees standing. Historically at
least 90%oftheoriginal standing volume wascutduetothesetwocombined activities.
Projectscenario
The project management option, the 3000 ha forest will be managed by the community,
provided theyreceive financial assistance within thecontext oftheScolelTe project.
Members of the community will carry out the forest management activities, for which they
will receive training. The basic principles of the management techniques are to convert the
uneven-aged low-productive forests to a mosaic of small eco-units (sensu Oldeman, 1990)of
more or less even-aged high-productive forest by means of the following silvicultural
measures:
• Harvesting of well-developed forests in small groups, favoring natural regeneration of
pinetreesintheopenings.
• Selectivethinning of each groupevery 10-years.
• Fire andpest control.
• Savingwell-formed parenttrees during harvesting toallow for controlled regeneration.
• Enrichment plantingindegraded andopen forests.
The 3000 ha of forests contain four pine species and various oak and other broad-leaved
species.These forests are sources of locally important products, such as medicinal and edible
plants, wood and fibers for construction, fuel, furniture, etcetera. About 60 woody species
were recorded in the inventory. In order to guarantee a continued supply of these locally
important goods,thecommunity will implement areduced level of selective thinning, without
burning of harvest residues. These measures will allow the build-up of organic matter in the
forest soil as a GHG sink, and the regeneration of locally important trees, shrubs and annual
plants.
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Thefollowing GHG-mitigation impacts areapplicable totheproject scenario:
• Avoided emissions from conversion tootherland useorfrom forest degradation
• Reduced emissions from burning
• Increased C-stockinthemanaged forest andsoil
• Cfixed bylong-lived forest products
• Mitigation of peak releasesduetolessintensive wood harvesting
To avoid possible leakage of increasing deforestation outside the community, the remaining
1000 ha of non-forest land, including cropland and degraded pastures, will be subjected to
improved agricultural techniques and silvopastoral systems. These activities are already implemented by the 66 farmers, participating in the Scolel Te project. It is assumed that these
land-use activities applied to all non-forest land will guarantee a continued supply of nonforest productsthattocoverfuture demandsof the community.
LanduseILandcoverdata
Land use / land cover data were obtained from interpreted Landsat MSS images from 1974,
1984 and 1990 and a Landsat TM image from 1996.For the 1996 image classification, field
data were collected, whereas the 1974, 1984 and 1990 images were classified with the aidof
aerial photographs of 1974 (scale 1:50,000), 1987 and 1991 (scale 1:75,000). Ochoa-Gaona
andGonzalez-Espinosa (2000)could distinguish the following LU/LCclasses inthefour sets:
Closed broad-leaved forest, closed pine forest, closed pine-oak forest, open pine forest,
disturbed pine-oak forest, treefallow, shrub fallow (thicket),open grassland, agricultural land,
thelatterincluding bare soil and settlements.
A second independent LU/LC classification was carried out in the Juznajab community, for
which 48 georeferenced forest inventory plots and around 25 georeferenced non-forest points
were used to interpret the part of the 1996 Landsat TM image corresponding to the
community (Escandon-Calderon et al., 1999).The following LU/LC classes could be distinguished at this level: open areas or undefined (including pasture and agricultural land, shade
and settlements), oak and broad-leaved shrub vegetation, pine, pine-oak and oak-pine secondaryforest, well-developed pine andpine-oak forest.
A comparison of the two LU/LC classifications was carried out for a total of 3,536 ha,
excluding non-comparable classes and shade. The following aggregate LU/LC classes were
established to compare the two classification methods: (1) open areas and shrubland, (2)
secondary ordegraded forests, and (3)well-developed, closedpineandpine-oak forests.
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C-stockandgrowth measurements
Carbon densities associated with the LU/LC classes were measured in 39 plots distributed in
the Highlands of Chiapas, separating the following pools: soil organic matter, small roots,
herbaceous plants, shrubs, trees, woody debris, stumps, and litter (Adapted from De Jong et
al., 1999).Tree C-densities were measured in a total of 102 sites in Juznajab La Laguna. In
each site, diameter at breast height (dbh, 1.3 m), total and stem height were measured and
species determined for all trees >10 cm dbh in three circular plots of 1000 m2each (0.3hain
each site). Allometric equations of biomass in relation to dbh and height, developed for the
Highlands of Chiapas, were used to calculate C densities of the tree component in each site
(Ayala-Lopez, 1999). At each site, diameter increment data were collected from five to 15
pine trees (depending on species and dbh size-classes present), with a total of 900 samples.
These increment data were used to develop volume increment equations in relation to
diameterand age,which inturn served asthebasistoestimate volumeincrement inrelation to
standing stem volume. To compare the effect of the classification methods on C-density
estimation, tree C-density data were multiplied by the corresponding surface area of each
LU/LCclassforeach classification method.
Historicalevidence ofC-storagedepletion
Total C-densities were assigned to each LU/LC class and multiplied with the surface areaof
each class for each evaluation year. It is assumed that the average C-stock within a LU/LC
class does not change overtime and that the stock change due toLU/LC change occurred duringtheperiod between eachpairof successive yearsof comparison.The historical rateof annual C-storage depletion was calculated for Juznajab La Laguna (4 * 103 ha) and the Highlandsof Chiapas (306* 103ha)withthefollowing formula:
RR=l-(l-(Ci-Cf)/Ci)1/y
whereRRisannual C-reduction rate;Q istotal Cininitial year;Cfistotal Cin final year;yis
number ofyears.
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(2)

C-fluxmodelingofreferenceandprojectscenarios
To understand therole of forestry and agroforestry systems in thecarbon cycle it is necessary
toquantify both thenet annual carbon fluxes andthetotal carbon content ofthesystems,
dV/dT=f(Cur.Vol.;Vol. Incr.;Pot.Vol.)
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Figure6.3. Simplified representation of the model outline used to simulate the biomass
accumulation inforest stands, with emphasis on the most importantbiomass
pools andflows thataffectthesepools.
including the carbon fluxes and stocks in the products extracted from the system (Nabuurs
and Mohren, 1993).Burning andoxidation of thebiomass and extracted products and mineralization of soil organic matter release large amounts of C to the atmosphere. When the living
system grows, C is removed from the atmosphere and stored in the biomass and organic soil
horizons.
A dynamic model, based on mathematical relations among the various biomass pools, was
developed that predicts fluxes through anatural forest stand. In this model, management activities can be programmed at any time and intensity, and their impact on the various biomass
poolsestimated (Figure 6.3;ArpandMcGrath, 1987).
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In the Highlands of Chiapas, total ecosystem biomass was found to be strongly correlated
with aboveground standing tree biomass (Figure 6.4). Therefore, tree volume increment data
wereused asthedrivingfunction tosimulatebiomassincrease for each stand.
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Figure6.4. Relation between aboveground tree biomass (AGTB) and total biomass (excluding tree biomass)for the Highlands of Chiapas (n = 23; Total - 77.7+
1.98-AGTB; r= 0.74;p <0.001) (Adaptedfrom DeJongetal., 1999).
In the model, a logistic type of growth equation is driving the tree volume increase for each
year (Cannell and Milne, 1995). The parameters that determine the growth in any year are
standing tree volume in that year, potential maximum standing tree volume, and expected
maximum volume increment. These parameters were derived from data collected in the 102
sitesinJuznajab LaLaguna.
Atthe stand level,theinput variables include aninitial amount of biomass ineach major pool.
The carbon content, measured in the 39 plots of the Highlands of Chiapas, was used as the
starting point in each simulation for each LU/LC class (See for more details De Jong et al.,
1998). The change parameters were estimated based on the mathematical relations between
the various C-poolsof the 39plots, or taken from the literature (e.g. Arp and McGrath, 1987;
Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995; CASFOR, 1999). Tree growth, above-ground assimilate allocation, and mortality were derived from field data. Published data on leaf, branch and root
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turnover rates, litter humification, litter, humus and woody debris decomposition, and assimilate allocation to roots were used in the C-flux simulations (Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995).
Harvesting of trees was modeled for each LU/LC class and for both reference and project
forest management options (Table 6.1). The initial state variables and natural change
parameters for both management options were assumed to remain the same during the flux
simulation. Assuch, onlythevariation inexpectedCfluxes duetodifferences inforest management activitiesbetween thetwooptions were considered.
Table6.1. HarvestingscheduleusedtomodeltheexpectedC-fluxes in referenceandproject
managementoptionsfor eachLU/LC class.Startingdates of the harvesting activities depend on initial stand condition.Pine stems are usedfor timber orconstructionwood, whereasoakstemsareexploitedfor fuelwood.
Activity

Reference option
Pine

Oak

Project option
Pine

Oak

Harvesting 90%of standing 10%of standing 2%of standing

4%of standing

(Including volumeeach40

volumeeachtwo

thinning)

volumeeach year volumeeach year

years

years

Estimation ofthe Carbonmitigationpotential
A spreadsheet type model was constructed tocompile the surface areas of each LU/LC class,
the initial C-pool densitiesin each class,and the expected C-flux outputs of thereference and
project management options for each LU/LC class.The expected future C-reduction rate and
the conversion factor can be varied in the spreadsheet. Itis assumed that the 3000haof forest
will beeithermanaged according tothe reference oraccording totheproject scenario.Neither
the inevitable time lag that would be involved in the application of the project scenario, nor
the possibility of applying parts of both scenarios, has been taken into account (See also De
Jongetal., 1998).
Uncertaintyanalysis
Thearea-weighted sumof variance intotal andtreeC-stock for each LU/LC class wasusedto
estimate the 95% confidence interval of the C-reduction rates, expressed in percentage of
initial C-stock.
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An uncertainty analysis was carried out to determine the robustness of the model and the
relative importance of variation in parameter values. Populations of 100 randomly selected
values of the most important input parameters were used for this analysis.To test the relative
importance of the variance in parameter values, each population was assumed to have a
normal distribution with avariation of about 25%around thedefault value,which was similar
tothe variation of thoseparameters that were directly measured (See also Van deVoet, 1993;
Van der Voet and Mohren, 1994). First the model was run 100 times with a random distribution of the values of all parameters. A 95% confidence interval of the simulation results
was calculated and these results were used in the spreadsheet model. Separately, the model
wasrun intwoadditional series with: (i)the value ofone particular parameter variable andall
other parameters fixed to calculate the relative specific variance (R.S.V.) of the tested
parameter and (ii)the value of oneparameter fixed and all otherparameters variable tocalculate the relative reduction in variance (R.R.V.) of this parameter (Van der Voet, 1993). The
relative specific variance represents the minimum residual variance of the estimate if the
value of only the specific parameter remains unknown, whereas the relative reduction in
variance gives themaximum reduction in variance that can be achieved by knowing the exact
value of this particular parameter while all other parameters remain uncertain (Jansen et al.,
1994).Theseprocedures areindicative of thelevel of uncertainty in theflux estimation results
due to observed or estimated variations in parameter values and at the same time identifies,
which parameters are contributing most to this uncertainty (Jansen et al., 1994; Kleijnen,
1994;Bartelink, 1998).
The overall uncertainty of the C-mitigation estimation was calculated with the following
formula (IPCC, 1996):
TU=V(2,(Ui)2,
in which TU is the sum of all uncertainty values, and U; the uncertainty of independent
variable i(Variance inC-reduction rate,inC-accumulation,inC-stock, etc.).
Results
Carbonstocksandallometricrelationsbetweencarbonpool quantitiesinforests
Inthe highlands,thetotal C-densities inthe LU/LC classes varied between 153.3±20.5MgC
ha"1in open areas and463.4 ± 156.3MgC ha"1for oak forest, whereas tree C-densities varied
between 0to 14.8inopen areasand 152.2±44.7MgCha"1for oak forest (Table6.2).
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(3)

Table 6.2. Estimated total and tree carbon (C) densities (95% confidence interval, CI) for
the different land-use/land-coverclasses, based on data collected in the HighlandsofChiapas(Adaptedfrom DeJongetah,1999).
LU/LCclass

N

Total-C(95%CI)

Tree-C1 (95% CI)

Oak forest

7

463.4 (156.3)

152.2(44.7)

Pine OakForest

11

340.7 (61.6)

113.5(13.8)

PineForest

5

318.3(109.1)

103.4(48.7)

6

314.9 (50.9)

56.5(16.2)

11+4

276.3 (55.6)

88.4(23.5)

5+6

235.8 (70.3)

50.2(36.6)

Shrubland

4

211.8(55.1)

19.3(9.8)

Open area

6

153.3(20.5)

5.9 (8.9)

TreeFallow
2

Disturbed Pine-Oak Forest
3

Open PineForest

All trees withdiameter at breast height (1.30m) greater thanor equal to 5 cm.
Average between Pine-Oak Forest and Shrubland, with CIbasedon variance ofplots of these classes.
Average between Pine Forestand open area, with CIbased onvariance ofplots of these classes.

Linear relations between the various C-pools and tree-C density were significant, but with a
low- or non-significant intercept of the linear regression (pbetween 0.05 and 0.65). The ratio
estimates of non-tree biomass densities in relation to aboveground tree biomass were
significant (p<0.01) for total non-tree biomass, aboveground living non-tree biomass, soil
organic matter, necromass, fallen wood, litter, and small roots. Confidence intervals of the
ratio estimates were less than 10% of the estimated parameter in all cases, except for fallen
wood (Table 6.3). The relation between the biomass allocation of tree crowns and stems was
almost linearfor both pineandoak trees (Figure 6.5).
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Table6.3. Mathematical relations between aboveground tree biomass and other major
biomasspools intheforests oftheHighlandsof Chiapas(n - 23).Linear regression: y = a + b-x;Ratio estimate:y =a-x. x = aboveground tree biomass;y other major biomasspool; r is goodness-of-fitstatistic.Betweenparenthesis the
p-level oftheparameter.
Biomasspool

Total biomass (excluding
aboveground tree biomass)
Total aboveground living biomass
(excludingaboveground tree

Ratioestimate

Linear regression
a

b

r

a

r

77.7±51.3

1.98 +0.4

0.74

2.5310.14

0.97

(0.14)

(<0.001)

-1.612.2

0.03 10.02

(0.48)

«0.1)

19.5141.8

1.4210.32

(0.65)

(<0.001)

0.7 1 6.0

0.1810.05

(0.9)

(<0.001)

-6.115.7

0.1310.04

(0.33)

(<0.01)

6.01 2.6

0.04 10.02

(<0.05)

(<0.05)

0.910.5

0.00910.003

(<o.i)

(<0.05)

(<0.001)
0.36

0.02 10.005

0.55

(<0.01)

biomass)
Soil organic matter

Necromass (Fallen wood,litter and
treestumps)
Fallen wood

Litter

Smallroots
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0.70

1.5610.11

0.95

(<0.001)
0.65

0.1810.02

0.92

(<0.001)
0.55

0.0910.01

0.77

(<0.001)
0.43

0.09 10.008

0.92

(<0.001)
0.47

0.02 1 0.001
(<0.001)

0.92
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Figure 6.5. Relation between crown biomass and stem biomass allocation, based on ratio
and loglinear regression, both derived from field data, and the linear allocation
ratio, as applied in the simulation model. In the simulation model, the crown allocations were separated in thefollowing pools: non-harvestable stems (20% of
total stem volume), branches (30% of total stem volume), and leaves and twigs
(25% of stem volume). A =pine species; B - oak species.
Historical land-use change and related carbon storage depletion
In the Highlands of Chiapas the area of closed forest decreased from 68 to 15% of the total
area. Disturbed forests (secondary, disturbed and open forests) increased from 13 to 4 1 % ,
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whereas non-forest land increased from 18to 44%.In Juznajab La Laguna only a significant
shift was detected from closed pine-oak forest toward disturbed pine-oak forest, whereas the
non-forest areaincreased from 12to 19%(Table6.4).
Table6.4.Landuse/Landcover(LU/LC)from 1974to 1996inpercentageoftotalareainthe
HighlandsandJuznajabLaLaguna,andestimatedannualandtotalreductionsin
C-stock.
Landuse/Landcoverclass

Highlands

Juznajab LaLaguna

19741 1984 1990 1996

1974 1984 1990 1996

Pine-OakForest

33% 36% 29% 6%

48% 45% 20% 9%

PineForest

35% 17% 12% 9%

25% 19% 13% 27%

TreeFallow

12% 13% 20% 21%

15% 13% 16% 15%

Disturbed Pine-Oak Forest

0%

0% 7% 12%

0% 0% 31% 26%

OpenPineForest

1%

7% 5% 8%

0% 12% 6% 4%

Total Forest 82% 72% 73% 56%

88% 89% 86% 81%

Shrubland

12% 9% 10% 22%

10% 4% 10% 13%

Open areas

6% 20% 18% 22%

2%

Total Non-Forest 18% 29% 28% 44%
Total area(ha)

306 *103

7%

4%

12% 11% 14% 19%
4* 103

Annual C-stock reduction2 (95%CI)

0.9%(0.1%)

0.5% (0.1%)

Total C-stock reduction3 (95%CI)

18.0%(3.7%)

10.6%(3.9%)

' Based on interpreted 1974, 1984, 1990MSS and 1996TMsatellite images.
Inpercentage of total C-stock, using datafrom 1974and 1996(Formula 2,see text)
Inpercentage of 1974 C-stock.

The total C-depletion due to LU/LC change between 1974 and 1996 in the Highlands was
estimated at around 18% (± 3.5%), whereas Juznajab La Laguna lost an estimated 11%(±
4%) of the 1974C-pools.The annual decrease in C-storage from 1974to 1996due to LU/LC
change was0.9%±0.1% of the 1974C-pools in theHighlands and0.5 ±0.1% inJuznajab La
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6%

Laguna (Table 6.4). As aresult of the LU/LC change and associated C-depletion rate, a0.5 ±
0.1% annual C-reduction ratewasappliedinthereference management scenario.Asensitivity
analysis was applied to the input value of the C-reduction rate, varying from 0% annual
reduction (without considering future LU/LC change in the baseline) to 0.9 ± 0.1% annual
reduction (future LU/LC changewill besimilar asthe historical ratefound intheHighlands).
Table6.5. Comparison ofarea(inha)andtreebiomassestimations(inMgC)ofJuznajabLa
Laguna,basedondatacollectedinthehighlandsversusdatacollectedinJuznajab
LaLaguna(Escandon-Calderon etal.,1999; DeJongetah,1999b).
Highland database
LU/LC Class

JuznajabLa Laguna database

Area

Tree

Area

Tree

(ha)

Biomass

(ha)

Biomass

(MgC)

(MgC)

Open areasand shrubland

645

10,583

665

6,920

Secondary

1585

121,289

1665

71,997

Well-developed forest

1306

134,634

1206

145,198

Total (95%CIin %oftotal)

3536

266,506 (9.8%)

3536

224,115(5.6%)

and

degraded

forest

Difference Highlands - Juznajab

42,391 (15.9%± 6.4%)

(in % ±95% CI)
Totaluncertainty'

19.3%

' V(9.82+5.62+15.92)(IPCC, 1996).

The land coverestimations of thecomposite classes varied somewhat between the twoclassification methods: between 645 and 665 ha of open areas and shrubland, between 1585 and
1665 ha of secondary or degraded forest, and between 1206 and 1306 ha of well-developed
closedpine andpine-oak forest (Table6.5).
The tree C-pool estimation derived from the two classifications and the two biomass measurements varied between 224,115MgC±5.6% and 266,506 MgC ±9.8%,with adifference of
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42,391 MgC ± 6.4%. The overall uncertainty between the two tree C-pool estimates was
19.3%.

MgC ha"1
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100
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100

160

B
120
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80
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40

25
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Figure 6.6. Example of the modeling output of the baseline and project scenario for a specific forest management plot (A) and the corresponding emission equivalent storage potential (B).
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Table6.6. Uncertainty analysisofthemajorparametersusedintheC-fluxmodeltoestimate
theC-fluxofforestmanagement.
Variableorparameter

R.R.V.2

R.S.V.3 (%

(%ofmean)

(%ofVar.)

ofVar.)

0.5

24.2%

38.1%

34.4%

9.5

23.2%

20.5%

17.8%

0.5

23.2%

14.6%

11.3%

0.1

22.9%

9.1%

4.0%

0.01

24.3%

8.7%

6.0%

Mean Uncert. Var.'

(unitof measurement)
Wooddensity (kgdm"3)
3

1

Maximum growth (m yr" )
1

Carbon content (kgkg" )
1

Litterhumification fraction (yr )
1

Humus decomposition fraction (yr )
3

Initial growth (m yr"')

6.1

21.3%

7.7%

3.0%

1

Leaf assimilation ratio (kgkg" )

0.3

26.2%

6.2%

1.1%

1

0.3

22.9%

4.1%

0.4%

0.2

26.2%

2.7%

1.5%

0.25

23.3%

2.3%

1.5%

Mortality fraction (yr )

0.01

30.1%

1.9%

0.8%

Turnoverrateroot (yr)

7.1

25.4%

0.4%

0.1%

Turnoverrateleaf (yr)

2.0

22.4%

0.3%

0.3%

5.0

21.9%

0.0%

0.0%

Litterdecomposition fraction (yr )

0.8

24.8%

3.0%

0.0%

Turnoverratebranch (yr)

8.0

30.1%

0.0%

0.7%

Maximum volume stand (m ha" )

450

23.5%

0.5%

0.5%

Timber life expectancy (yr)

25.1

22.5%

0.3%

0.3%

Root assimilation ratio (kgkg" )
Wooddecomposition fraction (yr1)
1

Branch assimilation ratio (kgkg" )
1

Fence life expectancy (yr)
1

3

1

' Uncert. Var.fin %ofmean) = range of input variables/ 2 *mean of input variables(in%).
2

R.R. V.(in % of Var.)=Relative reduction invariance ofIn(Av-C-Flux) of 100simulations, keeping the speci-

fic input variableconstant andfixed, while theother variables remain uncertain (vander Voet,1993).
3

R. S. V.(in %of Var.)=Relative specific variance of In(Av-C-Flux), keeping the specific input variable uncer-

tain and allother variables fixed (van der Voet,1993).

Uncertainties in carbonflux simulation andmodelingvariables
The emission equivalent storage potential as a result of the differences between the two
management activities rises slowly during the first 35 years (Figure 6.6). This can be attributed to the fact that the two management options initially are not very different in terms of
C-dynamics. Onlythe second harvest in the reference option after about 35 years will causea
steep decline in C-accumulation. Afterwards, the increased difference of accumulated C
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between the two options is reflected in a steeper rise of the emission equivalent C-storage
potential.
Table6.7. Carbonmitigation (in lu MgC emission equivalents)of naturalforest management in Juznajab La Laguna, Chiapas, Mexico. Calculationsare based on the
defaultbaselineassumptionandwhenchangingtheC-reduction rateto0%or0.9
±0.1%.
Year(Year0=2000)
2012

2025

2050

15

40

108

222

347

5%,8%

7%,10%

9%,9%

9%,7%

9%,6%

9%

12%

Default
Coefficient of varianceof simulation

2075

2100

andC-depletion rate'
Total uncertainty2
C-reduction rateat0%

13%

11%

10%

6

11

39

113

197

Coefficient of varianceof simulation

5%

7%

9%

9%

9%

Difference withDefault in %of Default

60%

73%

64%

50%

43%

Uncertainty inthe difference

61%

74%

66%

51%

45%

C-reduction rateof0.9 ±0.1%
Coefficient of varianceof simulation

21

61

158

301

455

3%,10% 5%,13% 6%,15% 6%,12% 7%,11%

andC-depletion rate,in %of estimation
Uncertainty

11%

14%

16%

14%

13%

Difference withDefault in %of Default

44%

53%

46%

36%

31%

Uncertainty inthe difference

47%

56%

51%

40%

35%

Expressed inpercentage ofmitigation potantial
2

V(52 +82)(IPCC, 1996)

The parameters that caused the highest variance in the C-flux estimate were wood density,
tree growth, carbon content of the biomass, litter humification and humus decomposition
(Table 6.6). These parameters either give rise to slow changes in large C-pools (tree growth
andhumus decomposition),rapidchangesin small pools (litter humification), or influence the
calculation ofthe C-stock ofthe system (carbon content of biomass or soil organic matter and
wooddensity).Theseresults aresimilartothosereported by Van derVoet (1993).
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Carbon mitigationpotentialandlevelsofuncertainty.
The total C-mitigation potential of the improved forest management project was estimated at
347 * 103MgC-eq ± 10%attheend of 100years.However, if wewould apply a0% C-reduction rate in the reference scenario due to continued land-use change, the mitigation potential
would decrease to 197 * 103MgC-eq ±9%,whereas a0.9 ± 0.1% C-reduction rate,as observed in theHighlands area,wouldresult in amitigation potential of 455 * 103MgC-eq ±13%.
The overall uncertainty in C-mitigation estimation varied between 5 and 16%.The levels of
uncertainty between the three estimates were high, fluctuating between 35 and 74%. The
uncertainty of the flux estimation due to expected variations in parameter values varied
between 3and9%atanytime (Table6.7).
In synthesis, the main sources of uncertainties observed in the calculation of the GHG-offset
impact oftheforestry project wererelatedto:
1. Classification of LU/LC types, with observed differences of up to around 8% in landcoverestimations.
2. Estimation of C-stocks within each LU/LC type, with uncertainties varying from around
13to 34%in total C-stock. Calculating C-stocks at alandscape level lead to uncertainties
of up to around 10%using one classification method, and close to 20%when combining
variations intreeC-stock andLU/LC classifications.
3. Historical evidence of LU/LC changes and related GHG fluxes applied in baselines gave
rise touncertainties of uptoabout 16%. Temporal andspatial variations inLU/LC change
dynamics and variations in C-stock in each LU/LC class were the main factors that were
causing this level of uncertainty. Varying baseline assumptions produced differences
between 31 and 73% in the C-mitigation calculations, with levels of uncertainty up to
74%.
4. Variation inparametervaluestocalculateC-fluxes generated uncertainties of upto around
10%.
Each ofthese sources and/ortheircombinations willbediscussed inthefollowing sections.
Discussion
Notwithstanding the overwhelming literature available about potential biotic mitigation
measures,there is still alarge gap between accepting that Cfluxes can in fact be modified to
helpmitigate climate change andaccepting that this modification can taketheform of reliable
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and verifiable projects (Trexler 1993).Akey issue to accept that forestry projects can provide
reliable, verifiable reductions of GHG-emission is to point at and reduce the main sources of
error in the estimates. The present paper brings elements of proof that the uncertainties in
estimating the size of fluxes related to LU/LC changes indeed exist, which they are, and that
they can bereduced toacceptable levels(SeealsoNoble, 1998).
Uncertainties in classificationof land use/land covertypes, carbonstock estimationand
historicalevidenceofcarbon depletion
Anuncertainty of upto 16%could beattributed tothe estimation of the C-stock changeassociated with the historical LU/LC changes, using the average stock and 95%confidence intervalof each LU/LC class asthebasis for thecalculation. However, theLU/LC change analysis
did not take into account possible errors in the LU/LC classification and variation in C-stock
within eachLU/LCovertime.Historical C-stock variation withineachLU/LCclasscouldnot
be determined directly, so they had to be assessed by "best guess". As such, the C-densities
measured between 1994and 1996ineachLU/LC class wereused asthe"best guesses" for all
theevaluated years.Any variation in C-stock densities overtimewill most likely have caused
an underestimation of the loss of C, since the C-densities in the LU/LC classes were
presumably higher in the 1970s and 1980s than in thel990s (De Jong et al., 1999). As these
fixed C-stock data were only used in the baseline calculations, this error would lead to an
underestimation of the GHG-offset potential.The assumption that all Cwill be lost or gained
from oneperiod to another due toLU/LC change is also prone toerror. Especially the impact
of LU/LC change on soil organic matter dynamics is unclear. Although apositive correlation
was observed between the amount of soil organic matter and aboveground living biomass in
forests of the Highlands (Figure 6.7), in secondary vegetation this relation was less clear,
probably duetodifferences inmanagement histories (Figure6.8;Van derWal, 1999).
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Figure 6.7. Relation between C density (Mg ha ) in soil organic matter (SOM) and aboveground living biomass (AGLB) inforests (n - 22; SOM = 6.1 + 1.4-AGLB; R =
0.67; p <0.001 for angle coefficient).
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Figure 6.8. Relation between C-density (Mg ha' ) in soil organic matter (SOM) and aboveground living biomass (AGLB) in shrub and treefallows (n - 10; SOM — 102 +
4.8-AGLB - 0.04-AGLB2; R2 =0.35; p =0.10-0.18 for all coefficients).
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Comparing the two 1996 classification databases resulted in a variation in tree C-stock estimation of around 16± 6% at the landscape level, with an overall uncertainty of around 19%
between the two methods. The LU/LC types in the classification system in Juznajab La
Laguna were stratified to reflect on the one hand dominance of species groups and on the
other hand C-densities of those C-pools that are expected to change significantly in time
because of management. In this case the pools that are prone to rapid change as a result of
management are located in the woody biomass. In the classification applied in the Highlands,
LU/LC types were stratified with the primary goal to evaluate the processes of deforestation
and forest fragmentation. In the latter classification system some LU/LC classes represent a
relatively high variation in C-densities, particularly the open and disturbed forest and secondary vegetation classes. As such, the tree C-densities estimated with the community level
classification probably provide a better estimate of what is actually in the field, whereas the
classification atthe sub-regional level leadtoanoverestimation of thetree C-densities.
Flux estimations
The flux model that was used to estimate future C-fluxes is based on the concept of an
equilibrium state,inwhich aforest systemwill tendtoapproach amatter balance underundisturbed development, such that nutrient uptake and mineralization occur approximately at the
same rate (Ulrich, 1987; Oldeman, 1990; Jandl, 1998). Seasonal and annual variations are
currently not considered but are certain to cause oscillations around the average. Ecological
disasters,such asthesevereforest fires of 1998,can alsochangedrastically project outcomes.
The current model assumes that disturbances induced by humans do not change the system
dynamics. There is evidence that this is true over a considerable range of ecological scales
(Oldeman, 1990).This indeed facilitated the calculation of the effect of varying forest management activities onexpected C-fluxes. Thus the values and variation in values of the change
parameters were considered the same for both forest management scenarios, except for
harvesting intensity and frequency (Table 1). However, management can divert certain ecosystemdynamics, such asspeciescomposition and nutrient cycling.This in turn will certainly
influence the C-pool change dynamics, particularly of standing tree biomass, litter, and soil
organic matter pools. For example, oak and pine-oak forests have the highest biomass densities per surface area (Table 6.2). Selective silviculture and management of natural regeneration couldbe used tosteer (part of) theforest composition towards stands dominated byoaks,
toincrease total biomass per unit area.This shift incanopy composition in turn influences the
micro-climatic conditions in the undergrowth (Vester, 1997) and thus affects undergrowth
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species composition and biomass decomposition. Gonzalez-Espinosa et al. (1995a and b)
found that oak-dominated forests arericherin understory tree and shrub species than pine-or
pine-oak-dominated forests. Salamanca et al. (1998) and Kaneko and Salamanca (1999)
confirmed the old forester's wisdom that pine litter decomposition is slower than oak litter
decomposition and both separately decompose slower than litter mixtures of these species.
The complexity of the interactions between all these processes cannot be accommodated yet
in one computer model, so simplifications in the simulation were necessary. The uncertainty
analysis performed to help understand which parameters of the model arecausing the highest
variance in the projected outcome indicated that about 38% of total uncertainty of the flux
estimation is caused by varying tree growth. This agrees with architectural data (Oldeman,
1990) and indeed, a high variation in tree growth was observed in the forest of Juznajab La
Laguna due, among others things, to local variation in site conditions (Figure 6.9). Needless
to say that the low levels of uncertainty in the flux estimation do not decrease the levels of
uncertainty duetovariationsinforest structure,speciescomposition and growth.
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Figure 6.9. Relation between CurrentAnnual Incrementofpine trees (Incr; in m yr ha' )
andtotalstanding treevolume(Vol;m ha'), basedondatacollectedinJuznajab
La Laguna(n =102;CAI =0.98 +0.067-Vol - 0.00013-Vol2; r =0.49; p = 0.2
for interceptandp <0.001for othercoefficients).
The data that were used to calculate the logistic-type growth curve were collected from one
time measurements in plots with different stand structure and species composition. Although
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this type of growth models have been widely used in forestry (Cannel and Milne, 1995;Van
Kooten et al., 2000), the growth assumption could not be validated for this particular site.
Estimates of the level of error of the flux model itself could therefore not be measured. As
validation of models andchangeparameters inforestry isalong-term process,thefact that the
level of this uncertainty remains unknown is one of the major concerns of the monitoring
program in the Scolel Te Pilot Project (Scolel Te, 1998). Therefore a set of around 40
permanent monitoring plots have been established recently in various LU/LC types and
ecological conditions and as data become available from monitoring, these will be used to
improvetheC-flux modeling (DeJongetal.,1997).
Baselineassumptions
In the example, uncertainties of up to 74% in the offset calculations were observed between
the three baseline assumptions. This level of uncertainty is about four to 10-fold higher than
the uncertainty observed in C-pool quantification methods or variances in classification data.
If only the land-use history data from Juznajab were used, the default baseline setting could
be argued. However, the community could state that the regional trend of biomass reduction
due to land-use change also applies to their community, so that their historical forest conservation measures are contemplated and furthermore this would avoid perverse competition
from communities that has a high historical rate of deforestation. On the other hand, it could
bearguedthatdeforestation isanational andcommunity problem ,sothat the0% C-reduction
rateapplies.
This means that, even though C-pools and fluxes can be estimated within acceptable confidence intervals, we will still be faced with the problem how to define baselines that allow
calculating reliably and verifiably the additional effect of the project. Baseline determination
unavoidably has ajudgmental component. This means that this depends notjust on methodology, but on a set of criteria and indicators that keep the methodology critical and honest
(Chomitz, 1998).Appropriate guidelines should set standards for baseline definitions that are
acceptable and based on international agreements. These guidelines inturn donot necessarily
guarantee precision of measurements, but will avoid systematic miscalculations. Part of the
guidelines could indicate the levels of acceptable error in the estimates of C-pools, C-fluxes
and C-offsets. Theremaining uncertainties attheproject level would then tend tocancel each
other out,if various projects are aggregated, and thus would not affect global GHG emissions
(Heister, 1997).
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Concluding remarks
Mexico is very keen toexplore the potential of the clean development mechanism, especially
in the forestry sector (CICC, 1999). Since about 85% of the forested land is communally
owned, their forest resources can only be conserved and managed when this option is
economically attractive for the owners (Thorns and Betters, 1998). Combining benefits from
sustainableforest exploitation with economic incentivesbased on ecological services isavery
cost-efficient alternative for those who want to both conserve biologically important forest
resources and alleviate the critical poverty of rural communities that have to make a living
from these forests (Tipperet al., 1998).Farmers of Juznajab La Laguna have already demonstrated interest in such financial mechanisms, as morethan 60 farmers areparticipating in the
Scolel TePilotProject with farm forestry onprivateland (DeJonget al., 1997).
The uncertainty sciencedescribed inthis papercannot eliminate all errors in theestimation of
the C-mitigation of a forestry project. However, it points to the main sources of error in the
calculations of GHG-offset potential. Thus, it could take away some of the doubts that
currently exist about thereliability and verifiability offorestry asaGHG-mitigation measure.
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7. AFRAMEWORK FORMONITORING ANDEVALUATION OFCARBON
MITIGATION BYFARMFORESTRY PROJECTS:EXAMPLEOFA
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT INCHIAPAS,MEXICO5
Introduction
Since theriseof international concern about climate change dueto anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions, there has been considerable interest in the potential for increasing the storage
of carbon interrestrial vegetation through forest conservation, afforestation, farm forestry and
other methods of land management. Several studies have indicated that the global potential
for enhancing carbon storage in forest and agricultural ecosystems may be considerable.
(Dixon etal, 1991;Dixon et al, 1993;Schroederet al, 1993,Maseraetal, 1995;DeJonget al,
1995). Where these systems replace low biomass cropping or pasture systems or provide
economic alternatives to the conversion of tropical forests they reduce the net flux of CO2to
the atmosphere by:- 1)accumulating carbon (C)innewtrees on agricultural land, -2)protecting stocks of Cinexisting forest biomass and -3)substituting energy intensive materials and
GHGemitting fuels.
Somepreliminary estimates of the potential area available for carbon sequestration in Mexico
are (Trexler andHaugen, 1995):4.5 x 106ha for farm forestry (with aC-sequestration potential of 33.3to 113.4x 106MgC), 1 x 106hafor plantations (30.7to85.5x 106MgC),and 30x
106 ha for natural regeneration (1 to 3 x 109 MgC). Furthermore, they consider that, by
making established agriculture more productive and sustainable (e.g. by substituting slashand-burn agriculture for sustainable permanent agriculture), forests that were once part of the
slash-and-burn cycle can be allowed to recover, and agricultural expansion onto remaining
forest areascan becurbed.They suggest thatupto6.1 x 106ha (with asequestration potential
of 348.3 to 714.9 x 106MgC) could be saved from deforestation until 2040.These estimates
for C-sequestration do not consider possible displacement of fossil fuel energy by biomass
(Schlamadinger andMarland, 1996).
If this potential is to be realized it will be necessary to devise practical schemes based upon
appropriate economic mechanisms that will deliver GHG mitigation in objectively verifiable,

Published as: DeJong, B.H.J.,Tipper, R., and TaylorJ.1997.A Frameworkfor Monitoring and Evaluation of
Carbon Mitigation by Farm Forestry Projects: example of a Demonstration Project in Chiapas, Mexico. Mitigation and Adaptation Strategiesfor Global Change, Vol.2(1997): 231-246.
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sustainable, and socially and environmentally responsible ways. Dixon et al (1993) and
Masera et al (1995) consider agroforestry to be the most promising alternative for Csequestration, in terms of biomass productivity and cost-efficiency. Initial studies by De Jong
et al. (1995) indicated that in regions such as Chiapas, the most appropriate methods to enhance carbon storage on land managed in smallholdings are the introduction of trees within
agricultural systems as crop-tree combinations or the development of small to medium scale
plantations. Together, such developments are referred to as "farm forestry" (Foley and
Barnard, 1984).Oncommunally held areasof natural forest or secondary vegetation the main
sequestration strategy should betorestore forest ecosystems, and toconserve and manage the
tree stock in initiatives referred to as"community forestry" (Foley and Barnard, 1984).In the
feasibility study carried out by De Jong et al (1995)in Chiapas, southern Mexico, five farm
forestry systems were considered to be technically, socially and economically viable, including live fences, coffee with shade trees, strip plantations in abandoned pasture, tree enrichment of fallows, andtaungya.Theex-anteestimated increase incarbon density of the systems
inrelation tothe actual systems without thefarm forestry project (SeeFigure 7.1) varied from
16.7 to 176.3 MgC ha"1 (averaged over a 150 year rotation), with the lowest potential for
livingfences andthehighest for theplantation systems (taungya andenriched fallow).
MgC
With project

Years
Figure7.1. Hypotheticaleffect of afarm forestry project onC-mitigation,
comparedtoawithout-projectbaseline
The results of the study suggest that finance provided on the basis of C-sequestration, within
the range of 5 to 15 US$ Mg"1 C, can be used to initiate various farm forestry systems that
will, in turn, provide a self-sustaining flow of outputs of commercial and subsistence products.This is the context of an international pilot project for carbon sequestration by forestry
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and agroforestry, being developed in Chiapas, southern Mexico.The objective of the project
is to develop a model for carbon sequestration that will be economically viable and technically reproducible in similar regions of Mexico and Latin America, where large areas of land
aremanaged bysmallholder (campesino)farmers inbothindividual andcommunal units.
Farm forestry projects for GHG mitigation would be characterized by: - numerous participants, organized in various ways,but mainly individuals and small groups,-generally varied,
small-scaled systems,replicated over large areas,and -site specific management, with individual adaptations due to personal interest, local conditions, and previous experiences. It is
argued that due to these specific characteristics the methods of sequestration assessment,
monitoring and evaluation proposed for large-scale forest preservation or plantation type
projects will require adaptation or modification if they are to be applied to farm forestry
schemes. In this paper we deal specifically with the monitoring and evaluating farm forestry
developments, taking into consideration the probable social, institutional and technical constraintsof such initiatives.The specific objectives of this paper are: -Toclarify themain conceptual issues of assessment, monitoring and evaluation as they will relate to farm forestry
carbon sequestration projects, - to describe the framework for monitoring and evaluation
proposed for the pilot project, its purpose and its social, institutional and technical context, to propose a set of criteria which monitoring and evaluation systems should fulfill in the
context of farm forestry type projects.
Assessment, MonitoringandEvaluation ofForestry Projects
CarbonSequestration Assessment
In this paper we refer to the Carbon Sequestration Assessment as the procedures used to define, at the institutional level (for the purposes of project resource allocation and of national
emissions inventory) the sequestration impact of a given forestry project. As stated by
Swisher (1992), "the relevant unit of measurement for carbon storage in forestry projects is
the increment in CO2 flux, expressed as tons of carbon-equivalent (MgC) out of the atmosphere, compared to existing conditions (in the case of carbon removal), or to a reference
condition (in the case of prevention). The score keeping procedure should explicitly account
for thecarbon storage oftheland-use withoutthe project."
Various methods and models are available to assist the assessment of sequestration projects.
These vary in scope and complexity according to the scale and context at which they are
designed to apply (Table 7.1). For example, the relationship between climate variables and
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major forest types andtheirrespective biomassprovided by Brown andLugo (1982)is useful
when considering the CO2fluxes associated with land use changes at country or continental
scales,butwouldnottake account of variationsin soiltype,topography and landusepractices
thatwouldbehighlyinfluential atscales oftensof km2orbelow.
The C02FIX model by Nabuurs and Mohren (1993) and the model described by
Schlamadinger and Marland (1996), provide an estimate of carbon uptake and storage at the
level of astand of trees, and is driven by an equation describing thepredicted growth (which
can be derived locally from inventory data). The models also account for the fractions of
carbon stored in different components of biomass - soil,harvested products, litter and leaves.
However, these models do not account for shrub or herbaceous biomass C-fluxes, which are
typical components of agroforestry systems.
Table7.1. Methodsusedintheassessmentofsequestrationbyforestryprojects.
Reference
Brown andLugo,
1982

Comments

DescriptionofMethod
Carbon densitiesof major

Applicable tolarge-scalechangesin

forest andother vegetation

terrestrial vegetation.Doesnottake

types,related toclimate

accountofmanagement options.

variables

Mainly applicable tonational or
regional level assessmentsrather
than projects.

Brown,Gillespie and

Carbon densitiesof tropical

Tree sizeandform arerelatedto

Lugo, 1989;Gillespie forest typesrelated to

carbon content. Mainly applicable

etal., 1992

tonational orregional level

inventory data

assessments ratherthan projects.
Feamsideand

Region-specific model to

Similar modelscould bedeveloped

Malheiros-G, 1996

predict changesinCstorage

for otherregions,andwouldbe

inAmazonia, based onland-

useful for defining regional baseline

usechangemodeling (usinga scenarios.
Markov matrixof
probabilities)
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Reference

Descriptionof Method

WRI's LUCSmodel;

Estimates future carbon

Faeth etal., 1994

fluxes asaresult of land-use

Comments
Isspecifically designedtoprovide
assessment ofproject impact.

changeinduced bysocio-

However, additional socio-

economicpressures.

economic and environmental
variables arerequiredtoprovide
realistic outcomesfrom scenario
assessment.

C02FIX byNabuurs

Derivescarbon accumulation

Modelisadaptabletolocal

andMohren,1993

andstoragebyatree

variables,such asspeciesand

plantation overthecourseof

increment.Hastobe adapted for

anumberofrotations,based

agroforestry systemstoinclude

onan"expected growth"

interactions between system

curve.

components,andfor management
ofmixed forests.

Schlamadinger and

SimilartoC02FIX, but

Modelisadaptabletolocal

Marland, 1996

includethepossibility of to

variables,buthastobe adapted for

incorporate fuel andother

agroforestry systems and for

product substitution.

management of mixedforests. Soil
carbon dynamics arepoorly
explained inthemodel.

With the exception of theWRI's LUCS model (Faeth et al, 1994),the methods described in
Table 7.1 are not designed to incorporate project specific variables, such as the projected
uptake of forestry techniques by farmers, or the effect of displacing the demand for food,
timber orothercommodities with theproject. TheLUCS model itself attempts to simulatethe
socio-economic pressure for land use change between forest and agricultural land and associated carbon fluxes. The outputs of the LUCS model would require substantial modification
in order to take into account local factors such as land tenure arrangements, government
intervention in markets, socio-economic stratification and cultural preferences. Therefore,
while such methods areinvaluable tools inthe estimation of biomass changes in different sce-
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narios, they do not provide comprehensive models for project level assessment of farm
forestry projects.
The allocation of resources toaproject isgenerally based upon ex-anteassessment. However,
as only the ex-post case will be able to take account of actual project performance, drawing
upon the results of monitoring and evaluation, it will be seen as more reliable and therefore
used inpreference tothe original assessment, once projects arecompleted. Institutional arrangements to take account of the (inevitable) differences between successive assessments are
likelytoberequired. Such differences maybe significant inthecase of farm forestry projects,
whosecharacteristics andperformance mayvaryconsiderably between locations and farmers.
Monitoring
Within the context of farm forestry programs the following definitions, adapted from Casley
andKumar(1987),for monitoring andevaluation areproposed:
Monitoring is a continuous assessment of the functioning of project activities, as compared
with implementation schedules, the use of project inputs by the target populations, and the
effects of the project asmeasured by physical, social, or biological indicators. Using the data
within a management information system carries out the monitoring function. Such a system
includesthebasic physical andfinancial records,thedetails of inputs and servicesprovided to
beneficiaries and the data obtained from surveys and other recording mechanisms designed
specifically to service the monitoring function. The objectives of monitoring are: - to inform
interested parties about the performance of the project, - to adjust project development, - to
identify measuresthatcan improveproject quality, -tomaketheproject morecost-effective, to improve planning and measuring processes (including C-Sequestration modeling), and -to
bepart of alearningprocess for allactors.
It is suggested that, in the case of forestry carbon sequestration projects, monitoring systems
will be required to operate at two main levels. Firstly, to track the stock of tree biomass
through periodic inventories or surveys,and secondly totrack thedevelopment of social,economic and institutional structures (e.g. local trust funds, forest management plans, woodprocessing facilities, and training programs) that will influence the long-term viability of carbon
uptake andstorage.
Evaluation
Evaluation is a periodic assessment of the relevance, performance, efficiency and impact of
theproject inthecontext of its stated objectives. It usually involves comparisons requiring information from outside the project in time, area, or population. Evaluation will also draw on
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the management information system but, in selective cases, this will be supplemented with
data from impact studies that may be designed and executed outside the project management
system itself. Evaluation organizes and appraises the information collected by the monitoring
procedures, compares this information with information collected in other ways, and presents
theresulting analysis of the overall performance of aproject at atime and place that is useful
to funding agencies, shareholders, the public, and other stakeholders, so that they can make
decisions about:
whethertocontinuethe project,
tocomparetheperformance of different projects,
tomakechanges inthe project,
tomakemajor changesintheprojects' management.
In the case of carbon sequestration forestry projects, periodic evaluation will cover both the
current performance of the project and the long-term prospects for storage and uptake of
carbon. Periodic project evaluations will be used to determine the official level of
sequestration that shouldbeassignedtothe project.
Monitoringand Evaluation intheScolel TePilot Project
Dixon et al (1993) suggest five potential monitoring mechanisms: (i) self-reporting, with
public access to findings; (ii) consensus reporting by GHG producer, regulatory bodies,
and/or third party; (iii) self-reporting, combined with on-site spot-checks; (iv) satellite monitoring; and (v) private third party reporting. In the following sections we describe our approach tomonitoring andevaluation thatwill betestedin afarm forestry C-sequestration pilot
project, Scolel Te Pilot Project, to begin in Chiapas, Mexico in 1997, which resembles the
self-reporting mechanism, combined with on-site spot-checks.
Theproject aimstodevelop aprototype schemefor sequesteringCO2in sustainable forest and
agricultural systems - by providing the institutional structures and organizational methods to
ensure that carbon is reliably sequestered for the long term in systems that are economically
viable and socially and environmentally responsible. The model should be applicable on a
largerscalein similarregions ofMexico andLatin America.
Alocal trust fund providesMexican farmers with upto25 years' financial andtechnical assistance to implement farm or community scale forestry and agroforestry developments on the
basisof thecarbon that will besequestered. Companies orinstitutions wishing tooffset green145

house gas emissions can purchase "proto-carbon credits" from the local trust fund. The project is managed in the field by a local farmers organization (Union de Credito Pajal), with
technical and scientific support from national and international scientific institutions (El
Colegio de la Frontera Sur and University of Edinburgh). The project is supervised by the
Mexican Government's National Institute of Ecology and is registered with both the Mexican
andUSinitiatives for "joint implementation".
ProjectManagement
Attheheart of theproject's management system is a"farmer-led" planning process known as
the "Plan Vivo".Local promoters helpfarmers to draw upthese "working plans" for forestry
oragroforestry systemsthatreflect theirownneeds,priorities andcapabilities (Figure7.2).
The farmers are responsible for reporting on the progress of their plan and these progress
reports are periodically checked by technical staff from the local farmers' organization. At
appropriate intervals the data gathered by these monitoring procedures is reviewed by an
internal evaluation team to determine whether the project is "on track" in terms of carbon
accumulation, whether the potential for future uptake or storage is satisfactory and whether
corrective actionsneedtobeinitiated.
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Figure7.2. Exampleofa "PlanVivo"map.
The working plans are presented to the Trust Fund and form the basis of discussion between
farmers andtheTrust, regarding the technical feasibility, the social and environmental impact
and the carbon sequestration potential of each plan (Table 7.2). Once plans arejudged to be
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viable,they arethen registered with theTrust andbecome eligible for assistance.The levelof
financial support tofarmers will berelated totheexpected carbon sequestration.
Table7.2. Carbon mitigation categories (MgC ha' )for three intervention intensitiesand
two ecoregions.
Intervention

lowintensity agroforestry (e.g.living fences)

sub-humid

humid

sub-tropical

tropical

<40

<60

40-60

60-100

60-80

100-140

>80

>140

lowintensity forestry (e.g.forest reserves)
mediumintensity agroforestry (e.g.stripplanting in fallow)
mediumintensity forestry (natural forest management)
highintensity agroforestry (e.g.fallow enrichment)
highintensity forestry (e.g. plantations)
highintensity agroforestry (e.g.taungya)

Oncethese internal procedures for planning, monitoring andevaluation areestablished, external evaluation and verification of these procedures can commence. At present, the main institution providing external evaluation is El Colegio de la Frontera Sur (ECOSUR). In due
course it is hoped that ECOSUR and other Mexican institutions will develop a national
verification and certification system in concert with the National Institute of Ecology - the
official regulatory body. Box 1 describes in more detail the responsibilities of each group
involved intheproject, andBox 2describes in more detail thefactors monitored ateach stage
intheproject cycle.
Box 1.Responsibilities ofMainGroups InvolvedinMonitoringandEvaluation
THE FARMERS:willberesponsible for (i)preparation of systemproposals tobeconsidered, (ii)

implementation of the systems, (iii) maintenance of the systems, (iv) system performance
reporting,and (v)farmer-to-farmer training.
THE TECHNICAL TEAM

(professionals and local promoters): will be responsible for: (i)

assessing the viability of proposed systems (in coordination with the farmers and research
team), (ii) training of farmers in planning, implementation and performance recording, (iii)
estimating C-fluxes of proposed systems, and (iv) assessing project impacts. The training of
the farmers should generate farmers' abilities to identify and evaluate their agricultural
technologies, to identify specific practices that can be improved, to enhance their knowledge,
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skills, and appreciation of farm forestry, to design alternative land-use systems, to keep records of their productive activities, including inputs and outputs. The estimation of C-fluxes
of the proposed systems will be based on: tree density and spatial arrangements, site conditions, silvicultural treatments, harvesting intensity and periodicity, the management of
additional system components,andtheprevious history of landuse.
THE RESEARCH TEAM (researchers of El Colegio de la Frontera Sur, a regional research insti-

tute, and the University of Edinburgh, UK): will (i) develop C-flux models for each system
category and ecological region, (ii)train technical team in system appraisal and C-flux calculations, (iii)train technical team in project impact assessment, (iv) evaluate and refine project
planning and implementation assessment procedures, and (v) assess methods for delivery of
thesequestration servicetopotential purchasers.
The Technical and Research Team will verify the quality of the information provided by the
farmers through random checks and will evaluate the proposals on their ability to meet
sectorial needs where communal resources are used or where member groups are formed
around sharedecological zones suchaswatersheds.
Box2. FactorsMonitoredandEvaluatedatEachStageintheProjectCycle.
STAGE 1. PROMOTIONAND TRAINING

The purpose of the project and the processes involved are explained to farmers at meetings.
The variety of potential farm forestry systems appropriate for given areas are discussed and
therequirements for entry intothe scheme areset out.Local promoters are selected and given
training inthefarm forestry planningprocedures.
Stage1.M&E:Progress inpromotion andtraining, andqualitative feedback from farmers and
promoters is recorded. Expected uptake by farmers can be estimated and initial insight into
the socio-economic constraints on the project can be obtained. Further training requirements
canbe determined.
STAGE2. PLANNINGANDPROCESSINGOFAPPLICATIONS TOTHESCHEME

Local promoters will assist individual farmers or small groups to plan appropriate forestry
systems. Working plans including sketch maps, descriptions of current vegetation and land
uses, descriptions of the forestry system to be established, defined milestones and lists of
inputs aredrawn up and submitted to the local project management team for assessment. The
local management team assess working plans for completeness and technical feasibility,
according todocumented criteria. Plans that are acceptable are then categorized into probable
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ranges for C-sequestration, according to criteria provided by the research team. The C-mitigation potential for variousrepresentative farm forestry systems applicable tothe pilot project
area in Chiapas has already been estimated ex-ante, using the C02FIX model (Nabuurs and
Mohren, 1993), calibrated with local tree growth data and adapted to the proposed systems
(De Jong et al, 1996).Proposals can be either promoting C sinks or avoiding C sources (e.g.
sustainable permanent agriculture as an alternative for slash-and -burn agriculture (Figure
7.3).The system proposals will be grouped in potential C-mitigation categories for each ecological zone (Table 7.2). When plans arerejected, farmers will be provided with explanations
for the decision, so they will be able to adjust and re-submit the plans. Farmers whose plans
are accepted are notified and offered places on the scheme. Details of the financial and
technical support available are provided. Agreements are signed with farmers entering the
scheme.
Stage2.M&E:Documented working plans will be usedtomakeestimates of expected sequestration impact. Areas to be planted, planting arrangements, species to be used, and existing
vegetation types provide inputs to a C-flux model, that provides an sequestration estimate,
overtimefor each area approved.
STAGE3. ESTABLISHMENTOFSYSTEMS

Farmers entering the scheme will be provided with financial assistance and technical advice
through local promoters, local farmers organizations/credit agencies and by qualified
foresters. Farmers will be responsible for reporting on the progress of establishment and on
problems, as they occur. Payment of annuities shall be contingent upon the farmer providing
adequate records ofprogress.
Stage 3. M&E: Simple records of establishment will provide the necessary information to
begin comparing the actual uptake of CO2 with expected performance. Farmers will be
primarily responsible for collecting data. However, the technical team will conduct internal
verification of data collection from a random sample of participants. This process will
continue in successive stages, to provide longitudinal comparisons. Problems such as pest
attack will be reflected in revised sequestration estimates, and this information will also be
usedtoinitiatecorrective action.
STAGE4. MAINTENANCE , EXPANSIONANDUPGRADINGOFSYSTEMS

Farmers on the scheme continue to maintain their farm forestry plots and may expand or
upgradeby modifying theirworking plans, in consultation with thetechnical team.This flexi-
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bility will allow farmers to gradually increase the area of tree cover on their farms whilst
working within theconstraints of the supplyof laborandmaterials available.
Stage4.M&E:Monitoring continues asin Stage 3.Estimates of biomass will be derived from
measurements of tree height, diameter and absolute numbers of trees. Comparative storageof
C in soils under farm forestry and conventional farming will be monitored on a stratified
sampleofplots.
Concluding comments
In general terms,the system for proposed for assessing the carbon sequestration effect of the
Chiapas Pilot Project can bedescribed asbased upon internal monitoring and evaluation with
external verification or audit, as advocated by Mitchell and Chayes (1995) in the context of
national GHGinventories.
It should be emphasized that while projects are by definition time-limited interventions, they
purport toinitiateprocesses that will continue longinto thefuture. Claims for C-sequestration
by forestry must, therefore, include plausible arguments indicating the sustainability of the
new land-use systems developed. Principles, criteria and indicators for sustainability of
forestry systems have been developed by several international agencies, including UNCED
(Heissenbuttel et al, 1992) and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC, 1996). Table 7.3 lists
some possible criteria and verifiable indicators that could be used to assess the sustainability
of farm forestry systemsinitiated byaC-sequestration project.
With this in mind, and based on our limited experience to date, we suggest that efficient and
effective systems of monitoring and evaluation for farm forestry carbon sequestration projects
shouldfulfill thefollowing criteria.
Integrated
Monitoring and evaluation of carbon storage parameters should be fully integrated with other
aspects of project M&E, including financial accounting, input delivery and institutional
development milestones. It should be recognized that the long-term viability of the storage
and uptake of carbon in the project area will be affected as much, if not more, by the future
capacity of local institutions to promote and support economically viable tree-based
production systems than by current increments in biomass. Furthermore, the integration of
biometric monitoring with other aspects of project management will both reduce costs and
enhance the potential for corrective action in response to problems. Thus, in the Pilot Project
the monitoring of tree stand development will be undertaken primarily to ensure that correc150

tive measures such as pest control, beating up (re-planting), thinning, and in certain cases
pruning, are carried out promptly and effectively. Biomass estimates should be obtainable
from the standard mensuration datawith minimal additional effort orexpense.
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Table7.3. Sustainability criteria and indicators to be used in thefarm forestry C-sequestrationpilotproject.
Criteria ForSustainability
1.Farmforestry is
established onland where
ownershipand usufruct
rightsareclearly

Objectively Verifiable Indicators
1.1 Areas included within the scheme are marked clearly
onmaps.
1.2 Owners approve forestry plans and appropriate official
tenurial documentation isavailable.

established
2.Farmforestry systemssuit
localneeds

2.1The schemeisvoluntary.
2.2 The planning process is based upon local people's
management objectives: The methods used to ensure
local input into design of forestry are described and
records arekept documenting theprocess.

3.Farmforestry designand

3.1 Women participate in the design of farm forestry

implementation issensitive

systems:The methods used toensure adequate consul-

togenderdifferentiation

tation aredocumented andprogress isrecorded.
3.2 The impact of forestry system on women is assessed:
Details of themethodof assessment are documented.

4.Thefarmforestry system

4.1 Economic productivity compares favorably with other

iseconomically viableonce

economic land uses: Income per ha and per work-day

supportfromtheproject is

should be greater than for local maize-bean system.

withdrawn

The method used to compare farm forestry with other
economic activities is documented.

5.Farmforestry systems will

5.1 Soil structure and organic matter content should be

notdisrupt important

maintained at acceptable levels, or improved: To be

ecological processes

monitored by farmers.
5.2Biological diversity atfarm, villageormunicipal levels
should notbesignificantly reduced.
5.3 Intra-species genetic diversity of trees used for forestry
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will be maintained: The use of native species will be
encouraged; seed stocks of native species will be
conserved; conservation measures will be documented.
5.4 Watercourses should not be polluted or damaged and
watershedintegrity shouldbemaintained.
6 Sk"ll

H

f

. . .
„
required tomanagefarm
„ .
....
.. . ,
forestry will beavailable
locally after terminationof
theproject

^

F a r m e r s participating in the scheme will receive
adequate training in farm forestry management: Details
^
&
J
&
of training courses and implementation of training are
&
r
e
documented.
6.2 Affordable specialist forestry expertise is available to
farmers beyondthecourseof the project.

Participatory
Given the small scale,high diversity and dispersion of forestry plots infarm forestry projects,
farmers themselves must be the prime source of data on growth and development of stands
(measurement of stand data by technical staff would betoo expensive). For this tooccur successfully substantial effort must be made both to train farmers how make the required
measurements and to engender positive relationships between technical staff and farmers, so
astoencourage accurate record keeping. Aswith all well managed projects, the aimof monitoring shouldbetoidentify and addressproblemsbefore theybecome serious;andthis applies
to organization and social aspects as well as technical considerations. In the case of the Pilot
Project, community representatives help to liaise between technical staff and farmers. These
representatives also participate on the board of the Trust Fund responsible for funding the
local sequestration program. They are therefore well placed to view the system from the
perspective oftheoffset purchaser aswell asfrom that ofthe serviceproviders (farmers).
Simple
Both themethods of datacollection andrecording procedures shouldbe assimple aspossible.
Farmers should understand the methods they are using to collect data, and they should also
understand how this data would be used.Monitoring systems have atendency tobe "greedy"
for data. However, it is important to critically review the requirements of monitoring so that
redundancy and irrelevancy is avoided. For example, in small-scale projects it may not be
necessary toevaluate theeffect of activitiesonbiodiversity. InthePilot Project, thePlan Vivo
format is designed to be simple and relevant to farmers objectives for production improve-
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ment:most of theinformation required tomonitor theprogress of plots can beeasily recorded
on successive translucent paperoverlays.
Reflective
As with other areas of the management system, the procedures of monitoring and evaluation
should be constantly subject to improvement and refinement. The key to improvement is to
reflect uponthemain sources oferror within the system. Inthe case of estimates of the carbon
density of different land-uses in various ecological conditions used by the Pilot Project; these
arecurrently basedpartly on direct biomass measurements supplemented bythe best available
dataintheliterature.However, theC-flux models will beadjusted periodically, asnew data is
gathered, showing C-densities of the pools that are likely to change rapidly and substantially,
such as phytomass, necromass, and soil carbon. Figure 7.4 illustrates the information flow
between monitoring and evaluation results for the C-flux estimation. Another area likely to
require on-going improvement is the compliance of farmers with monitoring schedules. This
will be subject to gradual improvement through modification of the Plan Vivo methodology,
training of farmers, and linkage of incentive payments to fulfillment of reporting
requirements.
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8. COMPLEMENTARY ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
Forestry andagroforestry can mitigatenet greenhouse gasemissions bymaintaining orincreasingexisting stocks of C,creating new stocks, andreplacing energy-demanding materials (cement, fossil fuel) by renewable natural resources (Schlamadinger and Marland, 1996). Slowingdeforestation andassistingregeneration, afforestation and agroforestry constitute theprimary mitigation measures for carbon conservation and sequestration. Among these, slowing
deforestation and assisting regeneration in the tropics (22 to 50 x 106GgC) and forestation
and agroforestry both in the tropical (23 x 106GgC) and in the temperate zones (13 x 106
GgC) hold the most technical potential of conserving and sequestering carbon (Dixon et al.,
1994a).
Governments in afew tropical countries, such asBrazil andIndia,haveinstituted measures to
halt deforestation. Forthese to succeed overthe long term, the enforcement has tobe accompanied by the provision of economic and/or other benefits to deforesters that equal or exceed
their current profits. National tree planting and reforestation programs, with varying success
rates,existinmanytropical countries,for instanceIndonesia.Here also,adequateprovisionof
benefits to farmers and/or forest concessionaires will be important to ensure their sustainability.
Ongoing jointly implemented projects in Mexico, such as the Scolel Te project, combine
varioustypesof mitigation options discussed above.The lessons learned from this project and
others will serve as important precursors for future mitigation projects. However, without
their widespread emulation and replication, the impact of these projects by themselves on
carbon conservation and sequestration is small. In the next sections, a number of supplementary issues are presented and discussed within the context of the experiences obtained to date
with the International Pilot Carbon Sequestration Project Scolel Te, Chiapas. A brief outline
of the most promising forest-based land management options are presented, based on the
systemsthatfarmers participating inthe Scolel Teproject seemtoprefer. Asimplified modelling approach has been developed that could deal with some of the complexities involved in
estimating long-term C dynamics in the set of highly varying systems and ecological conditions, such as those in Chiapas. At the regional level, the spatial and temporal variation in
LU/LC dynamics, observed in the last two decades, is placed in the context of regional
reference land-use scenarios.At alocal level,thespatial variation inthetraditionally managed
forest fragments in the Highlands of Chiapas was evident and this places methodological
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constraints on the calculation of the impact of management alternatives on total biomass
dynamics. The Scolel Te project, in which multiple farmers participate with various smallscale systems in a variety of ecological conditions, has been a highly interesting learning
experience to develop planning, implementation, and monitoring expertise necessary to
design variants of this type of projects. These must be adapted to other regions; following
what Central European foresters call since centuries "the iron law of the site" (daseiserne
GesetzdesStandortes).
Forestry-based land management optionsforcarbon mitigation
Carbon mitigation by means of forestry is a function of the amount of above- and belowground biomass (including soil carbon) in a given land unit and given time horizon. Any
activity or management practice that increases the amount of biomass in an area and/or in
products over time is a potential carbon mitigation activity. Plantations, agroforestry and
sustainable forest management are among the most attractive alternatives, as they can cover
both global climate change concerns and local economic interests, providing the landowner
with additional income (Chapter 4). Alternative land-use systems, among which the farmers
of the Scolel Te project are willing to choose, were all based on their current land-use practices in which they apply locally tested or well-documented improvements (Figure 7.3).
Potential options to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions that were discussed with the farmers
can bebroadly grouped intothreecategories:
1)toconserveexistingpools inold-growth forest fragments;
2)toenhancepools inexisting degraded oropen forests;
3)todevelopnew poolsbymeans of afforestation and agroforestry.
Conservingexistingpools inforests
Deforestation is a response to underlying pressures, such as population growth and socioeconomic development (Chapter 3). Slowing the rate of loss of existing forests reduces CO2
emissions and has other benefits, such as maintenance of the reproduction of biodiversity in
thetropics (Remmers, 1998;Rossignol etal., 1998).
Communities in the northern part of Chiapas have demonstrated interest in negotiating the
long-term conservation ofcloud forest fragments within thescopeoftheScolel Teproject and
preliminary estimations of the expected C offset benefits were calculated (Jimenez et al.,
1999). Plan-vivos(Chapter 7) have been presented to the local trust fund that manages the
Scolel Teproject andtheimplementations oftheplans now await funding.
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Enhancingpools inexistingforests
Twomanagement approaches can increasecarbon pools inexisting forests:
• management for carbon storage;
• management for carbon substitution.
Storagemanagement
Storage management increases the amount of carbon in vegetation, soil, and durable wood
products, integrated over time. This can be accomplished by various measures such as enabling secondary and degraded forests to grow up into closed mature forests by natural or
artificial regeneration; reduced-impact logging practices (Van der Hout, 1999); improved
silvicultural measures; and agroforestry. The resource-poor farmers of Chiapas especially
consider agroforestry as an important option, since they can fit these alternative systems
within their existing land-use management practices. Currently, almost all of the activities
financed by the Scolel Te project fall within the category of agroforestry, including enriched
shading of coffee, enriched fallow management, taungya, restoration of degraded grazed
woodlands, and living fences. These agroforestry measures are highly favored by the farmers
because agroforestry does not compete with their other productive activities and can be
developed byeach farmer individually onhisown land andinhisown style(Chapter4).
Communities in the southern part of the Highlands are discussing sustainable communitybased forest management plans that could follow the general pattern of the Scolel Te program
quite well (e.g. Juznajab la Laguna, Chapter 6). A wide variety of forest management activities areproposed that couldenhancethecarbon storage per unit area,including standing stock
management,fire control,soil improvements,reduced-impact logging,etc.
Substitution management
Substitution management views forests as renewable resources, yielding forest products, in
particular to replace fossil-fuel demanding products (Hall et al., 1991,Marland and Marland,
1992; Marland and Schlamadinger, 1997). This alternative is difficult to conceptualize with
farmers. The establishment of baseline versus project, or in other words the proof of additionally, is difficult to explain within the socio-economic context of the farmers' communities
of theHighlands of Chiapas.Forexample, most families still depend onfuelwood asthemain
energy source.Electricity isscarcely available and if available,itsconsumption isrestricted to
provide light. Most building materials already come from wood resources, except in some
modernizing communities, wherecement iscurrently being introduced.
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Afforestationfor carbon storage
Most analyses of the potential for additional afforestation have been undertaken on a global
basis (e.g. Dixon et al., 1994b). In particular, these studies have emphasized the tropics
because of the high biomass growth rates, relatively cheap labor and land costs and the fact
that theseareashavebeen recentlydeforested. However, thisoption hastocompete with other
land-use options that arecurrently economically more attractive from the point of view of the
farmers. This means that relatively high opportunity costs will have to be considered, which
makes this option macro-economically less attractive (Chapter 5). None of the farmers or
communities that are collaborating with the Scolel Te project has spontaneously submitted a
proposal for afforestation of openareas.
Anabstractedparametric approach tosimulate Cfluxes incomplexforest ecosystems
In order to predict biomass dynamics in a forest, researchers have increasingly used various
types of simulation models. Modelling of biomass fluxes in managed, natural forest can increasetheusefulness oftheexistingforest-biomass information by:
(i)

providing asystematic structure for summarizing existingdata,

(ii)

identifying information gaps,

(iii)

increasingeffectiveness offurther datacollection,

(iv)

formulating andnumerically checkingtheories about biomass accumulation, and

(v)

aiding to forecast biomass yield for specific site and species conditions (Arp and
McGrath, 1987;Oldeman, 1992).

Although there is no shortage of data and models to assess stand biomass, there remains the
task of examining the dynamics of above- and below-ground biomass by way of an abstractingapproach.Tobeof general use,such an approach should usenumerically expressed parameters,such asstandcompartments (leaf biomass, above-ground woody biomass,roots, litter,
deadwood,andsoil organic matter),transition flows, ratesof production, anddecay processes
of biomassinrelation totheparticular conditions determined by siteand species composition.
In turn, the assessment of these conditions should allow to produce efficient and realistic
representations and simulations of whole-stand biomass dynamics (plant and soil) as a function of stand dynamics, silvicultural interventions, and other factors that may influence stand
development.
Any model that tries to explain the dynamics of a system indeed is an abstraction of the reality.The level of abstraction used in a model depends on the purpose of the model, the infor-
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mation available about the functioning of the system, and the data available to test the model
as well as thenature and capacity of thecomputer software used. Models that simulate dynamics within stands can be based on individual trees, tree guilds, more or less uniform stands,
or combinations of these, all with or without information related to the three spatial dimensions. Spatial and temporal variation is strong in mixed-species forests in tropical areas, as
compared to most temperate forests. This variation is reflected in a high diversity of species,
complex horizontal and vertical architecture, with the horizontal distribution of trees closely
linked tothe behavior of each of the species and the vertical distribution to crown interaction
in light interception (Vester, 1997).These factors combined result in highly complex regeneration dynamics and patterns of growth and mortality. Mixed-species stands have also more
variation between individuals in shade tolerance (Vester, 1997;Lopez-Gonzalez et al., 2000)
andheight-growth patterns (See section on fragment variation).Defining the ecological parameters of individual trees within this complex setting is a serious problem. Architectural
variation is statistically expressed by more deviation and variation from general development
pathways as given by regression curves, because the type and frequency of statistical disturbance arethe more stochastic, the more the spatial and temporal architectural patterns of species interactions are complex (Oldeman, 1992; Larson, 1992). Different kinds of species
variables and parameters have been used in the literature, such as: species-site qualities;species response functions; tree temperaments; growth responses; case-specific responses;
growth multipliers (e.g. Shugart, 1984; Oldeman and Van Dijk, 1991; Kellomaki and
Kolstrom, 1992;Sykes and Prentice, 1996;Vester, 1997).The amount of information necessary to validate numerical models that explain the behavior of individual trees in complex
multiple-species systems,which are growing under high variety of situations, has been oneof
the major constraints in the development of general models (Oldeman, 1990;Vanclay, 1994).
The question then arises as to whether we could find a way of describing certain abstract
stand dynamics, a way that takes into account the numerous situations that may occur in a
typical tropical forest fragment.
The carbon cycle in amanaged and unmanaged forest is only part of amore complex system
whereunexplained variations anduncertainties inmass dynamics, succession patterns,andinternal andexternal processes areoccurring simultaneously. Ageneral modelling approach that
has been used widely to explain nutrient dynamics, such as the carbon cycle, is to subdivide
the forest ecosystem in more or less homogeneous compartments (Oldeman, 1990).This permitstosimulate massflows between thesystemcompartments insidethe system, andbetween
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thoseandthe world outside thesystem.Thenumber of compartments inthe system may vary.
It can range from a very simple system representation with aboveground biomass, litter, and
soil organic matter as the compartments and flows between these compartments and the atmosphere and ecosphere (Figure 7.2; Grace, 1997);to several hundreds orthousands of components,compartments andfluxes, asinindividual tree-based models (e.g.Symfor, 2000).
In this study, the purpose was to analyze C flows in forests on varying sites, with varying
architecture and species composition, subjected to different management strategies. Although
the forests in the study area demonstrated a high variability in architecture and species composition within one forest, some general patterns could be identified atthe stand level (Figure
6.9; Table 6.3). A stand-based modelling approach therefore was chosen as the most appropriate starting point (Vanclay, 1994);astandmodel inwhich an uncertainty analysis could be
applied tothe various input parameters totest theimpact of varying their value on theC flow
estimations (Chapter 6). Procedures were designed and applied that allowed for the division
of a diversified forest fragment into more or less homogeneous stands, which were assumed
to have similar biomass dynamics. Stand-based variation of the biomass compartments,
measured by means of forest inventories, was used in the uncertainty analysis of each stand
simulation.
The approach included the simulation of internal biomass dynamics by way of simple differential equations; with live carbon pool increase estimation driven by stem wood increment,
with linearratioallocations toleaves,branches,and roots.Asusual,the stem wood accumulation ineach standwas assumed tofollow alogisticcurve (Figure 8.1), theslopeof which was
determined by measured or estimated growth potential of species assemblages and the
asymptotic maximum of the curve by maximum wood volume measured in old-growth
stands. The volume increment of each year was determined by the standing volume and
growth potential of the species assemblages present in that year. This approach assumed that
internal standfactors remained similar oratleast didnotnotably affect the growth potentialof
thestandcomponents.
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m3 ha"1

MaxVol

0

50

200

dV/dt=a.V -b.V2
a=Max Growth *4/MaxVol
b =a/MaxVol
V=current stemwood volume
Figure8.1. Growthfunction used to calculate the incrementassignmentto speciesassemblages, according to the current volume (V), the maximum volume (Max Vol)
that canbe sustainedat thesite, andmaximumgrowth (MaxGrowth)potential
ofthespeciesassemblage. Minimumgrowthcanbeincludedasalinearfunction
as an additional abstraction of growth when very low or zero standing tree
biomassispresent.
The dynamics of the rest of the system were based on estimated or published transfer coefficients of mass between the various compartments. Knowing or estimating these coefficients
andincorporating variations inthe value of various parameters atonce in the uncertainty analysis,permitted an analytical simulation of biomass fluxes with statistically robust confidence
intervals for different site andspeciescombinations (Chapter6).
The model was developed as a first approximation that allowed a systematic examination of
biomass dynamics at a stand level, in which the initial state, growth, resource allocation, and
management strategies could vary. The model was developed as an alternative for the plantation-oriented C02FIX model (Mohren and Klein-Goldewijn, 1990; Mohren et al., 1999).A
yearly wood increment curve and cyclic harvesting of all wood drive this latter model. It
simulates plantation-type stands well, but is not very appropriate for uneven-aged multiple
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species forests, where trees can be harvested selectively. The conceptual approach that was
used turned out to be very similar to the stand-based model, developed by Arp and McGrath
(1987), so their modelling syntax was used to describe the general outline. The following
compartments,flows, andcompartment increments wereincorporated inthemodel:
Table8.1. Biomasscompartments distinguishedinthe model.
Livingbiomasspools

Deadbiomass pools

Foliage(F),including flowers andfruits Deadwood,including stem andbranches (DW)
Stem (S)

Leaf litter (LL)

Branch (B)

Deadroot (DR)

Root (R)

Soil Organic Matter (SOM)
Product biomass (P), subdivided in short-,
medium-, and long-lived products

Compartments
The model only simulated the vegetative dynamics of biomass (Table 8.1). Duvigneaud and
Denaeyer-De Smet (1970) reported that the sum of all vegetative biomass pools accounts for
about 99% of the total biomass of a forest, whereas the animal pool within the forest system
comprised the remaining 1%. None of the models in use today includes a purely microbial
compartment, soitisconsidered heretobepart of the soil compartment. There alsoremainsa
doubt as to the assessment of the animal compartment. If insects were included, the pool
mightbelargerthan theonepercent found inthe literature consulted.
Flows
Theaverage annual per-hectare flow from onecompartment toanotherwaspresentedas:
Xi -> y;

(1)

wherexjwasthe ith"donor" andyjthejth "receptor" (i,j = 1,2, ...Nwith Nas thenumberof
compartments under examination and i ^ j). Each transfer was considered a function of the
donorandreceptor compartment, resulting from natural orhuman-induced events (Table 8.2).
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Table 8.2. Flows between the various compartments that result from natural or human-induced events (Actual Biomass Production =ABP; co= CO2to the atmosphere).
Natural event

Flow

Biomass production

ABP^S

Human-induced event

Flow

S-»P

ABP^B

Harvestingofproducts(in the
modelsimplified toharvestingof

S->DW

ABP-»R

stemproducts)

B^DW
F-»LL

ABP-»F

R^DR
Tree mortality

S-»DW

Burning

LL^co

B^DW
F->LL

S^DW

R->DR

B^DW
F^LL
R-»DR

Branch, leaf, and root

B^DW

turnover

F-»LL
R^DR

Humification of dead

DW -> SOM

wood, litter, and roots

LL -> SOM
DR •* SOM

Humus, dead wood, and
litter decay

SOM ->ro
DW ->co
LL^co

Model abstraction was applied to focus attention upon:
1) Only stands of up to three species assemblages;
2) Specific site-dependent transfer rates, each stand being examined for a specific site;
3) Annual rates of most processes considered to be linear and 'donor' controlled (Gardner
and Mankin, 1981), so that equation (1) could be written as:
Xj - > Vj = kjj-Xj
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inwhich kyvalueswereconsidered tobeconstant. Asdatabecome available,these valuescan
be transformed easily to other functions). This assumption of constancy of transition rates
implies that environmental or genetic variation in a stand had limited effects on the rates of
the processes considered here (Arp and McGrath, 1987).Attention was thus limited to stands
for which the overall environmental conditions and genetic variation might be assumed to
remain the same during stand development. Genetic variation was acceptable, as long as the
overall composition of the species assemblages had similar rates for biomass production and
photosynthate allocation onagiven site.
Environmental conditions can be subdivided intofactors internal in and external toastand.In
particular, external 'site conditions' since a century were generally assumed to remain constant throughout stand development, although recent research found that forest productivity
may increase under changing environmental conditions, particularly under increasing atmospheric CO2levels and temperature (e.g.Phillips et al., 1998),or development of organic soil
horizons,e.g. inre-afforested dune sandsinEurope since 1850.
Internal stand factors generally change throughout stand development, such as microclimatic
conditions, nutrient availability, soil moisture, etcetera. This type of variation would change
equation (2)in:
Xi -» yj=kij(Jf).Xj

(3)

in which (A) is a variation matrix; thus the ky -coefficient would become dependent on the
state of the stand architecture, i.e. the state of some out of all the compartments considered.
Such qualifications could readily be incorporated into the model, but would require explicit
information about theparticular functional relationship for each ky(X) and would complicate
the time integration of the Xj-> yj processes by changing the linear model into a non-linear
model. They would therefore complicate the first-approximation requirement for generating
an abstracted overview of the development of biomass by stand age, site, species, and general
stand conditions following specific interventions (Arp and McGrath, 1987). In summary, the
overall model formulation and parameterization was meant to be specific as to site and species composition, sothat each stand could berepresented by unique kyvalues.The evaluation
ofthe valueof thesecoefficients hence wasconsequently ofprimary importance. InChapter6
an uncertainty analysis was employed to assess the impact of varying parameter values on
expected Cflux outcome.
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Incrementpercompartment
The annual increments for each compartment were related to the transition rates according to
thePrinciple of massconservation (see alsoThornley, 1976).For example, the annual change
of wood biomass per hectare was equal to the balance of wood production, wood mortality,
and woody litter fall. The annual gain in foliar biomass was defined as the amount of foliar
biomass producedin thecurrent yearminusfoliage lossduetofoliage turnover, tree mortality
and harvesting. Overall, the change in compartments were driven by a set of first-order differential equations,denotedas:
X'=k-X+ C
in which X' is a vector showing the rates of compartment increments, k a matrix of transfer
coefficients, Xthe compartment vector and Ca 'forcing' vector that accounted for all contributionstoX' which areindependent ofX.
This system of equations simulated X for a given stand, a specific combination of site and
species composition, and an initial compartment setting X(0). Note that the solutions
generated with the simplified model should lead to steady-state values for each compartment
as t -> °°, as long as the logistic growth assumption was maintained. Varying the maximum
amount of volume in a stand would cause fluctuations around the steady state,which indeed
reflect the reality of the forest as a whole (Oldeman 1990). Asymptotic approaches toward
limiting values can often be observed for individual stand compartments with advancing age.
Neither variations of asymptotic values,nor possible effects of CO2fertilization on the biomass sinkcapacity of astandweretaken into account atthisstage (Phillipset al., 1998).
Concludingremarks
Emphasis in the above was placed on generating an abstracted parametric method for assessingwhole-stand biomass dynamics viareadily identifiable compartments and growth processes.First-order approximations were used to simulate the annual quantities of biomass produced, allocated, or lost.The approach was meant to be flexible and adjustable, so asto permit
the incorporation of higher-order approximations asdata setsbecome available. Forexample,
the stand-based litter decomposition and humification factors or root, shoot and foliage allocation coefficients were atthis stage assumed tobe uniform, but could be replaced eventually
byotherlinear ornon-linear functions per species orper site.Also,some of the compartments
couldbe subdivided into smaller compartments (roots into large,medium and fine roots;litter
into fresh, fermented, and humified litter layers). New compartments can be introduced too,
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such asbiomass allocation by species in stands with twoormore species,ornon-treebiomass
pools (e.g. agroforestry systems, soil life). Evidently, such additions would increase the
amount of information required tocalibrate theresulting model. Inthisrespect, thepools used
in the model may already be considered too precise, and further abstraction may still be
needed.Forexample,thecompartment for organic matterinthemineral soil could be deleted,
as this compartment was found to be statistically similar in LU/LC classes of the Highlands
and Selva Lacandona (Table 3.2; De Jong et al., 2000). Measuring differences in time that
wouldberequired tocalibrate the model could betoocomplicated ortooexpensive.Onemay
therefore wish to consider an abstract system consisting of two compartments only: livingand dead aboveground biomass. A dynamic description of these two compartments alone
would probably assess the most important short-term changes that occur during stand
development and thus would generate a useful first-order estimation of the most important
annual biomass gains and losses per hectare on a stand-by-stand basis. These are also the
compartments for which extensivedatabases areavailable.
Temporal and spatial variation of deforestation and forest degradation inthe Highlands
of Chiapas
The most important human activities that transformed the landscape of the Highlands of
Chiapas from 1974to 1996were: (i)temporal orpermanent conversion of forest tocultivated
land, (ii) selective extraction of pine trees for local timber production, and of oak trees for
fuelwood and charcoal, and (iii) grazing of sheep and cattle in the forests and on abandoned
agricultural land (Chapter 3; Gonzalez-Espinosa et al., 1995;De Jong and Ruiz-Diaz, 1997).
These land-use activities created a highly complex landscape, in which small fragments of
cultivated land are mixed with fragments of secondary shrub- and tree vegetation, temporary
and permanent grazing lands, and degraded forests (Ochoa-Gaona and Gonzalez-Espinosa,
2000).The effect of these human activities on forests cannot be labeled at this scale as deforestation, because deforestation is defined as the process of converting forest to permanent
open land (Hamilton, 1991). Natural and anthropic impacts affect the forest architecture and
species composition, without removing the forest cover permanently. Changing forest
architecture, natural processes, and/or species composition deliberately can lead to forest
degradation sensustricto.Landusesthatcan activate forest degradation includeextensive and
intensive extraction of wood for timber and fuelwood, intensive grazing, and slash-and-burn
agriculture.This wouldbe considered as deforestation only, if any of these activities lead toa
permanent or long-term removal of more than 90% of the forest cover (FAO, 1996), e.g. if
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traditional slash-and-burn agriculture with long fallow periods shifts to permanent or shortfallow agriculture.
In Chapter 5 it was assumed that the historical LU/LC change dynamics in the Highlands
could be used as the baseline assumption to predict future expected emissions of C due to
continued LU/LCchanges. In the following paragraphs Iwill discuss the impact on estimated
C-fluxes of the spatial and temporal variation in LU/LC dynamics within the region,
specifically for the area of six municipalities that corresponded to the Highlands (>1500 m
altitud).
Tracking the change of LU/LC of each fragment in theHighlands of Chiapas revealed thatof
the 213,000 ha of closed forest fragments that were present in 1974, 79% were eventually
converted to one of the other classes in 1996, 46% to secondary vegetation (shrub and tree
fallow), 24% to degraded forest (disturbed pine-oak and open pine forest), and 9% to open
areas (Agricultural land, pasture and settlements). Most of the fragments that were already
open area in 1974 remained as such during the known period of 22 years. Secondary shrub
and tree fallow fragments were increasingly converted to open areas, whereas only between
1974 and 1984 part of the tree fallow fragments were allowed to develop as closed forests
(Figure 8.2). Thus, during the last two decades three major processes could be distinguished:
(i) closed forests were increasingly transformed to degraded or secondary forest, (ii) tree and
shrub fallow were converted to more permanent open areas, and (iii) open areas did not
change. As such, closed forests were either incorporated into the slash-and-burn system or
degraded due to extraction of forest products and/or grazing of cattle. Traditional slash-andburn systems with long fallow and short production periods were altered to permanent or
short-fallow agriculture. The result of these complex LU/LC change dynamics was that the
landscape that in 1974 was dominated by closed forest with scattered patches of converted
LU/LC types (secondary vegetation, degraded forest and open area), changed to a landscape
of only small scattered patches of old-growth forest set in a matrix of disturbed and open
forests, secondary vegetation, andopen areasin 1996.
However, these processes were not homogeneous during those 20 years. Between 1974 and
1990only arelatively smallproportion oftheclosed forest changed tootherLU/LCtypes,but
this change accelerated substantially between 1990 and 1996. In contrast, the conversion of
shrubandtree fallow toopen areastookplacemostlybetween 1974and 1984(Figure 8.2).
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Figure8.2. Plotwiseconversionof shrubfallow, treefallow, closedforest and openareas
from 1974 to 1996 (minimumplot size 3 ha). Data derivedfrom overlaysof
mapsbasedonremotesensingof1974,1984,1990,and1996.
Spatial differences in land cover were already apparent in 1974. Analyzing the information
for that year at the level of municipalities, the fragments of converted LU/LC types in Chanal
were generally small and rather uniformly distributed throughout the municipality, whereas
these were more concentrated in and around extensive valleys in the municipalities Huixtan,
Teopisca, Amatenango, Comitan and Las Margaritas (Figure 8.3). Particularly Huixtan
showed already large areas of converted LU/LC types in 1974, compared to the other five
municipalities.
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Figure8.4. Land useand land cover(in 1000ha) insix municipalitiesof the Highlandsof
Chiapasin 1974,1984,1990,and 1996.

Closedforest includesoakforest, pine-

oak forest and pine forest; Open-Distforest includes open pine forest and
disturbedpine-oakforest. Sec Veg includestree and shrubfallow. OpenArea
includes agriculture,pasture,settlementsandotherclasses.
Analyzing LU/LC change dynamics in space and time, variations could be observed between
the six municipalities (Figure 8.4; Table 8.3). Driving forces that may have triggered the
process of LU/LC change indeed varied amongthe municipalities, for example cattle grazing
and forest exploitation most likely activated LU/LC change in Comitan and Las Margaritas,
agriculture and cattle grazing in Huixtan, forestry in Chanal, forestry and agriculture in
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Teopisca, whereas agriculture and commercial pottery were considered the most important
factors in Amatenango (DeJong and Montoya, 1994;Ochoa-Gaona, 2000;Ochoa-Gaona and
Gonzalez-Espinosa, 2000).
Table8.3. Trends in LU/LC change derivedfrom Figure 8.4 and main drivingforces that
most likely triggered these processes in six municipalities of the Highlands of
Chiapas, Mexico.
Municipality

Observed changes

LasMargaritas Steady declineinclosed forest area with increase
in degraded forest and open areas; secondary

Main driving forces
Animal husbandry
Forestry

vegetation moreorlessconstant.
Comitan

Between 1974 and 1984 a small shift from

Animal husbandry

closed forest toward open area; from 1984 to

Forestry

1996 a large shift from closed forests toward
degraded forest and secondary vegetation.
Huixtan

Between 1974 and 1990 a gradual shift from

Agriculture

closed forest to degraded forest and open areas;

Animal husbandry

between 1990 and 1996 increasing area of
secondary vegetation
Chanal

Initially slow shift from closed forest toward Forestry
degraded forest and secondary vegetation, but
acceleratingrapidlybetween 1984and 1996

Teopisca

Amatenango

Steady decrease of closed forest area with

Forestry

correlatedincreaseinareasofallotherclasses

Agriculture

Increase in open area between 1974 and 1984 at

Agriculture

thecostof closed forests; shift from closed forest

Commercial production

towarddegraded forest and secondary vegetation

of pottery

ImpactofLU/LCchangevariability onCfluxes
Not all carbon in ecosystems is susceptible todisappear due to human impact, e.g. stable soil
carbon will remain present a long time after clearing a forest. Assuming that the level of soil
carbon inpermanent agriculture orpasture land isthe level of remanent C-density after distur-
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bance,the amount of carbon released shortly after aLU/LC classchanges toanother classcan
be thus be estimated, by substracting the average soil C density of open areas from the total
pools (Figure 8.5).
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Figure8.5. Downward trend in vulnerable C densities in the LU/LC classes of the Highlandsof Chiapas, goingfrom Oakforest (1),Pine-Oakforest (2),Pineforest (3),
Treefallow (4),Shrubfallow (5),Pasture(6), toAgriculturalland(7).N = 39.
Assigning the vulnerable C densities to the LU/LC statistics of 1974, 1984, 1990, and 1996
would give an approximation of the amount of C that was removed or added in each
municipality between each period. Thus calculated, in 1974 the vulnerable C-density per
surface unit was highest in Chanal, followed by Comitan, Teopisca, Amatenango, and Las
Margaritas, and lowest in Huixtan (Figure 8.6). The decrease in density between 1974 and
1996 was highest in Comitan and Teopisca, followed by Amatenango, Chanal and Las
Margaritas,and lowest inHuixtan.
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Figure 8.6. Estimated trend in average vulnerable carbon density per land unit (MgC ha' )
between 1974 and 1996 in the area above 1500 m altitud of six municipalities of
the Highlands of Chiapas.
On a yearly basis, the density decreased in Comitan and Teopisca by 3.5% yr" ha"1, in
Huixtan and Amatenango 3.1%yr"1 ha"1, in Chanal 2.8% yr"1 ha"1, and in Las Margaritas 2.7%
yr"1 ha"1. The trend also varied in time: in Las Margaritas and Teopisca the density ha"1
decreased uniformly downward during the 22 years, but fluctuated highly in Comitan,
Huixtan and Amatenango, with high losses of biomass between 1974 and 1984, rather stable
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or somewhat increasing between 1984 and 1990 and declining steeply between 1990 and
1996.In Chanal the density decreased littlebetween 1974 and 1984but very fast during 1984
and 1996(Figure 8.6).
Concluding remarks
This demonstrates that and how one of the problems to establish abaseline within a regional
LU/LC sectorrelates tothe prediction of future changes.This isparticularly difficult, because
theprobablecauses and driving forces behind land-use decisions arespatially and temporarily
diverse,interrelated, and often discontinuous. Atregional levels,factors such as demographic
changes and government policies often have significant effects. At specific locations, uncertainties about land ownership, environmental characteristics, social conflicts, impact of development projects, crop failure and wildfires can cause unpredictable changes in land-use
decisions amongfarmers (DeJongetal., 1998;Ochoa-Gaona,2000).
The definition of a suitable baseline or reference case involves the elaboration of ahypothetical scenario.Differences inthe orderof asinglepercentage point inthe assumed rate of loss
of current carbon storage in the baseline assumption can halve or double the perceived net
effect of a given intervention over the course of a 60 to 100 year time frame (Tipper et al.,
1998). Methods used to define a baseline are either extrapolation of past rates of change of
carbon stocks into the future (trend-based models; Chapter 5), or process-based models that
attempt to simulate the demographic and/or economic processes driving land-use change
(Brown et al., 1989;Faeth et al., 1994;Fearnside and Malheiros-Guimaraes, 1996;DeJonget
al., 1998). Aproblem with trend-based predictions is the influence of the geographic domain
and historic time frame used in the assessment, as shown earlier in this chapter. The morerecords show variation in the rate of LU/LC change over time and/or space, the less obvious is
themost likely scenariointhe future.
Another approach is to apply process-based models. Although these models may be capable
of assessing the relative vulnerability of different categories of vegetation, they generally
require large investments in data collection to make credible representations of land-use
change processes. In densely populated areas where various factors influence local and
regional land-use decisions, it is difficult to define which factor is the main driving force
behind the LU/LC change dynamics. Rudel and Roper (1997) tested various factors that are
thought to contribute to deforestation in the tropics for 68tropical countries.The factors they
tested were, among others, population pressure, economic growth, and national land-use
policies.Based on theirresults,they distinguished twotypes ofdeforestation processes:
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1. Afrontier model,characterized bytheopening upofnew,still intact areas,and
2. An immiserization model (sensuRudel and Roper, 1997), characterized by a continuous
fragmentation and deforestation in densely populated areas, dominated by resource-poor
farmers.
Both processes occur simultaneously in Chiapas. In the densely populated Highlands of
Chiapas the immiserization process dominates (Ochoa-Gaona, 2000), whereas the frontier
model prevails in the nearby tropical lowland forests of the SelvaLacandona (SeeDe Jonget
al., 2000).Under such conditions the same land-use policies may have positive effects in one
of the regions, but negative impacts on the other. In fact, during the 1970s the Mexican
government stimulated the frontier model inthe Selva Lacandona region to reduce in part the
immiserization process in the densely populated areas of the Highlands and Northern region
of Chiapas. These kinds of regional or sub-regional positive and negative interactions reduce
the reliability of a general process-based land-use model and make it very sensitive to
leakages to and from adjacent regions. As such, it is most likely that process-based models
that reliablypredict land-use decision-making inthe future will notwork unless developed on
asmall scalefirst.
Project-level baseline assumptions also suffer problems of credibility and probability. For
example, can forests not facing any threat claim C offset by means of forest conservation
(Trexler 1993). And if forests are threatened, how to guarantee that the exploitation that
threatenstheforest isnot simply displaced towards another area?
Also the forest architecture, site conditions and growth of trees within forest fragments can
anddovaryconsiderably, complicating baseline andproject assumptions (Chapter 6 ),aswill
behighlighted inthenext section.
Variability withinaforest fragment
Thedatacollected inthe forest of Juznajab laLaguna showed ahigh spatial variability intree
biomass, species dominance, and tree species densities, due to different human activities in
the forest, local differences in species composition, and topographic irregularities (Chapter 6;
Escandon-Calderon et al., 1999;Konstant et al., 1999).Further analysis of the collected data
also reveals that individual stands within the forest fragment function differently. Four types
of stand-level variation couldbe distinguished:
1. Allometric relationsofcommon species
2. Increment growth ofcommon species
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3. Stand-level speciescomposition andstand architecture
4. Stand-level variation involume increments
For example, estimated allometric relations between height and diameter varied highly in
PinusoocarpaSchiede (Figures 8.7 and 8.8) andP.devonianaLindl (Figure 8.9), indicatinga
strong variation in site conditions.The estimated heights of PinusoocarpaSchiede trees with
a diameter of 50cm varied between 14and 25m and of P.devonianaLindl trees between 16
and31m amongthe various siteswithin the forest.
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Figure8.7. Variations observed in the relation between height and Duo in theforest of
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Figure 8.9. Frequency distribution of estimated HD=SO(H in m when Duo - 50 cm) of Pinus
devoniana Lindl in Juznajab la Laguna, Chiapas, Mexico. N - 48.
Also the increment data of both species showed a high variability along the range of measured
diameters (D1.30), although in both cases a low but significant non-linear correlation could be
observed (Figures 8.10 and 8.11).
Also stand architecture and species assemblage composition data presented a high variability
(Figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.10. Non-linear relation between diameter increment (I; cm yf ) and Duo (in cm) for
Pinus oocarpa Schiede in Juznajab la Laguna, Chiapas, Mexico. Minimum diameter is 15 cm. 19% of variation explained by the equation. N = 636.
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Figure 8.11.Non-linear relation between diameter increment (I; cm yf1) and Duo (in cm)
for Pinus devoniana Lindl. in Juznajab la Laguna, Chiapas, Mexico. Minimum
diameter is 15 cm. 10% of variation explained by the equation. N - 379.
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Figure8.12. Variabilityinbasalarea(G)of treeswithdi30 > 10cm (in m ha' ) andforest
types, classified on the basis of percentage basal area of the mostimportant
species assemblagesof aforest of 3000 ha in Juznajab la Laguna, Chiapas,
Mexico. Numberofsiteswas304;totalnumberofclasses68,with 11basal area
classesand12 species associations.
Finally, estimations of stand increment inrelation tostanding volume also varied in the forest
fragment, although a polynomial relation between yearly estimated increment and standing
volumecouldbeobserved (Figure6.10).
Concludingremarks
To model carbon flows within a forest fragment, each of the 68 classes that could be
distinguished should betreated asaunit and growth data should be available toeach of them.
However, this wouldbe verydifficult andcostly, asthis wouldnot only imply collecting data
ondynamicsfor each ofthe68classes,but alsodelimiting theareacovered byeach class.The
68 classes were therefore grouped into 8 biomass classes, for which biomass densities and
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confidence intervals were calculated and surface area delimited via satellite image interpretation (Escandon-Calderon etal., 1999).
For each class a separate set of initial compartment state and transfer coefficients were
developed and C flux estimated including a 95% confidence interval (See Chapter 6 for the
procedure used). Each class associated to a particular biomass group was'assumed to behave
similarly interms of biomass dynamics, such that total variation within agroup was expected
not to exceed the limits of the confidence interval. Monitoring biomass dynamics of a selection of plots within each biomass group for a number of years would be required to test this
latterhypothesis.
Presentation ofGHG-mitigation benefits inforestry projects
The mitigation benefits of any activity are equivalent to the difference between GHG fluxes
as aresult of the activity and the amount of GHG fluxes that would occur in thebaseline scenario, without any project (Figure 6.1). In forestry, carbon fluxes are continuous, bi-directional, and complex both in time and space (cf. Oldeman 1990, his figs. 5.75 and 6.52). To
calculate the benefits of these complex fluxes is difficult and no general procedure has been
accepted yetby all involved parties.Various reporting procedures have been used to calculate
theGHGoffset potential of forestry projects (Figure 8.13;Tipper andDeJong, 1998):
1. Yearly net flows between the vegetation and the atmosphere (expressed in MgC year"1)or
the sum of the yearly net flows at a given cut-off date (expressed in MgC; Chapter 4;
Nabuurs and Mohren, 1993, 1995;De Jong et al., 1998).Annual flows are generally calculated indirectly as the net difference of total C density per unit area in two successive
years.
Long-term average increase in the carbon stock of a managed forest relative to a hypothetical baseline average (expressed in MgC; Chapter 4; Nabuurs and Mohren, 1995;De
Jong et al., 1998).This approach assumes a long-term maintenance of the alternative system, calculates the yearly C flows as in procedure 1and calculates the average effect of
the system over alongtimehorizon,typically around 100years.
2. Emission equivalent or emission-delayed carbon storage (MgC-eq, expressed in MgC;
Chomitz, 1998; Dobes et al., 1998; Tipper and De Jong, 1998). These approaches take
into account that CO2in the atmosphere has a limited lifetime and is eventually absorbed
again by the terrestrial or oceanic biosphere (Tipper and De Jong, 1998). The latter
authors base their approach on the hypothesis that thecumulative radiative forcing producedby anemission pulse of 1 MgCO2can becalculated byintegrating the amount ofCO2
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that remains in the atmosphere in successive years after the emission impulse. The resulting amount isexpressed in MgCC>2.years.Dobes et al. (1998)consider temporary sequestration in aforest system as adelayed emission. Both approaches are similar in the sense
that they incorporate a time dimension in the calculation of the greenhouse benefit, comparabletothecalculation of theglobal warmingpotential (GWP)ofeach greenhousegas.
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Figure8.13.Procedurestopresent carbonoffsetbenefits. A = annualflux;B — accumulated
annual flux; C - long-term average stock increase;D = emissionequivalent
carbon storage.
However, one of the major problems with this approach is that the CO2 depletion in the
atmosphere is non-linear, caused by highly variable bi-directional fluxes between terrestrial
biosphere- atmosphere and oceanosphere with various feedback mechanisms that are still
poorly understood (Houghton et al., 1997). Nevertheless, various authors used this approach
and proposed some factor to convert MgC.years cumulative storage to MgC emission
equivalent carbon, varying between 42 and 50 (Tipper andDe Jong, 1998;Chomitz, 1998)to
150MgC.yearsMgC"1(Dobesetal., 1998).
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Concluding remarks
Although there are uncertainties about the various assumptions made within the context of
comparative radiative forcing and GWPs of the various greenhouse gases, the approach
integrated over time, applied in the emission equivalent carbon storage procedure, offers
much to make it the most attractive option to calculate the GHG benefits of forestry projects
(Chomitz, 1998; Dobes et al., 1998; Tipper and De Jong, 1998; Moura-Costa and Wilson,
2000).The amount ofMgC-equivalentemission offset (MgC-eqOobtained byimplementing a
project couldbe calculated with thefollowing formula, independently of thefinal valueof the
conversion factor:
MgC-eq =(Xi(Cp.i-Cb,i))/Ef.

(4)

where MgC-eq istheemission equivalent offset; Cp>jis the C accumulated by theproject and
Cb,ithe C accumulated according to the baseline, both in year i and both compared to the Cstockinyearzero,andEfistheemission equivalent conversion factor.
Theapproach provides for a"gain-as-you go"offset system that automatically addresses risks
associated with non-compliance, such as forest fire (Dobes et al., 1998), as climate benefits
can becalculated for anyyearthat aparticularproject runs.
Monitoring of carbon sequestration projects with multiple participants and high variety
ofland-use systemsandecological conditions
Notwithstanding the overwhelming literature available about potential biotic mitigation
measures, there still is a large gap between accepting that C fluxes in biotic systems can in
fact bemodified tohelpmitigateclimatechange, andacceptingthat this modification can take
the form of individual projects liable to be monitored and verified as part of a C emissions
control system (Trexler, 1993). By definition, monitoring activities of C mitigation projects
measure all significant flows, whereas verification aims at evaluating the accuracy and
reliability of the monitoring set-up. Monitoring programs are important for land-use projects
to increase the reliability of data and to improve project performance. To ensure that GHG
mitigation data of forestry projects are transparent, reliable and verifiable, guidelines are
needed to provide structure and direction for project managers (Sathaye and Ravindranath,
1997). These authors also point out that carbon pools in forest systems as well as forest
products and energy should be evaluated for their significance (pool size) and vulnerability
(rate and direction of change). Decisions about appropriate methodologies and intensities of
monitoring depend on the relative importance of the individual pools and their expected
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changes (significance, speed and direction of change). Possible issues of leakage must be
addressed within a regional or national context. Leakage is the term used to describe the
shifting of activities with GHG implications beyond the boundaries of a project in space
and/or time (Andrasko, 1997).The Scolel Te project in Chiapas,Mexico gives an exampleof
how monitoring and leakage can be addressed in a project in which many individual farmers
participate with a variety of agroforestry systems and ecological conditions (Chapter 7;
Andrasko, 1997).The project is designed to increase farmers' income by implementing a set
of alternative practices chosen by the farmers that also increase carbon stocks. Each farmer
presents a "Plan Vivo", i.e. a current and alternative land-use plan of his land, in which he
indicates which part of his land he intends to dedicate to the carbon project. This plan is a
starting point for monitoring possible land-use changes of the project and non-project plotsin
the future. In this way, the plan-vivo serves as a tool to monitor project performance and at
thesametimetocheck onleakagefrom [?]within thefarmer's production unit.Theproject is
alsodesigned toreducepotential leakage off-site, especially tothe SelvaLacandona rainforest
(Chapter7;DeJonget al. 1995;Andrasko, 1997).
The definition of the project boundary has to be clear so that questions as to whether carbon
fluxes arerelated totheproject ornotcanbe answered.Theboundaries shouldalsobe defined
within a regional or national context to avoid what Andrasko (1997) calls an "Edge Effect",
that is the set of issues of policy and technique emerging at the boundaries of monitoring
domains. A direct linkage between individual carbon sequestration projects and regional or
national services reporting on carbon flux avoids or diminishes leakage or double accounting
ofcarbon fluxes (Table 8.4). Selecting themonitoring domain boundaries between project and
regional andnational accounting involves decision-making about the accuracy desired atboth
levels and financial resources available, seen as a cost-benefit issue. As with other management systems, the procedures of monitoring and verification of regional and project performance should beconstantly subject to improvement andrefinement. The key to improvement
is to reflect upon the main sources of error within the system. In the Scolel Te Pilot Project,
for example,the assessment of carbon densities andfluxes of the land management systems is
currently based in part only on direct biomass measurements, supplemented by the best
available data in the literature. New data will be used to improve C-flux modelling, as these
come available from both project andregional monitoring and verification (Figure7.3).
Project monitoring in theScolel TePilot Project is alsoset uptoimprove farmers' compliance
with monitoring schedules.This will be subject to gradual improvement by means of modifi186

cation of the Plan Vivo methodology, training of farmers, and linkage to incentive payments
for fulfillment ofreporting requirements.
Assessment of offset reliability will ultimately require international agreements on a risk
assessment methodology that can commonly be applied across projects and project types
worldwide. Crucial to offset reliability is the time horizon of project assessment and whether
all projects should have a common time horizon for their analysis (Trexler, 1993). If the
carbon emission equivalent accounting approach is adopted, the time horizon will beless ofa
problem, since offset benefits can be calculated and credited while the project is ongoing.
Only if the project performance reaches a point below the baseline expectation, noncompliance actions should bebrought tobear.
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Table8.4.Activities and requirementsfor a regionalGHG mitigationprogram withindividualprojects; activities and requirementsalready defined in Mexico; activities
and instruments currently elaborated; activitiesand requirementsthatneedfurther
definition.

Level

Requirements

Activities
PLANNING STAGE

Region

Identification ofcritical areas (INE,

Policy instruments todefine baseline

1998)

determination

Identification ofproject opportunities

Agreement ondefault values of major

(INE, 1998)

parameters

LU/LC change modeling with

Guidelines ondata reporting

associated GHG flows (Tipper etal.,

LU/LC change detection protocols

1998)

Leakage tracking procedures

Identification of government policies

Quantification procedures to measure

and short andmedium term

GHG impact of policies

development programs

Identification andacceptance ofa

Identification andquantification of

minimum setofcredible, well

sources of leakage

designed, verifiable forest mitigation
activities (Chapter4)
Data oncarbon densitiesand
variation inLU/LC classes (Chapter
3; Chapter 6;DeJong etal., 2000).

Project

Elaboration ofproposals offarmerand

Policy instruments to standardize

community management plans

accounting, modeling anddata

Ex ante estimation ofGHG fluxes in

presentation procedures

management systems
Identification ofpossible sourcesof
leakage

Level

Activities

Both :Exchange ofinformation toimprove
•accuracy ofdata (Chapter7)

Requirements
Standardization of data presentation
Dataintegration procedures

IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
Region :PeriodicLU/LC change assessments
Project :Plotandsystemwisemonitoringand
:verification of GHGfluxes inmanaged

Standardization of data
Data integration procedures

:andcontrol plots (Scolel Te,2000)
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SUMMARY
Forestry measures are not yet specifically included within the current articles relating to the
clean development mechanism of the Kyoto protocol on climate change.However, provisions
for forestry almost certainly will be included at some stage, given the significance of
developing country forests within the global carbon cycle.Forestry and land-use measures to
mitigate climate change can serve other interests, and may offer some of the most cost-effective ways to combine climate change mitigation and biosphere restoration. GHG offset projects intheland-use andforestry sectorcan particularly be attractive if they can be attached to
local social, ecological and economic goals. Forestry activities for carbon sequestration have
been mostly implemented on a project-by-project basis. The lessons learned from these pilot
projects will serveasimportant precursors for future mitigation projects.
The present study intends to answer some of the important questions that arise when translatingprojects that have anecological potential tomitigate carbon excesses,into actual implementation of these projects in a farmer-dominated landscape. Farm and community forestry
projects for GHG mitigation in such environments would involve numerous participants, a
high variety of small-scaled systems spread over large areas, with individual adaptations of
general management procedures due to personal interests, local conditions, and previous
experiences.
As part of the scientific backstopping of the Scolel Te international pilot project for carbon
sequestration and community forestry in Chiapas, Mexico, the following key questions are
addressed: (i)what isthe effect of land-use and land-cover change on carbon fluxes in highly
fragmented landscapes?; (ii) which land-use systems do resource-poor farmers prefer that
could contribute tothe greenhouse gas problem?; (iii) what is the carbon mitigation potential
of farmers' selected forestry and agroforestry systems,and what would bethecost?;(iv)what
are the sources and levels of uncertainties in calculating carbon fluxes in forestry systems?;
and (v) can a cost-efficient monitoring system be set up for carbon mitigation in a farm
forestry project?
A brief outline is presented of some of the major conceptual constraints of forestry and
climate change.Forestry typically deals with the use of awoody vegetation on acertain land
surface, which can be viewed as either a type of land use or a human activity that impact a
natural or human-induced land cover. The latter approach is considered more convenient if
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one is concerned with estimating the impact of forestry on the carbon dynamics within a
managed land unit.
Estimating the impact of a forestry project on carbon stocks and fluxes depends to a large
extend on thechoice of boundary settings,such as geographical delimitation and in-or exclusion of system components. Per definition, a baseline estimate needs to be established, not
only to assess the project's impact on carbon but also to verify if the impact is additional to
this baseline. Closely linked to the baseline concept is the issue of leakage - the positive or
negative greenhouse gas impacts of a project, which occur outside the adopted geographical,
temporal orsubject areaboundaries of the project.
In this book the results are presented of a study to estimate the flux of carbon from the
terrestrial ecosystems totheatmosphere from the 1970s and 1990s of an intensively impacted
and highly fragmented landscape. Carbon density values were assigned to common land-use
and land-cover (LU/LC) classes of vegetation maps that were produced by Mexican governmental organizations and, by differencing areas and carbon pools,the net flux was calculated
from the Central Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico. During the period of the study the total area
of closed forests was reduced by about 50%, whereas degraded and fragmented forests
expanded 56% and cultivated land and pasture areas increased by 8% and 30%, respectively.
Total mean carbon densities ranged from a high of 504 MgC ha"1 in the oak and evergreen
cloud forests class to a low of 147 MgC ha"1 in the pasture class. The differences in total
carbon densities among the various LU/LC classes were mainly due to differences in living
plant biomass. Soil organic matter carbon didnot show any significant difference between the
various LU/LC classes. About 20 x 106 MgC were released to the atmosphere during the
period of time covered by the study. Approximately 34%of the 1975 vegetation carbon pool
disappeared. The Chiapas Highlands, while comprising just 0.3% of Mexico's surface area,
contributed 3%of thenetnational carbon emissions duetolanduse.
A feasibility study was carried out to (i) identify farmer preferred and ecologically viable
agroforestry/forestry systems and their ex ante carbon sequestration potential; and to (ii)
assess the economic potential of carbon offsets of such systems. A multidisciplinary team of
scientists and farmers carried out the study in the Tojolabal and Tzeltal region, Chiapas,
Mexico,. A total of five land-use systems were considered viable, while farmers presented
local adjustments in preferred species, planting arrangements, and rotation times. The carbon
sequestration potential varied highly between the systems and the regions (from 26.7 to 338.9
MgC ha"').The total cost of oneMgC ha"1 varied between $US 1.84 and 3.98 for the systems
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selected in the Tzeltal region and between $US 1.47 and 11.15 for the systems in the
Tojolabal region. The differences in costs within the same region were due to differences in
establishment and opportunity costs,whereas the differences between the two areas were due
todifferences inthe carbon sequestration potential of theregions.
The carbon sequestration potential of the Highlands of Chiapas was estimated, based on an
incentive program that would stimulate small farmers and rural communities to adopt
biomass-accumulating measures,such asagroforestry orimprovedforest management.
Current vegetation types,landcover andcarbon stocksweremeasured orestimated of an area
of around 600,000 ha in southern Mexico.The carbon sequestration potential of anumber of
alternative land-use techniques, based on farmers' preferences, was estimated. Cost and
benefit flows in $US perMegagram (=106 g)of carbon (MgC) of each current and alternative
system weredeveloped. Amodel wasdesigned tocalculate theexpected response to financial
incentives of between $US 0 and 40 per MgC sequestered. It was estimated that 38 * 106
MgC could be sequestered for under $US 15 MgC"1, of which 32 * 106 MgC by means of
sustainable forest management.Thechoiceof abaseline rateof biomass loss inthe "businessas-usual" scenario remains a critical issue to estimate the carbon sequestration potential of
forestry.
Uncertainties are inevitable in any estimation procedure of greenhouse gas dynamics. These
may be dueto distinct definitions of concepts, such as source or sink category, differences in
assumptions ormeasurement units,the useof simplified "averaged" values, uncertainty in the
basic socio-economic activity data which are driving land-use change, and lack of scientific
understanding of the basic processes that are leading to carbon emissions and removals
(TPCC,1996).
The main sources of uncertainties observed in the calculations of the GHG-offset potential of
aforestry project were related to:(i) classification of LU/LC types,with observed differences
of upto around 8% in land cover estimations; (ii) estimation of C-stocks within each LU/LC
type, with uncertainties varying from around 13 to 34% in total C-stock; (iii) historical evidence of LU/LC changes and related GHG fluxes applied in baselines, giving rise to uncertainties of upto about 16%inthe estimation of fluxes, whereas varying baseline assumptions
produced differences between 31 and 73% in the C-mitigation calculations, with levels of
uncertainty in the differences of up to 74%; and (iv) simulation techniques used to calculate
future baseline and project C-fluxes, which generated uncertainties of up to around 10% in
overall C-mitigation estimations.
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In Mexico, an estimated 4.5 x 106ha are available for farm forestry, while up to 6.1 x 106ha
can be saved from deforestation if current shifting agriculture practices could be more productive and sustainable. Various farm forestry systems aretechnically, socially and economically viable,including livefences, coffee with shadetrees,plantations, tree enrichment of fallows, and taungya, with acarbon sequestration potential varying from 17.6to 176.3MgCha"
'. A self-reporting system with on-site spot-checks is the most appropriate method to assess
the impact on carbon fluxes of a farm-forestry project, which typically include a high diversity of small-scale systems and numerous participants. The monitoring and evaluation procedure outlined in this study, facilitates the collection of field data at low cost, helps to ensure
that the systems continue to address the needs of farmers, and gives the farmers an understandingofthe valueofthe service thatthey areproviding.
Any method to estimate carbon dynamics has to deal with sources and levels of variability
and uncertainties in data. In this dissertation various approaches were used to estimate the
impact of variability or uncertainty in data or assumptions. In Chapter 3,the standard deviation of collected biomass data was used as an indicator toestimate the confidence interval of
the regional C flux. In Chapter 4, the uncertainty of information was dealt with by varying
tree growth due toexpected differences in site conditions. In Chapter 5, a sensitivity analysis
was used to test the impact of baseline emission assumptions and capital interest rates on the
cost of mitigating one Mg carbon. Varying baseline assumptions and carbon transfer parameters within aforest ecosystem wasused inChapter 6toidentify the most important sources
oferrorintheCmitigation estimation offorestry projects.
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RESUMEN
Aunque el mecanismo de desarrollo limpio del protocolo de Kioto sobre cambio climatico
aun no incluye medidas forestales, es muy probable su inclusion en alguna fase posterior,
dada laimportancia de losbosques tropicales en el ciclo global del carbono.La aplicacion de
politicas forestales y de uso de suelo para mitigar el efecto del cambio climatico puede
atender almismotiempo otras necesidades yasf ofrecer mecanismos efectivos ybaratos para
combinarlamitigacion del cambioclimatico con larestauracion dela biosfera. Los proyectos
de mitigacion de gases de invernadero en el sector forestal son particularmente atractivos
cuando se combinan con metas sociales, ecologicas, y economicas. La acreditacion de las
actividades forestales para la mitigacion de carbono hasta la fecha han sido con base en
proyectos individuales,estimandoel impacto del proyecto mismo sobre los flujos de carbono
a la atmosfera, con escenarios de la linea de base y del proyecto dentro los limites del
proyecto mismo. Las experiencias de estos proyectos sientan bases importantes para el
desarrollo defuturos proyectos.
Elpresenteestudiotrataderesponder algunas de laspreguntas importantes que surgen cuando
se quieren aplicar proyectos con un alto potencial ecologico en areas rurales habitadas por
campesinos de bajos recursos, para mitigar excesos de carbono. La implementacion de este
tipo de proyectos a nivel de productor o comunidad, involucra un gran numero de participantes,con una gran variedad de sistemas a pequena escala distribuidos sobre grandes areas,
cada uno con un manejo especifico para cada sitio, adaptado individualmente a los intereses
personales,alascondiciones locales yalasexperiencias previas decada productor.
En este contexto general se desarrollo el proyecto piloto internacional para el secuestro de
carbono ymanejo forestal comunitarioScolel Teen Chiapas,Mexico.Comoparte integral de
este proyecto, las siguientes preguntas requerfan una respuesta: (i)^Cual es el efecto de
cambio de uso de suelo ycobertura vegetal sobre los flujos de carbono en paisajes altamente
fragmentados?; (ii)^,Cuales de las alternativas de uso de suelo que contribuyen a mitigar las
emisiones de gases de invernadero prefieren implementar los productores de escasos
recursos?; (iii) i Cual es el potencial de mitigacion de carbono de los sistemas forestales y
agroforestales seleccionados por los productores, y cual es el costo de su implementacion?;
(iv)^Cualesson las fuentes yniveles deincertidumbreen loscalculos de flujos decarbonoen
sistemas forestales fragmentados que estan sujetos a cambios constantes?; y (v) ^Es posible
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desarrollar sistemas de monitoreo efectivos y baratos para proyectos forestales para la
mitigation decarbono aplicadosporcampesinos?
El sector forestal tfpicamente se centra en el uso de la vegetation lenosa presente en un area
dada.Estaactividad puede serconsiderada comoun usodesueloocomoactividades humanas
que impactan lacobertura natural 6inducida. Laultima definition esmasconveniente cuando
el analisis se centra en la evaluation del impacto forestal sobre la dinamica de carbono. Las
estimaciones del impacto de un proyecto forestal sobre los reservorios y flujos de carbono
dependen delaselection del limite geografico yde lainclusion oexclusion deloscomponentesdel sistema. Serequiere una linea debase tantopara evaluar el impacto del proyecto sobre
la captura de carbono, como para verificar que dicho impacto es adicional a la dinamica del
carbono en ausencia del proyecto. El termino "fuga" esta muy relacionado con el concepto
"linea de base",yaque indica losimpactos positivos onegativos del proyecto sobre los flujos
de gases de invernadero, que ocurren afuera del limite geografico, sectorial o temporal del
proyecto.
Sepresentan losresultados deunestudioque serealizoen unpaisaje altamente fragmentado e
impactado por actividades humanas. Con el fin de estimar los flujos de carbono entre los
ecosistemas terrestres ylaatmosfera entre 1970s y 1990s,se aplicaron datos dedensidades de
carbono por unidad desuperficie conbaseen datos colectados en el campoymapasdeusode
suelo ycobertura vegetal elaborados pororganizaciones gubernamentales Mexicanas.El flujo
neto de carbono fue calculado, restando los reservorios de carbono de las dos epocas que
abarcan 16 afios. Durante este periodo los bosques cerrados disminuyeron en un 50%,
mientras que los bosques degradados y/o fragmentados se expandieron en un 56%,las areas
decultivoen 8% ylas depastizales en 30%.El total de carbono presente en las clases de uso
de suelo vario entre 504 MgC ha"1 en bosques de encino ynebliselva a 147 MgC ha"1 en los
pastizales. Las diferencias en densidades de carbono entre las clases de habitat se debieron a
cambios en biomasa. La materia organica en el suelo no mostro diferencias significativas. En
total alrededor de 20 x 106 MgC fueron emitidos a la atmosfera durante el periodo cubierto
por el estudio. Aproximadamente 34%del reservorio de vegetation de 1975 desaparecio. La
region Altos de Chiapas contribuyo en 3% a las emisiones nacionales de carbono, mientras
queel arearepresenta alrededor del0.3%delasuperficie deMexico.
Serealizo un estudio defactibilidad para (i)identificar los sistemas agroforestales y forestales
ecologicamente factibles y preferidos por los campesinos y estimar ex ante su potencial de
secuestro de carbono (ii) evaluar el potencial economico del secuestro de carbono de estos
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sistemas. El estudio fue realizado por un grupo multidisciplinario de investigadores con
campesinos de dos regiones ecologicas e indfgenas, las zonasTojolabal yTzeltal deChiapas,
Mexico. En total cinco sistemas fueron considerados viables, con variaciones locales de
seleccion de especies, arreglos espaciales, yrotaciones de arboles.El potencial de captura de
carbono varioconsiderablemente entre los sistemas yregiones (de 26.7 a 338.9MgCha"1).El
costo total por MgC ha"1 vario entre $US 1.84 y 3.98 para los sistemas seleccionados en la
zonaTzeltal yentre $US 1.47 y 11.15para los sistemas en lazona Tojolabal. Las diferencias
en los costos dentro una misma region se deben a las diferencias en los costos de
establecimiento yoportunidad, mientrasque las diferencias entre las dos zonas se deben alas
diferencias enelpotencial decapturaentrelasregiones.
El potencial de captura para Los Altos de Chiapas se estimo bajo un programa de incentivos
que estimularia a los campesinos y comunidades rurales a adoptar medidas para acumular
biomasa atraves del establecimiento de sistemas agroforestales ydel manejo de losbosques.
Para ello, secalcularon las superficies de vegetation yuso de suelo y se estimaron los reservorios de carbono presentes en un area de alrededor de 600,000 ha en el sur de Mexico.
Asimismo, se estimo el potencial de captura de carbono de practicas alternativas de uso de
suelo,basadasen lapreferencia deloscampesinos. Secalcularon flujos decostos y beneficios
en $US por MgC para cada sistema actual ypotencial. Se diseno un modelo para calcular el
potencial de captura a partir de incentivos financieros entre $US 0 y 40 para cada MgC
secuestrado. El manejo de bosques naturales en areas comunales parece el metodo mas
economico para el secuestro de carbono. Con un costo menor a $US 15 MgC"1, en total se
pudiera secuestrar hasta 38 x 106MgC, de los cuales el 84% a traves de manejo forestal. La
seleccion deunatasadeperdidaanualdecarbono para la lineadebase seconsidero un asunto
critico para el calculo de la efectividad economica de proyectos forestales para la captura de
carbono.
Secompararon varios metodos paraestimar el impacto de sistemas forestales y agroforestales
sobre los flujos de carbono. En cualquier estimation de dinamica de gases de invernadero
inevitablemente existen incertidumbres, debido a las diferencias en la interpretation de los
conceptos emision o reservorio, en las unidades de medicion, en el uso de valores "promedio", en las variaciones en los datos basicos de las actividades socio-economicas, y a la falta
de entendimiento cientifico de los procesos basicos en la production de emisiones y en la
captura de carbono (IPCC, 1996).Los factores principales de incertidumbreen el calculo del
impacto deun proyecto forestal sobre los flujos de gases de invernadero, serelacionaron con:
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(i) clasificacion de tipos se uso de suelo ycobertura vegetal, con diferencias hasta un 8%en
las estimaciones de las superficies; (ii) estimaciones de los reservorios de carbono en cada
tipo de uso de suelo, con incertidumbre que variaron entre 13% y 34% del reservorio total;
(iii) evidencias historicas de cambios de uso de suelo yflujos de carbono aplicados en lfneas
de base, dando niveles de incertidumbres hasta unos 16%,mientras que las variaciones en la
definition dela linea debase mostraron diferencias entre 31 y73%en loscalculos decaptura
deC,connivelesdeincertidumbre hasta de74%;y(iv)diferentes tecnicas de simulation para
proyectar futures flujos de carbono para las lfneas de base yproyectos generaron un nivel de
incertidumbre de aproximadamente 10%.
En Mexico, alrededor de4.5 x 106ha son disponibles para la agroforesteria, mientras que 6.1
x 106 ha se pueden rescatar de la deforestation a traves de proyectos que mejoran la rozatumba-quema. Varios sistemas forestales y agroforestales son viables desde el punto de vista
tecnico, social y economico, incluyendo cercos vivos, cafe con sombra mejorada, plantaciones, acahual mejorado, ytaungya, con un potencial de captura de carbono que varia entre
17.6 y 176.3MgC ha"1.Un sistema de control intemocon muestreos aleatorios insituparece
el metodo mas apropiado para monitorear el impacto sobre los flujos de carbono de un
proyectoforestal realizadoporcampesinos,elcualtipicamenteincluye unagran diversidad de
sistemas en pequena escala ynumerosos participantes. El metodo de monitoreo y evaluation
que sepropone en este estudio facilita lacoleccion deinformation en forma efectiva ya bajo
costo,asegura queel sistema atienda demaneracontinua lasnecesidades deloscampesinos,y
facilita lacomprension deloscampesinos del valordel servicioqueestan ofreciendo.
En esta disertacion se utilizaron varios metodos para calcular el impacto de la variabilidad e
incertidumbre en los datos. En capitulo 3 se utilizo la desviacion estandar como indicador
para estimar los rangos de confiabilidad de los flujos de carbono en el ambito regional. En el
capitulo 4 se aplico un rango de incremento anual del componente arboreo debido a las
diferencias en la calidad del sitio. En capitulo 5 se utilizo un analisis de sensibilidad para
determinar el impacto sobre el costo de captura de carbono aplicando variaciones en la linea
debase ytasas deinteres.Encapitulo 6semodificaron lasconsideraciones delalineadebase
y los parametros de transferencia de carbono entre los diferentes reservorios de un sistema
forestal, con el fin de identificar las fuentes de error mas importantes en las estimaciones de
captura decarbono.
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SAMENVATTING
Bosbouwkundige maatregelen zijn nog niet gespecificeerd in het Kyoto protocol over klimaatsverandering. Gezien het belang van de tropische bossen in de globale koolstofhuishouding zullen deze in de naaste toekomst naar alle waarschijnlijkheid nog worden toegevoegd. Aangezien bosbouw en andere landbouwkundige maatregelen die deklimaatsverandering kunnen tegengaan tevens andere belangen kunnen dienen, worden ze beschouwd als
zeerkosten-effectieve maatregelen. Projecten inde land-en bosbouwsector diekoolstof uitde
atmosfeer kunnen halen zijn met name aantrekkelijk als deze gekoppeld worden aan lokale
sociale,ecologische eneconomische doelstellingen.
Bosbouwactiviteiten die tevens de koolstof uit de atmosfeer vastleggen, zijn tot nu toe alleen
opprojectbasis ontwikkeld, waarbij het effect van hetproject vergeleken wordt meteen hypothetisch 'referentie scenario'. De ervaringen die in de huidige proefperiode opgedaan worden
metdit soort projecten zijn van grootbelang voorhetontwikkelen vantoekomstige projecten.
In deze dissertatie wordt antwoord gegeven op vragen die opkomen als projecten, die ecologisch gezien koolstof uit de atmosfeer kunnen vastleggen, vertaald moeten worden in projecten die toegepast worden in landschappen die door kleinschalige boeren worden beheerd.
Bosbouwprojecten in boerengemeenschappen zullen te maken krijgen met talrijke deelnemers,een grote variatie van kleinschalige systemen verspreid over grote gebieden, waarbij
iedereboerdevoorgestelde systemen aanpast aanzijn persoonlijke interesses, lokale condities
enkennis.
In het kader van de "Scolel Te international pilot project for carbon sequestration and community forestry in Chiapas, Mexico", worden in dit boek de volgende wetenschappelijke
vragen beantwoord: (i) Wat is het effect van veranderingen in landgebruik op de koolstofhuishouding in een dichtbevolkt landschap? (ii) Welke landgebruiksystemen die kunnen
bijdragen aan deklimaatsproblematiek worden het liefst door kleinschalige boeren toegepast?
(iii) Hoeveel koolstof kan er gebonden worden met deze door boeren geselecteerde
landgebruiksystemen en wat zijn de kosten die er aan verbonden zijn? (iv) Wat zijn de
bronnen van onzekerheid in de berekeningsmethodes die toegepast worden om de koolstofbinding in bosbouwsystemen te schatten? (v) Kan een effectief systeem worden opgezet om
dekoolstofbinding vanboerenbosbouwprojecten tecontroleren?
In dit boek wordt een korte uitleg gegeven van de belangrijkste conceptuele problemen in de
relatie bosbouw - klimaatsverandering. Bosbouw betreft met name het gebruik van houtige
gewassen op een bepaald stuk land, wat gezien kan worden als een soort landgebruik of als
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een menselijke activiteit dat ingrijpt in natuurlijke of door mensen ontwikkelde ecosystemen.
De tweede benadering lijkt aantrekkelijker, als een schatting gemaakt dient te worden van het
effect van bosbouw opde koolstofhuishouding.
Het effect van bosbouw op koolstofreservoirs en -huishouding hangt in grote mate af van de
ligging van de geografische- en systeemgrenzen. Om het effect van een project te schatten
dient er een referentie scenario te worden ontwikkeld, waarmee het additionele effect van het
project geschat kan worden. Het referentie scenario hangt nauw samen met het lekkageprobleem, dat op zijn beurt gedefinieerd wordt als de positieve en negatieve effecten van een
project buiten degeografische- en systeemgrenzen, dievastgesteldzijn inhet project.
Deze studie heeft als doel de hoeveel koolstof te schatten die is vrijgekomen door veranderingen in het landgebruik in een gebied van ongeveer 600 000 ha gelegen in de centrale
hooglanden van Chiapas, Mexico. De hoeveelheid aanwezige koolstof werd gemeten in de
meest algemene ecosystemen die in het gebied voorkomen en vermenigvuldigd met de
oppervlaktes diedoordezeecosystemen indejaren zeventig ennegentigwerden bedekt.Door
dehoeveelheid koolstof dieaanwezig wasinbeideperiodes van elkaar aftetrekken,werdeen
schatting gemaakt van de hoeveelheid koolstof die in de atmosfeer terecht is gekomen in de
vorm van CO2. Gedurende deze periode nam de totale oppervlakte van gesloten bos af met
ongeveer 50%,terwijl deoppervlakte van verstoord bos toenam met 56%, landbouwgebieden
met 8% en graslanden met 30%. De hoeveelheid koolstof die aanwezig was in de
verschillende ecosystemen varieerde van 504MgC ha"1in eiken en nevelbossen, tot ongeveer
147MgC ha"1ingraslanden.De verschillen zijn metnametoete schrijven aande hoeveelheid
levende biomassa. De koolstof in organisch bodemmateriaal varieerde niet veel. In totaal
werd naar schatting 20 x 106 MgC aan de atmosfeer toegevoegd. Ongeveer 34% van de
koolstof dieindejaren zeventig inde vegetatie aanwezig was,verdween in dejaren negentig.
De hooglanden van Chiapas droegen ongeveer 3%bij aan de nationale koolstofuitstoot veroorzaakt door landgebruik, terwijl het gebied maar 0.3% van het totale Mexicaanse
landoppervlak beslaat.
Deze studie werd uitgevoerd (i) om te bepalen welke agroforestry en bosbouwkundige
systemen de boeren toepassen en hoeveel koolstof door deze systemen zou kunnen worden
vastgelegd en (ii) wat het economisch potentieel aan koolstofvastlegging zou zijn als deze
systemen zouden worden toegepast. Een groep wetenschappers en boeren voerden de studie
uit in twee etnische gebieden in Chiapas, Mexico. In totaal werden vijf systemen door de
boeren geselecteerd, met lokale aanpassingen wat betreft soortensamenstelling, aantallen
bomen en rotaties. De hoeveelheid koolstof die door deze systemen kan worden vastgelegd
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liep sterk uiteen, zowel in de systemen als in de regio's (van 26.7 tot 338.9 MgC ha"1). De
totale kosten per MgC ha"1 varieerden van $US 1.84 tot 3.98 voor de systemen in het Tzeltal
gebied en van $US 1.47 tot 11.15 voor de systemen in de Tojolabal regio. De verschillen in
kostprijs ineen regio zijn toete schrijven aan de verschillen in dekosten van het opzetten van
de systemen en de inkomsten die verloren gaan door het veranderen van bestaande systemen.
De verschillen in kostprijs tussen de twee gebieden zijn toe te schrijven aan de verschillen in
dehoeveelheid koolstof dieindegebieden en systemen vastgelegd kunnen worden.
De gegevens van voorgaande studies zijn samengevoegd om een schatting te maken van de
hoeveelheid koolstof die vastgelegd zou kunnen worden als de door boeren geselecteerde
landgebruikmethodes zouden worden toegepast in de hooglanden van Chiapas. Een kostenbaten berekening van elk huidig en alternatief landgebruik werd opgesteld, uitgedrukt in $US
MgC"1. Een model werd ontwikkeld waarmee berekend kan worden hoeveel koolstof kan
worden vastgelegd als financiele bijdragen van $US 0 tot 40 MgC"1 aan de boeren zouden
worden verstrekt. Naar schatting 38 x 10 MgC zou in het gebied kunnen worden vastgelegd
met financiele bijdragen tot $US 15MgC"1,waarvan 32 x 106MgC via duurzaam beheervan
bossen. Het vaststellen van een referentie scenario blijkt echter een belangrijke bron van
onzekerheid indeeffectiviteitberekening van koolstofvastlegging in bosbouw.
Onzekerheden in schattingen van koolstofstromen in ecosystemen zijn onvermijdelijk, deels
door verschillen in interpretatie van basisconcepten, zoals bronnen en reservoirs, deels door
verschillen in vooronderstellingen en door gebruik van vereenvoudigde rekenmethodes, zoals
'gemiddelde' waarden. Onzekerheden in gegevens betreffende de sociaal-economische
activiteiten kunnen de berekeningen ook beinvloeden , alsmede het gebrek aan inzicht in de
basisprocessen die leiden tot koolstofuitstoot of-vastlegging (IPCC, 1996).
De belangrijkste bronnen van onzekerheid in de berekeningen van de koolstofhuishouding in
bosbouw hadden betrekking op: (i) classificatie van landgebruik en vegetatie, met verschillen
tot rond 8% in geschatte oppervlaktes; (ii) schattingen van de hoeveelheid koolstof per
oppervlakte-eenheid en vegetatieklasse, metonzekerheden dievarieren van 13tot 34%van de
gemiddelde koolstofreservoir; (iii) historische gegevens van veranderingen in landgebruik en
dedaaraan gekoppelde koolstofuitwisselingen, metonzekerheden die kunnen oplopen totrond
16% van de geschatte waarden, terwijl variaties in referentie scenario's verschillen kunnen
veroorzaken van 31 tot 74% in de geschatte hoeveelheden koolstof, met onzekerheden in de
verschillen die kunnen oplopen tot74%;en (iv) simulatietechnieken diede koolstofstromen in
de referentie- en projectscenario's schatten, met onzekerheden van ongeveer 10% van de
schattingen.
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In Mexico zijn ongeveer 4.5 x 106ha beschikbaar voor boerenbosbouw, terwijl 6.1 x 106ha
bos kan worden beschermd, als de huidige zwerflandbouwmethodes zouden worden
aangepast. Er zijn verschillende landgebruiksystemen ontwikkeld die technisch, economisch
en sociaal gezien zouden kunnen worden toegepast, zoals bomen in plaats van palen in
omheiningen, schaduwbomen in koffieplantages, bosplantages, taungya. Deze systemen kunnen naarschatting 17.6tot 176.3MgC ha"1koolstof vastleggen.
Om de voortgang van dit soort projecten te kunnen controleren en de koolstofvastlegging te
meten, is een rapporteringssysteem ontwikkeld waarbij de boeren zelf de voortgang van hun
project beschrijven, met steekproefsgewijze controles in het veld om de juistheid van de
verstrekte gegevens te testen. De procedure die in deze studie wordt beschreven is kostenbesparend, verhoogt de kans dat de systemen werkelijk in de behoeftes van de boeren voorzien,enbiedtdeboermeerinzicht indeecologische waarden van duurzaam landgebruik.
Elke methode die toegepast wordt om koolstofuitwisselingen te schatten, heeft te maken met
variaties en onzekerheden in gegevens. In dit boek worden verschillende methodes gebruikt
om het effect van de variatie en onzekerheden in gegevens te schatten. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt
de standaarddeviatie in de verzamelde biomassa-gegevens gebruikt om het betrouwbaarheidsinterval van de koolstofuitstoot te berekenen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de variatie in
groeiverwachtingen van de bomen gebruikt om verschillen in standplaats in te calculeren. In
hoofdstuk 5wordt een sensitivity analyse toegepast om het effect te berekenen van variaties
in referentie scenario's en rentetarieven op de kostprijs van het vastleggen van een MgC. In
hoofdstuk 6 worden tenslotte variaties in referentie scenario's en koolstofuitwisselingsprocessen binnen een ecosysteem gebruikt om de belangrijkste bronnen van onzekerheid aan
tekunnen tonen.
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GLOSSARY
The following are brief descriptions of the most important terms used in or related to the
book. The definitions related to the Framework Convention on Climate Change are adapted
from official andnon-official documents published byIPCC.
Activity inthecontext of thisdissertation isdefined asan action or setof actions,operatingon
some aspect of aterrestrial ecosystem, within adefinable physical area, that results in anet
changeintheflow of carbon totheatmosphere.
Additionally within thecontext of theFramework Convention onClimate Change means any
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, attributed to a project, and that would not have
occurred otherwise. NOTE: Additionality is clear as a concept, but to assess if any given
observed change in carbon stocks is "additional" is far from straightforward, because the
"without project" or "business as usual" baselines arecounterfactual constructs that cannot
beobserved, oncetheproject isongoing(SeealsoChapter5and6).
Afforestation refers to the establishment of a forest or stand in an area where the preceding
vegetation orland usewasnot forest sincehuman memory.
Agroforestry is the underlying principle of land-use systems and technologies, in which
woody perennials are deliberately used on the same land-management units as agricultural
crops and/or animals, in some form of spatial arrangement and/or temporal sequence, and
withecological and/oreconomic interactions between thedifferent components.
Annex-1 country is a country mentioned on the list in Annex 1, in the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. NOTE: These countries are committed to
adopt national policies and to take measures to mitigate climate change. The list includes
the OECDcountries asof 1992,the countries intransition to an open market economy, and
thecountries oftheEuropean Economic Community.
Anthropogenic or human-induced or man-made, means resulting from human activities.
NOTE: Many of the greenhouse gases are emitted naturally. NOTE: It is only the manmade additions beyond natural emissions, which may unbalance natural balances and
modify therateof climatechange.
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Basal area (g) is the area of the cross section of a tree stem, generally at breast height (h =
1.30 m)and inclusive bark, expressed in m2;also referring to the sum of the cross sections
of thetreespresent onasurface unit (G),thelattergenerally expressed inm2ha"1.
Baseline refers tothecollective setof economic,financial, regulatory and political conditions
beyond aproject, within which aproject will operate during its lifetime. NOTE: There are
two approaches to setting baselines. In the first, historical data sets are used to project
trends forward into the future according to some model based on the best available
information regarding government policies and changing economic, social, and physical
conditions.An alternative approach istodevelopperformance standards orbenchmarks for
project types, adjusting the standards to 'fit' local conditions and updating them regularly
asmethodological refinements aremade.
Baseline uncertaintyis the uncertainty in baseline assumptions that can only be estimated.
NOTE: Indeed,baseline determination is inherently acounterfactual exercise, based on the
establishment of a series of plausible, but immeasurable assumptions. Consequently, any
mitigation project isalwaysexposedtothis uncertainty.
Benchmark(orPerformance criteria)isthe set of recognized project performance standards,
herereferred toasthe setof standardsfor environmental management thatcouldbeadapted
to monitor the associated sustainable development impacts of site-specific mitigation
projects, such as the ISO 14000 standards. NOTE: This latter standard is designed to
monitor the impacts of a project on the quality of environmental components such as air,
water and soil by using abroad assortment of standardized sampling, testing and analytical
methods.
Biomass is the total weight or volume of organic material both above ground and below
ground, and both living and dead. NOTE: It includes, among others, trees, crops, grasses,
tree litter, roots, fauna, etc. In this study, biomass is generally limited to the weight of
vegetative material perunit area.
Biomass fuel is the amount of biomass burned for energy purposes, also including gases
recovered from thedecomposition of organic material.
Biosphere isthe spheric layer of and above theearth crust regulated by living organisms,and
wherethesecan subsist.
Canopy is the mass of foliage and branches formed collectively by the crowns of trees,
including thephyllosphere.
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Carbon accounting is a system of calculus designed to record, summarize, and report the
quantity of carbon stored in sinksthrough applicable land-use change and forestry activities
for aspecific periodoftime.
Carbon allocation is the distribution of carbon and energy (photosynthates) to the various
organsof aplantorcomponents of anecosystem.
Carboncycleisthe exchange of carbon between the atmosphere, ocean, terrestrial, biosphere
and geological deposits,considered toform acyclic flux.
Carbon densityisthenumerical measure of total carbon in aunit area. NOTE:Inthis studyit
isgenerally limitedtotheamount of organic carbon inthebiomass andsoil.
Carbonflow is the movement of carbon between living and dead components within an
ecosystem orbetween anecosystem anditsenvironment.
Carbonoffset is the amount of carbon withdrawn from the atmosphere for sufficient time to
compensate for atmospheric warming over aperiod of 100years,caused by anemission of
a specified quantity ofCO2or aCO2equivalent quantity of other greenhouse gases.NOTE:
In this study it refers tothe quantity of carbon withdrawn from the atmosphere and stocked
vegetation andsoil.
Carbon pool is any of the above- or below-ground biomass compartments of an ecosystem,
such as stems, branches, leaves and roots of living and dead plants, litter, humus, soil
organicmatter, and fauna.
Carbon sequestrationor mitigation is the incorporation of carbon, otherwise threatened to
disappear, by growing new biomass or conserving biomass per unit area. NOTE: The
carbon can be locked up in wood, leaves, roots, litter, and soil. Part of the carbon will be
released again after beingsequestered, duetorespiration anddecomposition processes.
Chiapasisthesouthern-most stateof Mexico,bordering Guatemala.
Climate change is the change in climate beyond and above natural climate variability as
observed over comparable time periods, directly or indirectly attributed to human activities
that alterthecomposition ofthe global atmosphere.
CO2 equivalentis the concentration of CO2exercising the same amount of radiative forcing
asthegiven mixture ofCO2andothergreenhousegases.
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Communityforestry isthe useof public orcommunal land for treegrowingin forest-like land
usesystemstomeet communityneeds.
Compliance is the act of conforming or yielding to a specified norm or protocol. NOTE: In
the sense of this study, the compliance issue can be thought of as verification of or
adherence toestablished and agreednorms.
Confidence is the trust in a measurement or estimate. NOTE: Confidence in estimates helps
toreach aconsensus thatthedatacanbeappliedtoproblem solving.
Confidence interval is acalculated interval for which one can assert with agiven probability,
called the degree of confidence or the confidence coefficient, that it will contain the true
valueofthe variableitisintended toestimate.
Consistency (in statistics) is the probability that an estimator depending on the sample size n
will assume a value arbitrarily close to the variable that it is intended to estimate
approaches one, when n becomes infinite. NOTE: In the IPCC context, consistency can
mean thatthemethodsusedarethesamethroughout thetime series reported.
Correlationisamathematical relationship of association ordependence between thevaluesof
twoormorequalitative orquantitative variables.
Correlation coefficient (r) is a measure that expresses the linear relationship between two
quantitative variables.NOTE:The valueof rcan range from -1to +1, where 0indicates no
linear relationship, whereas -1 and +1 indicate a perfect negative (inverse) and a perfect
positiverelationship, respectively.
Cost-effectiveness is a criterion that specifies in how far a technology or measure delivers a
goodorservice atequal or lowercostthan currentpractice.
Deciduousness is regular leaf loss by perennial plants or forests during some specific season
ofthe year.EXAMPLES:deciduous tree,deciduous forest.
Deforestation is the long-term or permanent removal of forest cover from a land surface and
subsequent conversion to non-forested land-use. NOTE: This means that the common
definition of reforestation in forestry as described below is not the antonym tothe common
definition of deforestation. That is, in forestry practice reforestation is commonly used to
refer to any act of re-establishing a forest when it follows a long period of deforestation
(but within human memory, i.e. 50 years says FAO), contrarily to afforestation (after more
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than 50years)orforest regeneration immediately after wood harvesting,the latternot being
equated with deforestation.
Diameter at BreastHeight (in this study abbreviated as DBH and Duo) is the diameter at a
fixedheight abovethe ground, inthecase of this study atthe internationally accepted value
of 1.30 meters(IUFROconvention).
Discountingisthemechanism bywhich avalue for timeistranslated intoeconomic decisionmaking.
Discountrateisthe annualrate atwhich theeffect of future events orexpenditures is reduced
soastobecomparabletotheeffect ofpresent eventsorexpenditures.
Ejido is a term used in Mexico for a productive grouping of people with land, given in
common usufruct after the 1917revolution.
Emission ceilingis the total allowable emission assigned to a country or group of countries
within aframework ofmaximumtotalemissions.
Enrichedfallow is the set of woody species planted and left to grow during the "fallow
phase" of slash-and-burn agriculture (or shifting cultivation) to yield additional crops or to
shorten thefallow period. (SeealsoFallow andSlash-and-burn agriculture).
Estimateisaquantitative assumption,based onthebest scientific dataavailable.
Evaluationcombines evaluation of both impact and process of a particular project, typically
entailing a more in-depth and rigorous analysis of a project using the monitored data and
information. NOTE: Project evaluation in the case of greenhouse gas mitigation projects
would includegreenhouse-gas andnon-greenhouse-gas impacts,andcouldinclude repeated
estimation of thebaseline,and leakage.
Fallow is the phase of the Slash-and-burnagriculturewhen the land is left to rest. NOTE:
Usually on the land in rest a shrub and/or tree vegetation develops, which often provides
products,such asfodder, fuelwood, and fruits.
Farmforestry isthepracticeof farmers togrow tree stands and/or woodlots onparts of theire
farmland.
FCCC or UNFCCCistheUnited NationsFramework Convention onClimateChange.
Flux orFlowis the transfer of (part) of acompartment to another compartment either within
thesystem boundaries,orbetween the system andits environment.
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Forestisan areaof landof morethan 0.5hectares,occupied bytreeswith atotal crown cover
of more than 10 percent (IPCC definition). NOTE: The trees should be able to reach a
minimum height of 5meters at maturity. Forest may consist either of closedforest formations where tree crowns of various heights and undergrowth together cover a high proportion of the ground (often defined as more than 40%); or openforest formations with a
continuous vegetation cover in which tree crown cover exceeds 10percent (in ourcase less
than40%).Young natural stands and allplantations established for forestry purposes which
have yet to reach a crown density of 10percent or tree height of 5 m are included in the
definition of forest, as are areas temporarily without trees as aresult of human intervention
or natural causes, but which are expected to revert to forest soon. In other words, all
development phases of aforest areaareincluded.
Global warmingis the predicted increase in the earth's mean temperature due to the use of
fossil fuels and certain industrial and agricultural processes leading to a buildup of
"greenhouse gases" in the atmosphere. NOTE: these gases are principally carbon dioxide,
methane,nitrous oxide,chlorofluorocarbons, andwater vapor.
Greenhousegas allows the shorter wavelengths of radiant energy (such as visible light) to
pass through it, but absorbs some of the longer wavelengths of radiant energy (such as
infrared radiation). NOTE: Visible sunlight readily passes through the greenhouse gases to
reach the earth's surface, which it warms. The earth's surface, much cooler than the sun,
emits radiant energy in the form of longer infrared waves. The greenhouse gases absorb
someoftheseinfrared waves emitted bytheearth's surface. When greenhouse gases absorb
infrared energy,they transfer thisenergy toother gasesandthe atmosphere warmsup.
HighlandsofChiapasor CentralPlateaucomprises a limestone mass with volcanic rocks at
the highest peaks (See also Fig 3.1). NOTE: In this study only the area above 1,500 m
altitudeoftheCentral Plateau isconsidered.
Humanmemory, according toFAOcovers atimespan offifty years.
Implementation cost is the sum of all costs involved to establish and maintain a certain
human enterprise,here aland-use system,including capital,labor andoperatingcosts.
Increment(i)istheincrease of individual trees (i)orstands (I)within agiven timeperiod, the
former usually expressed in cm yr'1 increase in diameter and the latter in m3 yr-1 ha"1
increaseinwood volume (international IUFRO definitions).
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IPCC is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a special intergovernmental body
established byUNEPandtheWMOtoprovide assessments of theresultsof climate change
research topolicymakers.
Joint Implementation refers to the mechanism in which greenhouse-gas emission reductions
or offsets in one country counterbalance emissions generated in other countries, in order to
achieve reductions agreed under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change.
Land cover is the observed physical and biological cover of the earth's lands, such as
vegetation orman-made features.
Land use isthe total of arrangements, activities and inputs that people undertake in a certain
landcovertype.
Landscape is considered the landform of a region together with its associated habitats at
scales that range from some hectares to many square kilometers. NOTE: arural landscape
mayincludeforests, cropland,pasture,rivers,andhuman settlements.
Landscapefragmentation is the process in which rather homogeneous eco-units within a
landscape are divided into a mosaic of smaller patches of distinct eco-units. NOTE: for a
morefundamental definition seealsoRossignol et al.,1998.
Leakage is the shifting of activities with greenhouse gas implications beyond the project
boundaries orother types of system boundaries.NOTE: Leakage can be induced by several
different mechanisms, such as activity displacement, demand displacement, or investment
crowding (SeealsoChapter2).
Lifetimeisthe average period that a given object spends in a given reservoir. NOTE: lifetime
is not tobe confused with the response time of aperturbation in aconcentration. CO2itself
hasnosingle lifetime.
Marginal cost is the cost due to one additional unit of effort. NOTE: in terms of reducing
emissions,itrepresents thecost ofreducingemissionsbyoneunit.
Market-basedincentive isameasure intended todirectly changerelativeprices of products or
servicestoovercome marketbarriers.
Matureforest is aforest that isfully grown and developed. NOTE:inthecontext of this book
it refers to a forest that has reached an equilibrium state between biomass production and
biomass decomposition.
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Measureisany action that can be taken by a government or agroup of governments, often in
conjunction with the private sector, to accelerate the use of technologies or other practices
thatreducegreenhouse gasemissions (definition for thisbook).
Model is an artificial abstract or physical entity that is constructed to represent in some way
theform and/orthefunction ofreal-world systems,entities orprocesses.
Monitoringis a continuous assessment of processes, so that these processes can be corrected.
NOTE:inthisbooktheprocesses arethefunctioning ofproject activities,e.g.themonitoring
of carbon mitigation projects typically measures all significant carbon flows in time with a
view toadjust project activitiesif something goeswrong.
Monitoringdomain is the area that needs to be monitored, based in the present book on the
characteristicsof aparticularmitigation activity.
Mortality is the number, percentage or volume of trees that died in a given time and a given
forest or forest area. NOTE: the cause of mortality has to be specified, e.g. small, regular
natural impacts such as squalls, parasites or thunderbolts, "catastrophes" e.g. storms, fires,
or earthquakes, or anthropogenic impacts, e.g. land conversion, mechanical clearcuts, or
application ofchemicals.Inthepresent bookmortalityrefers tonaturalcauses.
Normal distribution is the classical average distribution of values that, when plotted on a
graph, resembles the shape of a bell; the amount by which values vary from each other
defining theshape of thenormal curve.NOTE: if most of the values aresimilar, the normal
distribution isatall andthin bell shape, whereas ashort and wide bell shape means there is
high variation among the values. One measure of the variation among values is called the
standard deviation.
Old-growthforest isthe collection of stands of trees or forest mosaics,in areas untouched by
humansfor manycenturies.
Opportunitycost generally refers to the cost of an economic activity foregone by the choice
of another activity; in the case of this study it is the lost benefit or rent foregone from
convertingcurrent landusetoan alternative system.
Pajal Ya Cak'tik is the farmers' credit union that started with the Scolel Te pilot carbon
sequestration project inChiapas,Mexico.
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Patch is adiscrete eco-unit, surrounded by a matrix of differing eco-units. NOTE: patches in
a landscape mosaic are coupled by fluxes of organisms, biotic and abiotic energy, and
nutrients.
Perturbation is a discrete event that disrupts ecosystem dynamics, substrate availability, or
thephysical environment.
Phyllosphere istheinterface between theleaves andtheatmosphere.
Photosynthesisrefers tothe conversion process of carbon dioxide and waterto carbohydrates
bygreenplantcellsinthepresence oflight,whereby oxygen isliberated asaby-product.
Plan-vivois a planning tool for farmers and a monitoring tool for the project and its performancewithin thefarmer's production unit.
Policyisaprocedure developed andimplemented byagovernment, inthisbookregarding the
goal ofmitigatingclimatechangebymeansof of technologies andmeasures.
Polygonisaclosedplanefigure bounded bystraight lines.
Precision (of an estimator) is its tendency to have its value cluster closely around the expectedvalueof its sampling distribution.NOTE:precision isrelated inversely tothe varianceof thesampling distribution -thesmallerthe variance,thegreatertheprecision.
Project is a large or major undertaking with discrete actions and clear temporal and
geographical boundaries,involving objectives, money,personnel,and equipment.
Project cost is the sum of all financial costs of a project, including capital, labor, and
operatingcosts.
Qualityassuranceis an indicator of the sum of activities that are implemented to ensure the
collection and presentation of high quality, reliable data.NOTE: In experimental programs,
audits with standard instruments and standard measures are used to establish the reliability
of the experimental procedures. For example, in the biomass inventories of this study,
qualitycontrol standards were developed internally and approvedbyexternal auditing.
Qualitycontrol is the set of procedures and tests that can be performed during the planning
and development of an inventory to ensure that the data quality objectives are being met.
NOTE: Quality control may include criteria tests for data on operations, completeness
criteria,oraveragingtechniques for useindeveloping default parameters.
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Radiativeforcing is the perturbation of the energy balance of the earth-atmosphere system
following changes in compartments of that system or in outside factors. Examples are a
changeintheconcentration of C02 orachange intheenergyoutputof the sun.Theclimate
system respondstotheradiative forcing soastore-establish theenergy balance.
Reforestation is the establishment of trees on land that has been cleared of forest in the
relatively recent past (less than fifty years ago, says FAO). NOTE:Clearing can be caused
by all kinds of natural and anthropic disasters (see Oldeman 1990). Regeneration after
wood harvest is no reforestation, and can be implemented by artificial (plantation) or
natural (spontaneous seeding)methods.
Regeneration is natural or human-induced reproduction of trees directly after harvest or
removal of pre-existing vegetation.
RelativeReductionin Variance (of aparameter) is the maximum variance reduction thatcan
be achieved by knowing the exact value of the particular parameter in an uncertainty
analysiswith variousparameters.
RelativeSpecific Varianceof a parameter is the minimum residual variance if the value of
only the particular parameter remains unknown in an uncertainty analysis with various
parameters.
Reliability is the possible size of error in an estimator. NOTE: This term is often used
interchangeably with consistency. If the approaches and data sources used in aproject are
considered reliable, then users will have an acceptable degree of confidence in the data
developed bythe project.
Remote sensing is the collection of data by a device that is not in physical contact with the
object, area, or phenomenon under investigation. EXAMPLES are aerial photography or
satellite imagery.
Risk is the probability of an event that negatively affects the expected benefits of a project.
NOTE: Land-use projects are exposed to a series of risks, particularly natural and
anthropogenic risks, such as excess or deficits in rainfall or sunlight, pests and diseases,
reductions in growth rates,encroachment or fires.
Scenario is aplausible description of aplan for future development in aparticular way,based
on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about key relationships and
driving forces.
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Scolel Te project is the abbreviated name for the international pilot project for carbon
sequestration andcommunity forestry inChiapas,Mexico.
Secondary succession is the vegetation regrowth starting after the re-setting of the initial
conditions by incomplete elimination of an earlier plant community. NOTE: primary
succession is the vegetation regrowth after complete elimination of an earlier vegetation,
e.g. by volcanic eruptions, complete erosion of biotic soil horizons or inundation during
centuries. Secondary succession starts with a local organic inheritance (e.g. seeds, microorganisms,spores,eggs),primary succession startsfrom zero.
Secondaryvegetation isthevegetation duetosecondary succession.NOTE:regrowth follows
incomplete removal of pre-existing vegetation often due to clearance by man leaving
behind many small biotic components.Inthis study the secondary vegetation dominated by
shrubs is also called secondary shrub vegetation, distinguished from secondary tree
vegetation thatisdominated bytrees.
Selectivecuttingis asilvicultural system directed towardsthe harvesting of certain individual
trees of an existing forest which also activates natural forest regeneration and generally
leadstoaforest mosaic with several ageandsizeclasses (Seealsouneven-aged stands).
Sensitivity analysis is the systematic investigation of the reaction of the simulation in
response to the extreme values of the model's quantitative factors (parameter and input
variables) or to drastic changes in the model's quantitative factors (modules). NOTE:
Sensitivity analysis is primarily concerned with the question to know how model outputs
are affected by large variations in the value of the model components and provides
information in situations where these components are incompletely known or subject to
changes or misinterpretation.
Silvicultureisthe applied ecological science of manipulating aforest in order to fulfill stated
management objectives, by controlling the complete cycle of forest establishment,
composition,growth and regeneration.
Siteisthedirect abiotic andbioticenvironment of aforest, astand,atree,orapopulation.
Sitequalityisaloosetermdenoting therelativeproductivity potential of asitefor aparticular
tree species in plantation, usually expressed as the mean height of acertain set of dominant
treesatacertain age.
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Slash-and-burn agriculture or shifting cultivation is the itinerant form of agriculture,
whereby the farmer clears a parcel of vegetation, burns the residual plant material and
cultivates the soil until it needs to rest in a state of fallow, then moves onto another area
where theprocess starts again.
Speciesaggregates are artificial groups of tree species,classified according to their similarity
in terms of growth and tree form, modeled in this study as compartments of the carbon
flow.
Standis aspecific area within aforest with amore or lesshomogeneous structure intermsof
tree speciescomposition,density,andcondition (silvicultural definition).
Standdynamics is the temporal and spatial variation in stand architecture, biomass, species
composition,treeheight, standdensity, and soilcondition inaparticularsite.
Standstructure is in this book defined as the vertical and horizontal arrangement of plants,
generally limitedtotrees.
Standard Deviation (of a sample of size n) is the square root of the sum of the squared
differences of the samplevaluesandthearithmetic mean,divided byn -1.
Successionis the general trend inplantcommunity composition and structure against time,in
particular regardingtheprocessesof compartments orcomponents replacing each other.
Taungyais a silvicultural system originating from India, in which the initial stages of woody
plantations aremixedwith food plants,andcaredfor bythe farmers.
Terrestrialbiosphereisacollective termfor alllivingorganisms onland of theplanetEarth.
Thinning isthe selectiveremoval oftrees from astand.NOTE:Thinning mayhavenumerous
objectives, e.g. to stimulate the growth of the remaining trees by allowing them access to
morelight,moisture, andnutrients,orimproving standhealth byeliminating diseasedtrees.
Transparencyis literally the condition in which light passes through and leaves everything
visible, but is also the condition of being clear and free from pretence. NOTE: in atransparent model, the construction of estimates isclearly explained; the documentation is sufficient for another party to reconstruct it; and the documentation sufficiently clarifies the
major causes of trends in the data. Transparency is greatly increased if the data collected
and reported by different agencies are similar and, therefore, easily understood by other
parties andcomparabletothedatapresented bytheotherparties.
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Turnovertimeis the ratio between the mass of a reservoir and the rate of removal from that
reservoir.
Uncertaintyis a statistical term for the degree of accuracy and precision of data. NOTE: it
often expresses the range of possible values of a parameter or a measurement around a
mean orpreferred value.
Uncertainty analysis is the investigation of the output distribution, given the model and the
pre-defined distribution of the inputs. NOTE: In uncertainty analysis the input variables
range between the extreme values investigated in sensitivity analysis. In this study the full
variance, that is the variance of the output induced by all sources input variances
collectively wasinvestigated intheuncertainty analysis.
Understory speciesarethose plant speciesthat grow closetotheforest soil under the canopy
formed byotherplants.
Uneven-aged stand is a forest stand, in which more than two distinct age classes, usually
accompaniedbyarangeof sizeclasses,arepresent.
Validation is an official confirmation or approval of an act or product. NOTE: in the context
of mitigation projects, validation involvescheckingtoensurethat theoffset calculation isin
linewithreportingprocedures andguidelines. Itcheckstheinternal consistency ofthedata.
Variability isthesetof observed differences attributable totrue heterogeneity ordiversity ina
population or parameter. NOTE: sources of variability are the result of random processes.
Variability is usually not reducible by further measurement or study, but can often be
described.
Variance of asample isthe square of the standard deviation. Coefficient of Variance usually
refers tothevariance,expressed inpercentage of themean oftheestimate.
Verification is the process of checking whether the measured greenhouse-gas and nongreenhouse-gas impacts have actually occurred (thisbook).NOTE:Thecredibility attached
to verification increases with transparency and independence of the verifying person or
organization. In the Scolel Te project verification also aims atevaluating the accuracy and
reliability ofthemonitoring scheme.
Vulnerable carbonis the set of those pools of organic carbon in an ecosystem that are easily
accessible tonatural orhuman-induced biochemical decomposition.
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Units:
Mega (M) = 106

1MgC = 106 gram C = 1ton C (1 tC)

Giga

(G) = 109

1GgC = 109gram C

Tiga

(T)

= 1012

1TgC = 1012gram C = 1Megaton C (1 MtC)

Peta

(P)

= 1015

1PgC = 1015 gram C = 1Gigaton C (1 GtC)
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